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SYNOPSIS 
Secondary electron emission yie Id and characteristic energy 
losses from a number of mda Is have been measured in the present 
investigation. Owing to the known adverse effects of poor vacuum 
conditions and any consequent contamination of the surface on the 
~ 
secondary emission properties, all experiments have been cond~ed in a 
clean ultra-high vacuum environment - typical pressure under operating 
conditions being < 10-9 torr and the residual gases analysed by a 
quadrupole residual gas analyser. Total yield has been measured from 
Ni, Ag, Pt, Bi and TaC. A quantitative assessment of the variation of 
the total yield ~ with angle of incidence of the prim~ry beam, in the 
Energy range 200 - l300eV and of the Dean de.nths of origin of secondary 
electrons in these materials, has been made. The total yield from TaC, 
\-Jhich is currently favoured as a low yield ID'lterial, and the effect of 
surface conditions on its yield bave also been investigated. 
eharacteristic energy losses have been measured from Ag, Bi, Be, 
Ta and TaC by using a spherical retarding field energy analyser coupled 
with electronic differentiation. This technique involves energy modulating 
the electron beam and extracting the signal using phase sensitive detection 
methods. The accurate values of energy losses obtained in this manner, 
established the validity of such a technique and the potential of the 
analyser in characteristic energy loss studies. In particular, two 10ss6s 
at 15 and 30eV have been observed in TaC which has not been investigated 
hitherto. New energy 10ss6s at 13.5eV in Ag and 7.9 and 12.5eV in Ta 
have been found. The various energy losses in the different materials 
have been attributed to th6 excitati-on of volume and surface plasmons and 
to intertend transitions. Intensity variations with changes in 
environment have also b6en noted. Both changes in the intensity and 
shape of the loss peaks with contamination have emphasised the necessity 
for maintaining the target surface clean under ultra-high vacuum 
cond it ions. 
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CHAPTER ·1 
The Basic Processes in Secondary Electron rmission 
1.1 Introduction 
When electrons ~ith sufficient kinetic energy bombard a 
solid surface, the surface ~i11 emit electrons. The bombarding 
electrons are considered "primary" electrons and the emitted e1ectrens 
"secondary"; the entire process being termed "secondary electron 
emission" (SEE). It was Austin and 8tarke (1) ~ho, for the first time, 
in 1902, noticed the phenomenon of secondary electron emission while 
studying the reflection of cathode rays from metal surfaces. They 
observed that the number of electrons emitted by the metal was larger 
than the number hitting it. This could not be explained merely as 
reflection but rather as the additional liberation of electrons from the 
metal under the influence of the ~mbarding electrons. 
Ever since the discovery of Austin and Starke, numerous 
experimental and theoretical investigations have been made concerning 
the phenomenon of secondary electron emission. The theories range from 
relatively simple empirical treatments to highly complex quantum mechani-
cal investigations. Considerable experimental evidence has been gathered 
from metals, insulators and semiconductors under different conditions. 
Despite the long history of the phenomenon and the vast amount of 
study on it, many questions have yet to be answered ragarding the actual 
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production and escape mechanism of secondary electrons. 
Secondary emission is predominantly a surface effect since the proba-
bility of electron escape decays exponential~ with depth. The effects 
of surface contamination thus become very important. It is frequently 
very difficult to ascertain whether the experimental results are 
actually characteristic of the prepared target or of some contaminating 
element or of some compound formed by the contaminant and the target 
material., Much experimental effort hes been extended in obtaining clean 
target surfaces, with varying degrees of success. Flashing metallic 
surfaces at high temperatures probably has been the most successful, 
but this technique has been limited to a few metals such as tungsten, 
tantalum and mo~bdenum. Heat treatment is open to criticism in the case 
of some meta Is such a s aluminium where the oxide is much less volat.ile 
than the metal itself. Thus if the surface is once oxidised, it may not 
be possible to clean it off purely by heat treatment. Some authors 
prefer to prepare the targets by evaporation in a good vacuum. In all 
secondary electron emission studies it is easential to have the best 
possible vacuum conditions, since the characteristics can vary so much 
with adsorbed layers of foreign materials. 
Early investigations on secondary electron emission had a very 
straightforward approach. ~imary . electrons bombard the surface of a 
material, where, by certain mechanisms, electrons are caused tolaave the 
material. One need on~ measure the number of so called "secondary 
electrons" per second as a function of their energy (E) and their 
direction (e) i.e. measure J(E,e ) and construct a theory to satisfy 
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these results. Even though thlS approach gives a rough idea of 
secondary electrons, to completely understand the mechanism of 
secondary emission within the material, more advanced and complicated 
approaches must be made. 
J(E, 0) can depend only on the states of the interacting 
systems, that is to say, on the properties of the primary electron 
beam and on the physical and chemical properties of the target, such as 
chemical composition, crystal structure, surface corilitions, tempera-
ture , etc. 
1.2 ~ua litative scheme of secondary emission 
The phenomenon of secondary emission is a complicated problem 
in nature. Although the full understanding of the mechanism involved is 
lacking, several schemes seem to explain logically the different 
elementary processes involved. These schemes are based on a multiplicity 
of events transpiring between the penetration of the primary electrons 
into the solid and the emission of the secondaries. 
The interaction of primary electrons with the target and the 
SUbsequent emission of secondary electrons have been diagramatically 
represented by Hachenberg and Brauer (2) as shown in fig. 1. 
The process can be explained as follows. 1) The Primary 
electron beam impinges upon the surface of the target where it interacts 
with the surface potential barrier and is split into two parts 
(a) those Which are reflected and (b) those which penetrate the 
surface. 2) Those electrons penetrating the surface interact with the 
nuclei and electrons of the material and are thus distributed by elastic 
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collisions with the nuclei and energy is lost through interaction with the 
electrons. The elastic collisions cause the beam to be split again into 
various directions, some of which are backscattered towards the surface. 
These reflected primaries also will produce secondaries part of which 
will escape into free space (3,4,5). A primar,y electron going into thE 
solid~ owing to the Coulomb forces, excite atomic electrons, at the same 
time lOSing a fraction of its initial energy at each excitation or 
collision. High energy primaries may excite any electrons, but lower 
energy primaries ( -100 ev) will usually excite on~ conduction band 
electrons. These "internal secondar,y electrons" thus generated interact 
with different component~ of the solid, such as electrons and phonons 
and spread towards the surface. 
Whether such an electron ever escapes from the surface of the 
target depends on several factors. The kinetic energy associated with 
its VelOCity component perpendicular to the surface must be greater 
than, W, the difference between the bottom of th€ conduction band 
and the vacuum level, when it reaches the surface (fig. 2) (6.7). 
An individual electron in the solid will fail to emerge, 
therefore if 1) its initial energy from the collision with primar,y 
electron is less than W 2) it loses sufficient energy from subsequent 
colliSions so that by the time it reaches the surface, its kinetic 
energy is less than W. 3) It arrives at the surface at an angle 
Such that the velocity component perpendicular to the surface is too 
small. 
With regards to the last, consider an electron with 
-4-
energy 
2 E=-!m(V + 
x 
V2 + 
Y 
Assume that its motion at the surface makes an angle e with the normal 
to the surface. For escape 
or 
i.e. 
L.. V 2 > W ~Ill X -
tIn 1 cos2 e 
coi e > 
> w 
The greatest angle from the normal at ~hich an electron ~ith 
" 
arrival energy E, can escape from the surface is then 
For all e < e electrons o 
Solid angle involved ia (1 
1 W 1 Cos- (_)2 
E 
of kinetic energy E, ~ill escape. 
= Id {1 = ? 1T I fb sin e d e d 4» 
o 0 
=21T(1-Cos e) 
o 
(1) 
The 
The probability of escape P(E) of an electron of energy. E, 
can be computed. If an isotropic angular distribution of the electrons 
reaching the surface can be assumed and taking into account the one 
half space which is of interest 
P(E) = = (1 - Cos eo) = 1 _ (~) t (2) 
The secondary electrons coming out of the target and their 
dependence on the various parameters, have been studied in great 
detail and a brief account of the experimental results ~ill be 
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given so as to enable one to understan:1 the ·basic processes involved. 
1.3 Energy Spectrum 
When investigating the secondary electrons, one of the more 
obvious features which may be studied, is the energy distribution. 
It is of prime importance both in applications of secondary ~mission 
and in the theoreti~al interpretation of the process. 
If the number of secondary electrons €mitte~ by the target, 
in the energy interval E and E + dE is plotted against E, a typical 
energy spectrum results. The general form of the distribution curve, 
resulting from medium values of primary energy E (50 < E < 1000eV) 
. p p 
has been:eemonstrated by RudbGrg (8) and OnE: such curve is reproduced 
in fig. 3, for a silver target bombareded by 155 eV electrons. A number 
of features immediately become apparent. Three groups of electrons may be 
distinguished in the distribution curve 
1) A group of electrons having the same energy, E , as the primary p 
electrons. These can easily be distinguished as the primary electrons 
which have suffered elastic collisions with the lattice and have merely 
been reflected. These are called "reflected primaries". These 
elastically reflected primaries have an fnergy distribution similar 
to that of the primaries. The primsry electrons are not mono~n6rgetic 
but rather they have a Maxwellian distribution, it being a function of the' 
cathode tem,erature. The group of reflected primsrie s is indicated by 
peak a in fig. 3. 
2) A second group (marked b 
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in fig. 3) falls between E and approximately p 
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account. The discussion has been carried out only to give a useful 
classification of the secondaries into different groups depending on 
the amount of energy they possess. MBny other indirect processes such 
as production of tertiary electrons qy the true secondaries, the 
excitation of plasma oscillations and the consequent energy losses of 
tho primary electrons and the release of secondaries by the action of the 
inelastically reflected primaries, have not yet been considered. 
1.4 Yield 
The "yield ll ~ is defined as "the number of ·secondary electrons 
emitted on the average by the action of one primary electron" (11). 
Or, alternatively, it is the ~tio of the total secondary electron 
current (is) to the primary electron current (ip) 
i.E. 
i 
-2 
i p 
(3) 
One of the most investigated phenomena of secondary emission is 
the variation of yield, ~ , with the priID9ry electron €.nergy, E • 
P 
The 
plot of ~ against E , known as the "yield curve" has in general the p 
samo shape for all materials. A typical yield curve is reprodu?ed in 
fig. 4, for a molybdenum target (12). For luw E, ~ 
P 
than unity, increases to a maximum value, ~ (for 
max 
than ~ = 2) for E equal to a few hundred eV (E ) p pmax· 
decreases slowly as E is increased further. p 
is much loss 
metals not greater 
The yield symbol is sometimes written as lIitot ' to indicate 
that the secondary current includes all the three groups of secondaries. 
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If however, the "trUE yield" is to be considered, it is usually written 
as ~ true, and is defined as the ratio of the true secondary electrons 
to the primary electrons producing them. 
out (2). 
A simple relationship between ~true and ~ may be easily work~d 
~ true = 
is total 
i p 
i(¥f+r) p I 
- ri p 
where is total is the total secondary current 1 ond r are the fractions 
of inelastically reflected and elastically reflected priroDry electrons. 
Upon using the equation (3) one gets 
~true = ~ - ( "2 + r) (1 - r) 
fhe first important fact one observes in yield curves, is the 
similarity in shape, for El lmost all targets. Various authors 
(1), 14, 15) explain the characteristic curves in different \~ays, but 
all have to consider how internal secondaries are produced and how they 
escape. 
When the primary electron has very small energy, its depth of 
penetration is small and the probability of the internal secondary 
emerging is governed only by the angular probability (assuming no 
Collision loss of energy on th( way to the surface for the small penetra-
tion depth) and should be constant. Thus the yield, per pritnDry should 
increase as the primary energy since the energy determines the number of 
internal secondaries created. Therefore, in the range of very small 
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primary energies, b is approximately proportional to E • 
P 
As the 
primary energy is increased, the number of internal secondaries still 
increas€is proportionately. However, many of these are now produced at 
a considerable depth, and some lose so much energy through repeated 
collisions on the way to the surfaCE, or are backscattered, that thE: 
number of actual escaping secondaries does not increase proportionately. 
As the penetration depth increases further, the collision loss 
phen~enon becomes more important until a b is reached at some E • 
max p max 
At still greater E the yield decreases because a greater number of p 
internal secondaries are created at considerabl6 depth than near the 
surface. Near the surface, .the high energy primary electron has too 
large a velocity to excite atomic electrons to the emission level, passing 
in and out of close proximity too quickly. 
Though this explanation is extremely qualitative and aimed at 
explaining the shape of the yield curve, some of the experimental 
results in SEE can be explained on the abovebackground~ 
1.5 Correlation of b and Workfunction ~ 
max 
McKay (3) tried to correlate the maximum yield and work function. 
He plotted b for a few polycrystalline surfaces against the work 
max 
function values, compiled from Becker (16) (fig. 5). This approach 
shows some interesting relationships. There appears to be a tendency 
for materials with high work functions to have high yields •. Baroody finds 
from his theory a relationship b ,,,.-: 
m3X 
~ . 
~~ ~, shown as dotted line in 
fig. 5, (22). Howev6r, the inference should not be r,:ade, as McKay 
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points out, that by increasing the work function of a meta 1 the 
SE yield will be increased. OftEn the invGrse statEment 36ems to be 
More reliable. It is believed that the work function itself p~~ys 
a r01atively minor role in determining the yield, but that it is linked 
with other ",ropE.rties of the mEtnl which play.:, c'Jminant rolE. in 
determining thE yield. In fsct, McKay.states that a relationship nearly 
ES reliable may be obtainc;d by plotting b against the density of 
max 
the target. 
A number of authors have tried to investigate the effect of thf:: 
1o10rk function on the yield, \vithout varying any other parameter which 
might affect the yield. One method was to deposit a thin layer of a 
different element on the targe~ in which case the change in work function 
Could be measured independently De Boer and Bruining (17) argue that 
if the thickness is less than a monomolecular layer, the contribution 
to the yield due to secondaries in this adsorbcd layer is negligible 
pr ovid6d E is greatGr than 50 cv. This mdhod has bC'en used by p 
Sixtus (18) using thorium on tungsten, TrGlo~r (19) with barium on 
tungsten, Coomes (20) with thorium on tungst€n end hcKay (21) with 
Sodium on tungsten. All the results, except that of Coomes, show an 
increase in yield when the work function is lowered. Sixtus and Treloar 
obtainEd relations of th( form 
log ~ = A - b r:p ,where 'f is the work function and A & b 
are constant for a given metal and E. This equation holds only for p 
adsorbed layers which ere thinner than those for minimum work function. 
- 11-
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1. 6 Norm Used YiE Id 
As indicated previously, the general shape of yield curves for 
all metals is quite similar. Baroody (22) made this similarity 
particularly conspicuous by normalising the curves i.e. he plotted 
~ E /~ against p/E Presented in this form, the curves for 
max p max. 
different metals lie in a narrow range so thnt the representation .is 
nearly a "universal yield curve" for all metals (fig. 6). Kollath (23) 
added further results, the yieldS being "corrected" for rediffused 
primary electrons using an equation similar to (5). In fig. 6 the open 
circles refer to measurements corrected for rediffused primaries. The 
nature of the Universal yield curve will be discussed in greater detail 
in Chapter IV. 
1.7 Temperature Dependence of Yield 
Most investigators do agree that true secondary emission in 
metals is independent of the temperature of the emitter surface. 
Certain complications do occur however, since the changes in 
temperature of the target may alter the density of adsorbed gas if 
present Bnd may possibly change the crystal structure or the roughness 
of the surface. Any of these may influence the yield. However, when 
these complications are not present, many expe::rimenters (20, 21, 24, 25) 
have found no significant change at all in the yiEld of metals with 
temperature. Morozov (26) and Wooldridge (27, 28) have:: shown that 
for cobalt, iron, molybdenum and nickel thE: SE temperature cocfficient 
must be less than the temperature coefficient of linear expansion. 
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BlankGnfield (29) found ho variations greater than 1% for nickel in the: 
tcr;Perature range from 20°C to 400oC. Only Sternglass (30) found a 
temperature dependence which might be due to adsorption of layers at 
the surface, especially since he did not have any provision for heat 
troatment. 
It must be added here that many workers do find variation in 
semiconductors and insulators. For Ge, Johnson and McKay (31) found 
a continuous decrease by 5% in a temperature range of 200 to 600°C. 
Since the study of SE from semiconductors and insulators in itself is a 
special field and since in the present investigation only metals arc 
studied the Variation of yield ~ith temperature in semiconductors and 
insulators will not be considered here. 
1.8 Dependence of ~ on the engle of incidence of the Primaries 
Numerous investigators have determined the secondary emission 
~icld with primDry electrons under oblique angle of incidence and have 
observed a larger yield than under normal incidence (32, 33, 34). The 
general effect of obliqUE incidenCE: may be seen from fig. 7 where for normal 
incidence of the prirnDries the mean depth of origin of secondaries is x • 
s 
For oblique incidence, the secondaries produced at the end point of x's ' 
~ill be on~ at a distance Xs Cos 6 f~om the surface, where e is the 
angle of incidence, and thus have less chance of h,Ging absorbed. 
However, this dependence is more predominant when bp ~ Ep max where the 
Yield is mainly limited by the absorption of secondaries. Little 
~ariation should be expected for low prim~ry energies and this has been 
- 13 -
verifi~d experimentally (35). 
Muller (36) investigat6d aluminium, nickel and carbon targets 
at E = 2.5 k6V and the results Bra shown in fig. 8. With greatly p 
oversimplified assumptions, he showed that bc:rC C 1 e . 
. os 
Bruining (34, 35) assuming that the secondJries are absorbed 
eXpon€ntially with distance, derived a relation 
b e = bo exp1 Gtxs(1 - Cos g )} (6) 
be and ~o are the yields at angles of incidenCe 
Xs - mean depth of origin of the secondaries 
o 0 e ana 0 . 
IX- - coefficient of absorption of secondaries. 
Bruining used the equation (6) to calculate the mean depth of 
origin of secondaries in nick6l since 
= ln~~) Xs bo (7) 
a(l- Cos8) 
A 6 -1 ( ) ssuming the value of for nickel to be 1.5 x 10 cm. Becker, 37 
Bruining cocputed the value of Xs to be about 30 R for nickel. 
Jonker (38) showed thot for many metals 1 , in addition, 
. p max 
increased with angle of incidence according to I~oso ' but this 
~el~tionship seems to be less valid in the evidence of recent 
eXperiments by Young (39). 
This consistent increase in yield with angle of incidence is 
true only if the target surface is extremely smooth. For rough 
Surfaces the variation is less singificant, obviously because the angle 
of incidence on such a surface is ill-defined. 
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1.9 Surface Effects 
It has b0cn established by many workers (16, 40) that the work 
function of a surface depends upon the oril;ntc.tion of the oxposed crystal 
fece. Nichols I (40) data for example shoHs thot thG work function of 
tungsten varies from 4.35 volts for the (111) c~Tstal direction to at 
least 4.65 for the (110) direction. As discussed in section 1.5, the 
change in 'Work function could a lter the yie ld to a certain extent. Hence, it 
is to be exp6cted that different crystal faces will have different yields. 
If we assume Treloar's formula log b = A - b:';: (section 1.5), a rough 
Estimation of the change in the yield, with a chcnge of the crystal direction 
from (111) to (110) of tungsten,shows that there would be a change of 
Some 3% in b
max 
,. Beckow (41) measured b for a single copper crystal 
max 
and found that it had a different value for each crystal face, being 
a maximum for the (100) fDce. However, WoCildridge's theory (42) 
implies that factors other than work function dUG to crystal orientation 
may influence the yield. ~ and large, all researchers do report that 
any given face of a crystal exhibits a characteristic yield. However, 
Care should be taken when trying to correlate this information to 
EXperimental results, as a given polycrystalline substance need not 
necessarily exhibit all crystalline. faces to the surface with €qual 
probability. On the contrary, unl6ss the experiment is precisely 
designed to locate a given lattice plane, the probability of the surface 
being inhomogeneous as to orientation of crystal faces is high. 
Experimental evidence shows that 0 rough or porous surfac6 
has a lower secondary emission yield than a smooth one. This is 
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FIG. 9 
Diagram showing the nature of a 'rough'surface 
and its influence on the escape of secondaries 
I· 5 .--------.,....------...,.--------, 
2 
1·0 1------7fI'-+-----'----t---------1 
0·5 ~-~--~~-~------------t---------1 
o 2.00 400 
FIG. 10 
Variation of 0 with surface roughness 
1. Soot; 2. Smooth Carbon 
600 
qualitatively explained' (11) by postulating that a rough surface can be 
thought of as consisting of a number of "holes" or "wells" which form 
miniature Faraday cages out of which the secondaries cannot escape 
(fig. 9). Rashkovskii (43) actually obtained profilograms of a number 
of blackened and roughened surfaces and showed that the structure is in 
fact very similar to that shown in fig. 9. Many second8~ emitting 
surfaces used commercially in applications where a low secondary €~ission 
is required, are made deliberately rough. 
In section 1.5 it was said that the work function of a surface 
could be altered by an adsorbed metallic layer on the surface. The some 
will be true for adsorbed gases. If the layer is very thick, the yield 
may be expected to be a lt€red appreciably. How6ver, a mon-atomic layer 
probably has a yield of the order of 0.02 at Ep around 200 eV (17), 
indicating possibly that the variation for layers of this thickness 
is primarily due to variation of the work function. Recent low energy 
diffraction experiments have shown the change in crystal structure with 
adsorbed gases (44). Heat treatment is one common method used by many 
authors to remOVE the adsorbed impurity layers. This procedure in some 
Cases is unreliabl~ as the crystal structure itself may be altered by 
heat treatm6nt. Also., when gas layers are being removed it is extremely 
difficult to distinguish the thickness and uniformity of remaining layers. 
Finally, the surfac~s may become oxidised which will give unreliable 
data. Further heating of the surface will not necessarily elminatc 
this problem either, as oxygen n~y not be removed by heat treating alone, 
but may require heat treatment in an atmosphere of hydrogen, for example, 
the subsequent water vapour then being removed by simple heating in vacu~. 
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1.10 Backscattered Prim8rics 
In section I.], the secondaries hove been categorised into 
"true secondaries" (below 50eV), inelasticlllly refl€:cted primaries and 
elastically reflected primaries. Since elastically rEflected primaries in 
many caSES are so few, they with inelasticall; rstlacte::i prinaries 
can be grouped together as r€diffused primaries and expressed as a 
fraction n of the primnry electrons. Thus it is eas,y to separate the 
rediffused or backscattered fraction n of the primaries by means of 
a retarding potential of about 50eV. Measurements of the inelastic 
electron scattering coefficient n have been carried out by many .authors . 
(45, 46, 47, 48). Fig. 11 indicates n plotted against primary energy for 
a number of meta Is. n seems to approach an upper limit between 0.05 nnd 
.5 with increasing prironry energy. Furthermore mahy authors are of 
opinion that for ell metals the curves rise starting from low energies 
up to about 15 keV. However referring to the papers by Bronshtein and 
Ssgal (4, 5) one can see that a plot of n against E has in some p 
cases the shape similar to the total yield, i.e. there is' a maximum 
at a low primary Energy after which it falls off or keeps a ste~dy 
value as the energy increases. The metals involved according to these 
authors include beryllium, silver and bismuth. 
priIllllry 
depends 
Most authors do agree upon the fact that in th~ range of moderate 
electron 6nergies E 2 - 5 keV, where dn. /dE ~ 0, the value p p 
only on the atomic number Z of the element. Fig. l2 shows a 
plot of n for the investigated elements. It can be seen that ell 
the points lie clos6 to some curve which increases monotonically with Z 
(the continuous curve in fig. l2). 
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The energy distribution of oockscattered electrons has been 
studied by many workers, the classic example being the one by 
Rudberg (8). The energy distribution curve of these electrons runs 
nearly horizontal (fig. 3). Just below the primary energy, the 
continuum is superposed by single sharp peaks, indicating that a primary 
on penetration into the solid, undergoes single discrete losses of energy. 
These energy loss peaks are characteristic of the targ€t and are often 
referred to as the "characteristic energy losses". In these ca s€s, electrons 
have either raised crystal electrons from deeper levels into the 
conduction band or have eventually excited "plasma oscil1ations ll comparable 
to that in a gaseous plasma. This phunomenon of plasma oscillations 
hns recently been studied in great detail both theoretically and 
experimentally by mDny authors. It is of great value in enabling 
One to have a better understanding of the structure of solids. In the 
present work also, particulBr emph~sis h~s been laid on the study of 
characteristic energy losses and plasma oscillations and hence a deeper 
account of the whole phcnom€non will be given in Chapter Ill. 
Even though the ph€nomenon of plasmc oscillations has becn 
studied in great detail, a complete understanding of the inelastic 
Scattering of electrons is lacking. As far back as 1954, 
Sternglass (52) suggested thnt the inebetic intcr~ctions loIUh the bound 
~lectrons in a solid dominate the electron scattering. Recently, 
however, the 6lastic mechanism of electron scattering by interaction 
with the nuclei has gained favour (53, 54, 55). According to 
~6rhart (53), single Rutherford-type interactions loIith nuclei, 
- 18 -
which produce an immediate deflection by an angle greater than 900 , 
play the dominant role. Neglecting electron deflections through 
angles less than 900 and assuming that the electrons are retarded 
in e ccordanc€ with 'Whiddington' s Law (Chapter IV) Everhart obtained 
the following formula for n of ele~cnts 
a 
a-I + 0.5 (8) 
n = 1 + a 
where 
(9) 
Z - atomic number 
e - electronic charge 
N - Avogadro I s number 
m - mass of the electron 
C - wbiddington's Constant 
A - atomic weight of the element. 
Formula (8), according to Everhart, is valid at not too low 
values of E • 
P 
He €stimated the lower limit to be 0.17 keV for Al and 1.9 
2 keV for Au. From equations (8) and (9) it follows that n = feZ lA) or 
since ~ ~ a constant we simply have n = f(Z). The experimental results 
agree quantitatively with the calculated ones (if C is selected 
empirically) only for Z < 40 (dashed curve in fig. ]2). Nakhodkin and 
Archard (54, 55) consider that in the cese of the elements with Z > 40, 
multiple clastic deflections through st1all angles play thc m:lin role and 
Everhart1s approximation is not valid. 
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The inelastic scatt6ring of electrons from compounds has been 
investigated much less than that from elements. In the region of 
moderate energies there are only isol!.l.ted data for some random 
representetives of various types of compounds. Vuller (56), 
Saldick and AlIen (57) investigated the inelastic scattering of ~ 
particles and concluded that the inelastic electron scattering coefficient 
of a co~pound is equal to th6 inelastic scattering coefficient of an (;lament 
- which will be called the "equivalent ElEment" - if the effective 
atomic number of the compound Zeff is equal to the atomic number Z of the 
element. According to them, on6 can use the concept of Zeff of a 
compound, if the scattering and the retardation of an electron during 
its motion in this compound are due to its i~teractions with individual 
atobe of the comnound. These authors calculated Zeff of a compound 
BC. 
mn 
According to Muller 
rnABZB + nACZC 
Zeff = 
mAB + nAC 
But according to Sa1dick Dnd A11en 
2 2 
mZB + nZC 
Z6ff = mZB + nZc 
(10) 
(11) 
where ZB and Zc are the atomic numbers of elements forming the 
compound; AB and AC are their atomic weights. The two formulae, 
however, give similar values of Z6ff for the same compound. The 
experimental data obtained in (56) and (57) for primcry energies of 
the order of 1 MeV show that the equivalent elements can be found from 
equations (10) and (11). 
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However, in the moderate energy region the results of 
investig~tions of the inelastic reflcctionaf electrons from compounds 
are contradictory. Fig. 13 shows the plot of n against Zeff for a 
number of compounds in the primary energy region 2 - 20 keV. The 
continuous curve is tbe experimentally determined dependence of n on 
Z for elements. Even though the values of n of some compounds 
are close to n of equivalent elements, this in general is not true, 
especial~ for compounds with small values of Zeff' 
Extending Everhart's method, Gomoyunova and l€tunov (58) 
derived a formula for ths equivalent ~lement of a compound. 
According to them 
mAB + 
Z2 
= A (12) 
Considering this equation, the scattGring coeffici€nt n is 
found to be governed not by the effective atomic number Zcff but by 
the effective ve lue of the qU!lntity Z2/A• This applies to all alkali-
-halide compounds and to some other substances. In fig. 14 is given a plot 
of n against (rnZB
2 
+ nZc
2)/(mAB + nAC)' The continuous curvc gives 
the dependence of nCZ2/A} for elements. 
It must be said that despite all the good agreement betWEen the 
experimental and theoretical curves, one cannot help questioning some of 
the basic cssumptions of 1verhart and others. For example, all of them 
do neglEct multiple scattering. It is quits possible for the electron 
to be beckscattered after multiple scattering. Also, the validity of 
1.o.ihiddington 1s Law is qucstiona,ble. HOV1ever, for the oosic understanding 
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emitted from a nickel target. 
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The angular distribution of reditTuscd primary electrons at 
various bombarding energies and two angles of incidence. 
FIG· 16 
of the very complicated phenomenon of secondary electron emission, 
such assumptions may have to be made until further probress is mnds. 
1.11 !Dgultr Distribution of SecondAries 
The energy angular distri>utioD._. of the secondaries is a function 
which is of great significance in the formulation of any theory of SEE. 
In spite of its significance not much work has been done on this. The 
classical work in this field was done by Jonkcr (59, 60) studying the 
angular distribution of secondaries from a nickel target. Alekse€" end 
Boriso" (61) studied the same using MgO layers as target. The leck of 
Sufficient data might be due to the technical difficulties in the 
construction of an apparatus capable of distinguishing electrons according 
to their energy and angle. 
Jonker using moderate primary energies and Ni as the target, sepa-
rated secondaries of low energies into different groups with energy 
1.5eV, 10eV, 20eV, etc. Fig. 15 is reproduced from his paper. It can 
be Seen that the low energy secondaries have an approximate cosine 
distribution. A true cosine law is drawn dotted in the figure for 
comparison. This law is followed almost exactly for secondaries of 
20eV energy but a slight flattening of the polar diagram appears for 
Secondaries of lower energy. Jonker observes that the distribution 
curveS do not depend on the crystal structurc of the target and also he 
does not find any fine structure in the distribution. Owing to the cosine 
distribution of true secondaries outside the target, theoreticians infer 
that the distribution of the directions of internal secondaries inside the 
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_ •. Copper crystal, (001) face, 250-volt primary beam at 
normal incidence. Curve (a) is for 0-10 ev secondaries; index of 
refraction 1.29. Curve (b) is for 10-20 ev serondaries; index of 
refraction 1.36. Curve (c) is for 20-40 ev secondaries; index of 
refraction 1,48. 
FIG. 17 
solid must be isotropic and tbis in fact forms onE of the corner-stones 
of the theory of secondary electron emission. 
For backscattered primaries also, Jonkcr found an approximate 
cosine distribution. With oblique angle of incidence of the primary 
beam, the curves are slightly dented in the direction of the incident 
beam. The elcstically reflected primaries, on the other hand, have a 
distinct maximum in the direction of the incident beam. In addition, 
with oblique incidence of the pr~ries there will occur distinct 
peaks in the direction of the "optically" rGflectcd priID!lry beam (fig. 16). 
Despite the very conclusive eXperimE.nto 1 evidence obtained by Jonkcr, 
one wonders if the perfect cosine distribution is not a bit over-
simplified, especially owing to the few data available from other 
materials. Experimental workers often tend to assume the cosine 
distribution and presume that there ere no particularly interesting or 
noteworthy features in the distribution curvc. 
Hare recently, hm'lever, Burns (62) studied the angular 
distribution of slow electrons from specified faces of single crystals 
of both copper end nickel, and has observed some striking departures 
from the cosine law. 
Fig. 17 shows a typical polar distribution curve fro~ the (001) 
face of a copper crystal for a primary beam of energy 250eV at normal 
incidence. There is a central peak which, according to Burns' 
explanation, consists of secondaries scattered inelastically a long the 
(001) direction and superimposed on this centralpeok appear smaller 
maxima in (015), (014), (013), (012), (023) and (011) directions. 
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Burns concludes that the angular distribution of secondaries 
frOtl single crystals of copper and n .. ck€l is not a simple cosine distrf-
bution as Jonker found, but instead it possess6s a number of weak 
maxima superim~osed upon a background which has approximately a cosine 
distribution. Needless to say that more investigation should be 
directed in this direction, for a clear and complete understanding of 
the angu1~r distribution of seconda~ electrons both from single crystals 
and polycrysta11ine targets. 
1.12 Fine Structure in Energy Distribution of Secondary Electrons 
The general shape of the energy distribution of secondary electrons 
from n metal target is a smooth curve, with the true secondary n~imum 
at two or.three electron-volts and another peak corresponding to the 
reflected primaries (fig. 3). However, some workers have observed some 
fine structure in the energy spectrum of secondaries from a number 
of different metals. They were first discovered by HawDrth for ho and 
for Cb (63). Ko1lath (64) Harrower (65) and Zinln: (66) also found 
Similar subsidiary maximo above 50 eV up to 300cV - i.e. in the range 
of rcdiffused primaries. ThGSG subsidiary maxima or "humps" indicate 
that electrons ere being prefcrential~ emitted at certain fixed energies. 
Thcs( humps are independent of the primary energy and arc characteristic 
of the target. ~ny authors are still rather sceptical about these 
humps, €spGcia11y when considering the conditions under which they ere 
obtained. The targets were subjected to excessive heat treatment, with 
a view to obtaining clean surfaces. For example, Harrower heated 
No at 20000 K and W at 2600oK, for 15 hours, "to drive out impurities 
- 24 -
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within the target meterial". 18nder (67) explained these humps as due 
to Auger processes (68). Briefly, th6 Anger (-:ffdct can be (;xplnined as 
follows. An electron is excited from a deep level n (fig 18) by a 
primary collision. The vacancy creatGd in 00 nd n is fillEd with an 
electron of the next higher rDnd C. The energy (10 - EC) released by 
this process aoes not appear as an electron~gnetic radiation quantum 
outside the solid but instead is used for Gxciting an electron from the 
band C or even from the upp6r bnnd A. The electron then appears outside 
the solid with an energy (En - EC) - EA' if it comes from the band A. 
On the other hand if this electron cones from the band C itself, its 
cnergy will be (En - 2EC)' Harrower could explain 011 the subsidinry 
maxima observed for W, as due to Auger trnnsitions. It is interesting 
to compare the calculated Auger energies Dnd the subsidlnry maxim of 
W obtained by Hnrrowsr, Tnble. 1. 
Theoreticnlly , the Auger process is definitely one menns by 
Which primary electrons can lose energy end also secondaries can be 
emitted preferentially. But looking at Harrower's observed energy 
distribution curves, onc cannot help being suspicious and sceptical, 
eSpecially since these so-called humps IHG so ill-defined. For a heavy 
metal, there can be a large number of Augtr transitions, since Auger 
transitions are possible even though the corresponding optical transitions 
~reforbidden by selection rules. The existence of subSidiary maxi~~ in 
the caSe of insulators h~s not yet been prov6d with certainty. According 
to the interpretion by Auger process it would be quite natural to expect 
sir!;ilar maxima for inaulators as well. 
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1.13 Secondary mission from Insulators 
Even though in the present work, only secondary emission 
from meta Is WaS studied, a very brief account of the secondary emission 
from insulators and metal compounds would not be out of place. In r~ny 
ways, the properties of insulators are very much more complicated than 
thOSe for purb metals. BeSides, it is much more difficult to make 
measurements on insulators. However, from the point of ViEW of technical 
applications, this class of materials is probably more important then metals, 
since high SEcondary emission yields Dre obtainable and secondary emission 
multiplication is pOSSible. 
Most insulators have a b - E curve similar in shape, although not p 
necessarily in magnitude, to th~t for mEtals. The maximum yield from 
insulators lies in the range 0.96 (WS2) to 18 (MgO) wit~l somewhat higher 
values for single crystals (e.g. 24 for a single crystal of NaBr). 
Unlike in metals, the yi~ld from insulators may change considerably 
with tcmp:orature, owing to the difference in mechc:nism by which 
internal secondaries lOSE energy. In 0 metal there 8re mnny free nnd 
bound electrons with which the secondaries can make collisions involving 
the transfer of large or small emounts of cnergy. This process may 
Continue until the secondaries ere brought into thermnl equilibrium 
With the lattice. However, in an insulator the minimum energy which can 
be lost by the process is equal to the Energy gap betwoen the bottom of the 
conduction bond and top of the valence band. In ~~ for example, this 
is at least 5.6eV and for most insulators it is of comparable m8gnitude. 
Once the electrons have fcllen to Dn Energy of ab8ut 5eV the on~ 
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mechanism by which thcy may lose energy is by collisions with lattice 
defects and electron-phonon interactions. In a single crystal, the 
number of collisions with lattice defects will be smDII and although the 
number of electron-phonon interactions may be large the amount of 
energy lost by each collision wlII be srr~ll. Provided the Energy 
required for the emission of Dn electron at the vacuum interfcce is smnll 
compared to th~ electron affinity of the crystal, electrons with only a 
few cV energy will have a high probability of travelling large distances 
with sufficient energy to be emitted. This explains the high secondary 
yield and high E for many insulators especia lly IJ lkali ha lidGS and p max 
a Ilea line sart h oxide s. 
In insulators free from a large number of lattice defects, one 
Would expect the influence of phonon interactions to predominate and hence 
band E to decrease with tcr.lpcrature. This, in fact, has been p mt.:'x 
experimentally observed by many authors. 
Geyer studi€d the €nergy distribution of "true" secondaries for 
Various thicknesses of NaCI and ~~F2 on a nickel substrate and found a simi-
lar distribution as in metals. The most probable en€rgy of the secondaries 
~as found to nearly leV. Even though only a few insulators have bc€n 
studied, it is generally accepted that the mean energy and the most 
probable energy of emission of secondaries from insulators, are considerably 
less than from metals. Very little is in fact known about reflected 
primaries,frorn insulators, the range of primnries, etc. Until these and 
~any other properties of insulators are studied in grcntcr detail - despitc 
tbe technical difficulties - a full understanding of the mechanism of 
Secondary €nission from insulr.tors will b€ impossiblG. 
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1.14 !'fu ltE:r Effect 
In 19,36 L. Holter (69) presented thG results of an investigation of 
.,' /'" 
secondary er.iiflsion froE) a tergd, comnosed of Dn a luminium pl~te with an 
oxidised surface layer, which \·18S covered with Caesium Oxide. Slch 0 layer 
can be r6pr6snnted by the symbol (AI) - AI20,3 - Gs20. Whcn bombarded with 
a primary electron bEam of a few hundred cV, he obtain6d emission currents 
from the torgct which were as much as onc thousand times the prim2ry 
current. 
Time effccts were apparent however; the E.mission current did not 
reach its full value until some time efter the bombnrdment began. When tbc. 
.' pr;l..rnary b6am wos switched off the sGcondary current dropped rapid ly at 
first ond then decayed from a small value over a period of several hours. 
This phenomenon, after the investigator, is Cl) lled "Vll:\ lter effect". 
Malter showed that the yield varied as a power law of the collC'~to: 
voltage 
b = M ~oll 
where M and n are constants. 
Mc~ '~6r and later Koller end Johnson (70) interpreted these results 
in terms of the chsrging up of the target surface. Since b is grcoter ":~_., 
onc, whEn the insulating target surface is bombsrded with the primary bE;.am, 
it bEcomes positively charged whilE the other face is at ground potential. 
Although the potential difference across the insulator is not large, the 
very small thicknESS of the insulator makes the field intensity very 
large. The intensity is great enough to cause field emission from thc 
alUI!linium and aluminium oxide. 
.' 
HencG this~ effect is a Iso termed "thin film 
fifld 6missiont1~ In addition, the oxide be:cOI!l6s polarised Dnd both. th6 
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polarisation and the surface charge persist after the removal of the 
primary beam until neutralised by leakage and by a portion of the field 
emission. 
This phEnomenon has attracted many investigators, partly because 
of its intrinsic interest and partly because it suggests a method of 
obt~ining high yield surfDces of commercial value, if it could be 
stabilised. Quite a lot of work hos been done in this fiE-Id and most 
workers do confirm Malter's results Dnd explenetions. However, it must also 
be -.:r..1I'h<:.sisedthat a complet6 understanding of thE; whole mechanism of 
~nlter effect is still lacking. 
1.15 Conclusion 
In this Chapter, the bDsic processes involved in secondary 
electron emission have been discussed, together with various mechanisms 
which can contribute to the generalised SEE. To understand the 
heed for the present work, it is first nccessc:ry to consider the previous 
experimental work in this field, which will be given in Chapter 11. 
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C HA PT EJ.1. II 
Review of Some Experiments on SEE 
2.1 Introduction 
Having discussed some of the basic processes involved in secondary 
electron emission in the previous chapter, it may b€ worthwhile to give a 
brief account of some of the experimental work done previoasly, on some of 
the properties of SI:,~. This will enat'le one to have an insight into the 
different techniques used and also the problems encountered. Such a 
thorough background is essential if one wishes to improve upon the 
techniques used snd to obtain more reliable and reproducible results. 
Irreproducibility seems to be a feature all too common in SkE work. 
2.2 Prenaration of Clean Surfaces 
It is imperative that in any study of the SB properties of a 
Surface, for reproducible results genuinely characteristic of the surface 
studied, the surface must be "clean". To define such a surface, we may 
adopt the recent definition given by AlIen et al. (71) which states that 
an atomically clean surface is "one free of all but a few per cent of a 
single n,onolayer of foreign atoms, either absorbed on or substitutionally 
replacing surface atoms of the parent lattice". If such a clean surface is 
exposed to a gas at atmos:Jheric pressure, it is subjected to ~ 3 x 1023 
molecular impacts per cm. 2 per second. ~~ny of the gas molecules do not 
~ebound elastically, but are adsorbed onto the clean surface. This process 
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of adsorption continues, until the surface is covered by many layers of 
molecules. 
-7 At a pressure of 10. torr, assuming a sticking coefficient of 
unity" a clean surface will adsorb a monolayer in a few aeconds. l-~ost 
sticking coefficients are found to be fairly high, of the order of 
0.1 - 0.5 and vary with coverage end temj-erature (72). Bloomer and 
Raine (73) investigated the adsorption of oxygen on a clean tungsten 
surface and found the time required to produce a monolayer to be given by 
__ 2.4 x 10"'!'6 
tm secns, where p is pressure in torr. Hence in an 
. 1" 
lnvestigation of clean surfaces, it is essential to have a residual gas 
pressure that can be maintained below 10-9 torr. 
Clean surfaces may be prepared on metallic and non-metallic 
substrates by several techniques, the principal methods being 
1) Vacuum evaporation 
2) High temy'erature beating 
3) Chemical reaction 
4) Ion borrtbardment cleaning 
5) Crystal cleaving 
6) Field desorption 
Perhaps the simplest and the most versatile method for producing 
a. Clean surface is by the evaporation of the meteria 1 on to a suitai'le 
sUbstrate. The material to be evaporated is initially heated to a 
temperature just below the temr,erature at which it has an appreciable 
Vapour pressure. The impurities which are more volatile than the material 
are therefore eliminated by evaporation. A further temperature rise 
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vaporises the rurified matsrial .. leaving behind the less volatile 
contaminants. Tbe stlTl.ct'~:·G o~ evaf,orcted films is found to be highly 
dependent o~ :~e con~iti~~ of the substrote surface, the initial 
temperature of the substrate, any subsequent heat treatment, and the 
evaporation rate. 
Atomically clean surfaces of a nu~ber of high melt~~g point 
metals and non-metals can be generated easily by beating the material 
~ 
to a high temperature. This method is applicable only to those 
~~terials whose surface impurities possess a higher vapour pressure than 
the base material or decompose at ttmperaturESbelow the melting point of 
the base material. The generation of clean s'lrfaces by heating to a high 
temperature is not as straightforward as it may'appear. Surface 
impurit:l.es !'lay diffuse into the bulk rather thEn leave as gase~us species. 
Or in some cases, the impurities dissolved in the bulk material will tend 
to diffuse towards the surface. This has been demonstrated for moly~":~lL 
tungsten, ta~talum and rheniu~ where carbon diffused to the surface formed 
carbon monoxide and carbon dioxiEle, on letting some oxygen into the 
system (74). Heating can also in some cases alter the nature of the 
surface. Some crystallographic planes mey grow at the expense of others 
and thermal etch-pits may appear. Clearly, there are many pit-falls 
~hich must be kept in mind when using this apparently straightforward 
technique. 
Cleaning a surface by chemical reaction is in some ways a round-
about method. In principle the surface is heateJ in a reactive atmosphere 
and the r€action products volatilise at these temperatures and leave the 
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surface. The reactant gas must be of the hlghest purity to prevent 
contamination and should not interact to any great e::tent with the 
underlying surface material or else there will be chemical etching. 
Chemical reaction techniques are usual~ used in conjunction with one 
of the other cleaning techniques. 
Infhc ion bombardm€nt technique, the crystal to be clE"aned is kept 
. -3 ~n a pure inert atmosphere of argon at a pressure of about 10 torr. 
The hombarding positivE ions are produced in an Externally maintained 
discharge. Atomically clean surfaces of W, Ti, and Ni have successfully 
been produced by this technique. It must be said that this method is 
limited in its applications, since it is unlikely that gas molecules 
will be completely prevented from entering the structure of the surface 
in the case of the more reactive metals. 
Clean surfaces can be produced by breaking or cleaving single 
crystals in high vacua. Cleaving is usual~ acc?mplished by forcing a 
Wedge into a small oriented slot in the crystal. In most cases, the strain 
thus produced affects the nature of the surface. The availability of almost 
P€rfect large single crystals limits the general application of the technique 
but the greatest limitation is the small number of materials which are 
brittle and fracture along a given cleavage plane. 
Under favourable conditions clean surfaces can be prepared by using 
high ~lectrostatic field techniques. Field evaporated surfaces are usually 
prOduced in field ion microscopes qy increasing the potential of the tip 
So that t he field is a bout 109 volts/cm near the surface of the tip (75). 
This leads to the removal of loosely held protruding surface atoms and 
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produces perfectly regular surface structures. The field desurption 
technique can be applied to a wide variety of materials. But unfortunately, 
't -10 2 1 can only prepare clean surfaces with ~n area of approximately 10 cm. 
Having prepared a clean surface it is highly essential to keep 
it free from contamination. This can be achieved only by maintaining 
the surface under ultra-high vacuum conditions. 
2.3 Preparation of Low Yield SurfaCES 
In many instances, the emission of secondaries from an electrode 
of a valve or other electronic device m8Y have a disturbing influence on 
its performance. Examples of this are secondary emission from the control 
grid of a transmitting valve, the secondary emissiun from the cavity 
gaps of a klystron and charging up of the insulating supports Dnd glass 
~lls of the envelope. 
Frequently, in such cases where secondary Emission is undesir~bl€, 
instead of modifying the surface of the emitting electrode, a more 
satisfactory method is to arrange an extra electrode to prevent the 
escape of secondaries, as in the case of a pentode. 
In high power transmitting valves, the tetrode is still used on 
account of its lower anode capacity. It has been stated (76) that a 
• Coating of sintered zirconium powder is usually sufficient to reduce the 
se~ondary emission of the anode, although in very large valves, operated 
et high temperatures, powdered tungsten carbide bes been used. 
A simple laboratory method used by many authors, to reduce the 
SEcondary emission is to coat the surface with soot. Bruining et al. (77) 
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investigated the secondary emission from soot and found a low value for 
the yield. The actual value of the yield was found to be dependent on the 
"roughness" of the surface. 
In high rower transmitting valves if the secondary yield rises 
above unity, a negative grid transconductance eccurs and undesirable 
oscillations ill3Y be excited in the grid circuit. Boumeester (78) 
describes a tube which uses a zirconium grid or a molybdenum-tungsten 
grid coated with a layer of zirconium oxide which is reduced to zirconium 
metal during tube processing. Another method is to paint the grids with a 
Solution of CrO) in water and subsequently to reduce to Cr20) by heating 
the parts to red heat in a stream of hydrogen. Another very important 
co~pound - from the point of view of the present wcrk - which has been 
Used is taLtalum carbide. This may be obtained by stoving tan~alum 
in a CO atmosphere. 
The influence of resonance secondary electron emission from the 
caVity gaps of klystrons, known as the "multipactor effect", can cause 
serious loss of power. Kreuchtn and Diserens (79) describe how the 
(ffect may be elminated by coating the cavity gaps with a material such as 
tattalum carbide. After this suggestion, and with the cooperation of the 
laboratory of the 8bo~c authors, 9 thorough investigation of secondary 
emission properties of TaC was undertaken and forms part of this 
dissertation. 
2.4 JJe Id ~:~~m6nts 
The secondary electron emission yield has been defined as the 
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Dcvil'c to ut'l('rminc th{, yield anu reuiffusion coefficient of metal:, al"\ 
:«'micond lIct I Irs. 
FIG.19 
number of external secondaries produced by one primBry elsctron. Or 
it is simp~ the ratio of the total secondary current leaving the target 
to the im~inging primery electron current. 
In general, the measurement of the yield is simple, particularly 
for metals. ThE general arrangement for the measurement of yield is given 
in fig. 19. The primary tlectrons come from a directly heated filament or 
an indirectly heated cathode. They are accelerated to the target by 
applying a potential differenCE betWEEn thE t?rget and the cathode. Usually 
the target is in the form of e small plate snd is surrounded as completely 
-
os possible by a sphErical collector. The secondary electrons emitted 
by the target are collected by the spherical collector and a sensitive 
galvanometer records th€m l)S the total secondary current. Normally 
the collector is held at a positiVE potential with respect to the target 
So that all thE electrons are dregged to the collector. If a SEcond 
galVanomEter is connected to the target circuit it measurES the difference 
between the primary and secondary current i.e. (i - i). If oo.the other p s 
hand this mea suring device is connect€d to the targ€;t and colle.ctor 
Combined, it records direct~ the actual primary current i. When a simple p 
spherical collector is used in this way to record the secondary current, an 
error is involved owing to the oocurrence of tertiary elEctrons emitted 
from the collector wall. These electrons are generated by reflected and 
rediffused primaries, from the inner wall of thG collector and can partly 
rsturn to the target. Some authors coat the inner surface of th6 wall 
b~ Soot or somE other low yield substance to reduce the effect of tertiaries. 
Bowcv€r, it is not completely eliminated by coating with such a material. 
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TABLE 2 
Secondary Emission Yie ld of Pure lileta Is 
El E2 1 Atomic No. Metal b Epmax max p p 
3 Li 0.52 100 
4 Be 0.5 200 
5 B 1.2 150 50 550 
11 Na 0.82 300 
13 Al 0.97 300 
14 Si 1.1 250 120 520 
19 K 0.53 175 
25 Fill 1.35 200 50 750 
• 
26 Fe 1.3 200 120 1400 i 
• 
28 Ni 1.35 450 140 1100 
, 
j 
29 cu 1.28 600 
f 200 1500 
t 
47 Ag 1. 56 800 140 > 2000 l 
73 Ta 1.25 600 275 1500 
74 1~1 1.35 650 250 1500 
78 Pt 1.5 750 350 3000 1 
79 Au 1.79 1000 150 > 4000 j 
83 Bi 1.l.5 550 180 1600 J 
A more satisfactory metbod is to suppress these tertiary electrons b.1 
arranging a spherical grid inside the collector and at a negative 
potential with respect to it, but at the same time having a positive 
potential with respect to the target. It has been shown (4) that 
a potential difference of 30 - 40 volts is sufficient to completely 
Suppress the tertiary electrons from the collector. Furthermore, such 
an arrangement enables, by suitable choice of potent1als at the electrodes, 
to separate the "true" secondaries from the elastically and inelastically 
reflected primaries. 
A list of the yield values obtained 'from a number of pure metals 
is given in Table 2. b is the maximum yield occurring at a pri~ry 
max 
energy E • Eland E 2 represent the two primary energies at which the p max p p 
~ield is equal to unity. It must be said that differences as big as 
! 10% do exist between data givon Qy different authors. This could very 
~ell be due to the difference in surface structure 8f the samples examined 
and to adsorbed surface layers. 
Measurement of yield from insulators is not as simple as in the 
case of mete ls. \,fhcn such a surface is bombar(!ed by electrons, the 
Surface either charges up or down, depending on whether ~ is greater 
then or less than unity. It is required that either the surface petential 
be measured with SE measurement or be kept fixed. Dopending on the choice, 
thE. methods cO'lld be classified as static or dynamic • 
• One .r th~ simplest static metheds is to use a low current 
denSity electron beam t. pe~rd the surface. The surface p,tential changes 
sl~wly and the yield can be plet~€d as a function ef time. By 
• 
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E yield determination hy direc t pulsing method. 
FIG. 20 
extrapolation the actual yield can b6 deduced from this apparent yield. 
However, in this m£thod extremely low current density has to be used to 
Obtain the slow change in surface potential. 
Nost recent work on insulators is done using the dynamic 
method, where pulse techniques are employed. The direct pulsing 
technique was first used by Johnson (eo and the circuit is shown in 
fig. 20. The primE:ry c.lectron source is kept lit a negative potential 
(-Vp), but the beam is normally cut off by the negative grid bias. The 
baCk of the target is connected through a small resistor to ground and the 
~oltage developed across it is amplified and displayed on an oscilloscope. 
Due to the small but finite conductivity of the target, the target 
SUrface is normally at ground potential. The pulser then delivers a short 
(~J 1 ~ sec.) flat topped pulse to the grid which turns on the pr~ry 
beam for this interval.' This is synchronised with a fast horizontal sweep 
on the oscilloscope. The current through the load resistor produces a 
Pu.lse on the oscilloscope. By varying the recurrence frequency of the pulse 
e Sufficient time can be allowed between pulses so that the target surface 
again reaches ground potential. This ffi6thod or its varied forms can be used ~ 
to measure ~ of insulators quite accurately. 
<.5 Measurements of the Inelastic R6f1ection Coefficient 
It has been said in section 1.3. that the spectrum of SEcondary 
electrons consists of the so-ca lIed "true" secondaries wit h energies between 
o end 50eV and of inelastically end elastically reflected primaries above 
SOev 
• The fraction of elastically and inelastically reflected primaries,' 
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is not small in either metals of insulators. n is related to th~ 
total yield ~ by th~ simple relation b = 6t + n rue 
In recent years thb m6asurement of n has gained considerable 
recognition and space in the literature on SEE (45, 46, 47, 48, 52). 
The same experimental set up (fig. 19) used in the measurement of 
Yield, can be employed in measuring n as well. In so doing, the spherical 
grid inside the collector needs to be kept at -50V with respect to the tor-
. 
get •... Owing to this retarding field, all electrons with energy less than 
SOeV will be returned to the target and those with energy above 50cV be 
COllected by the collector. 
Such measurements of the inelastic reflection coefficient and the 
snergy distribution of the inelastically reflected electrons offer a means 
of shedding new light on the relative importance of elastic and inelastic 
prOcesses involved in s€conda~ emission. 
The basic theories of secondary emission (Chapter IV) usually 
do not take into account the rolt of inelastically reflected primary 
61ectrons in the nroduction of slow secondaries end assume that all the 
Slow secondary f.:'lectrons are kncckd out of the target by the primaries as 
they move into the interior of the target. If the range of primary electrons 
:in the target is R and the depth from which a secondary electron can escape 
tnto l;:acuum is x , then f or prima ry energy greater than ER> x- • 
s p max' s 
For such energies, there are two electronic currents in the "output zone" 
or secondaries (x-
s
)' namely, the incoming primaries and the reverse 
Outgoing inelastically reflected primaries. These inelastically rcfl€ctc~ 
Slectrons returning from the interior of the material, emerge through the 
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output zone with reduced energy and with a cosine distribution in escape 
angle. The rate of energy loss and the peth length (Chapter IV) of the 
beckscattered electrons in the secondary escape region are comparable to 
that of the incoming primaries even when the inelastic reflection coeffici-
ent is rewtively sma 11. Since the energy dissipation close to the surface 
is proportional to the observed secondary yield - confirmed eXPerimentally 
(81, 82) - the inelastically reflected electrons can contribute very 
substantially to secondary formation. 
Considerable amount of work has recently bEsn done, in an attempt 
t~ determine the extent to which inelastically reflected primary electrons 
are responsible, for the production of slow electrons within the solid, 
capable of subsequent escape, The contribution to secondary yield, by 
the inelastically reflected primaries was first noticed by Stehberger (83). 
More recently it has been studied by Dobretsov and Matskevich (84) 
Bronshtein and Segal (4, 5), Ka:uter (85) and others. 
According to the above authors bt itself is produced by the rue 
primary electrons llnd the inelnstically reflected primaries. That fraction 
due to the 
determined 
primaries is represented by bp' 
the fraction b using the formula p . 
b = P 
btot - n 
(1 + ~ n ) 
Dobretsov and Matskevich 
(13) 
Where btot is the observed total yield including slow secondaries and 
inelastically reflected primsries, n , is the inelastic reflection 
Coefficient, ~ is a factor accounting for the increased efficiency of the 
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6(E ) curves for evaporated Be on Pt. Cl) d = 15 atomic layers, p 
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FIG. 22 
n (E ) curves for Be on Pt p 
backscattEred electrons in forming secondaries. They suggested toot ~ 
would liE: between 1 and r.. 
Recently Bronshtein and ocga1 made mEasurements of n and ~ 
from thin lnyers of various thicknesses deposited on substrates, to obtain 
values for f3. 
The work of Bronsht6in and Sega1is of interest as it attempts 
an 6xDerimenta1 determination of (1) the role of in61astica1~ acattered 
Glectrons in secondary emission; (2) the range of primary electrons; 
and (3) the range of secondary electrons. The method is based on a 
S~udy of the yield of thin films of one substance A, evaporated on to a 
Suitably matchEd substrate B. The combination of the substrate B 
and the thin film A can be divided into three cases. 
(1) The case of the "zero" substrate when the coefficient of inelastic 
reflection nB « nA; bB < bA ; 
(2) a "mirror" substrate when n » nA; bB » bA . B , 
(3) an "equivalent" substrate when nB ::: nA but bB f bA• 
For Be, a "mirror" substrate, nam€~ Pt, was chosen and for every 
layer of Be deposited on Pt, b - E and n - E graphs were drawn. p p 
Fig. 21 and fig. 22 show typical sets of curves for Be of various 
thicknesses on Ft. From these characteristic curves onc can see that 
there are definite "breaks" !":-om the limiting curve which is characteristic 
Of Solid Be. For a given thickness of the Be film, as primary energy is 
increased there is a transition from the characteristics of Be to Pt. This 
transition or t'break" occurs at a higher E for thicker films. p 
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These eXferimenta I curVES were used by Bronshtein and &ga I 
to d€termint the range of the primory e lecttons, the €ffectiveness of 
inelastically reflected primaries on secondary emission and the range 
of secondary electrons. 
2.5.a Range of Primary Blectrons 
As seen from fig. 22 the inelastic reflection coefficient for 
platinum is practically constant, n ~ 0.45, at high primary energies -
above 800eV. The platinum substratc therefore acts like El "mirror l1 from 
which about half of the electrons are reflected with a small loss of energy. 
Before a primary electron can come out as an inclastically reflected 
electron, it must pass through the Be layer of thickness Id', get 
reflected by the substrete cnd then pass through the layer in the reverse 
direction. If the thickness of the layer Id' is so large that !or a 
primary ~ncrgy, E there are no electrons which are able to pass through p 
. to the substrate and back ag~in and then to com~ out with an energy 
.!. 50E-V, then the totel effectiVE ionisation range R of the primaries -
neglecting the range of 506V electrons - can be evaluated. 
There are two separate cases to be reckoned with. 
~s€ I There are certain materials likE platinum, where there are a 
large number of inelastically reflected primaries, close to the primary 
Ep (52). In such cases R = 2d as given by Dobretsov and Matskevich (84) 
and Holliday and Sterngloss (46). 
~e 2 In the case of cErtain light metals (e.g. carbon) the number of 
~l€ctrons with energy close to the primary energy is comparatively small. 
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FIG. 23 
0t vs n curves for Be layers on Pt. 
rue 
The arrows show the direction of increase of 
thickness of the Be layers. The dotted line 
connects the break points which correspond 
to d = x = 12 atomic layers. 
s 
Consequently after e second passage through the layer they cannot be 
detected expGrimcntally. Tne e~perimentally observed valuEs of 'd l ' in 
this CEls€:, turns out to be low (d l < d < R/2). In this C<l se 
Bronshtein and Segal evaluated R by using the approximate relation 
(14) 
Here k is giVEn by E ::: k1 , 1 being the energy corresponding to the 
m P m 
maximum of the distribution function of electrons inelastically reflected 
by the substr3te, when 8 b€'Jm of energy E is incident on it. n i~ p 
giVen by the assumtd reletion 
R ::: An ~ p 
(A is a constant) 
The relation b€tweEn Rand E p for Be was found 
n to be R I'l'C E where p 
n ::: 1. 5 for E p ';- 8006V. For bismuth and silver the corresponding 
(~ E 1.2 respectively. 
p relations were found to be R fX~ E 1.4 and R p 
~.5.b RolE. of I.pel'3stically ReflEcted 116ctrons in S11 
As is already established, the secondary Electron emission 
Coefficient of true secondaries (energy < 50eV) is 
btrue = b - n 
Fro~ fig. 21 and fig. 22 onE CGn construct a graph of bt against n rue 
(15) 
for BE for Ep constant (fig. 23), since both ~true and are parametrically 
Qependent on thickness. For E ) 600cV the curves haVE two straight p 
~Qrtions with different slopes. The slopes of the upper portion (a) 
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for all Ep values, are approxiID9tely E.qual and for the; lower pDrts (b) the 
slopes decrease with increasing E • 
P 
The shape 8f the CUrvE;S ma;;, be explained a s fol1ows;- P~atinum 
has both a high ~ and n, i.e. it emits a large number of slow secondaries 
~t . rue When these two groups of electrons enter the Be layer, even 
though for thin films of Bc, the fast ( n) electrons are not obsorbed, 
tbe slow E;lectrons are completely absorbed. So even for a large chl3nge of 
o 
true' n has not changed substantially and hence the large slope in the 
region (a). The absorption process for slow electrons emitted by the 
platinum does not depend on E and it occurs for such thin .fi lms of Be, that p 
does not change significantly for all E • 
P 
Therefore, the slop6s in the 
region (a) are approximately the same for all E. In the r6gion (b) there p 
occurs a decreose in the number of electrons inclastically reflected by 
the platinum substrate, which C3n come out through the Be layers of 
increasing thic~~(ss and consequently in the number of slow s€condarics 
prOduced by thcm in Be. The slope of the re;gion (b) characterises the 
" f . e fe;ctJ.veness" of inelastically reflected Electrons n , in producing slow 
secondaries. 
Now 0t itself may be written as ~t = ~ + ~1 where 0p is.the rue rue p 
fraction produ~ed by the direct primaries and 01 by the inelnstically 
reflected electrons. 01 rr~y be written as ~l = S n , where S is thE; 
effectiveness of inelastically reflected primaries in the production of 
Slow secondaries, loG. the number of sl,~w secondnries produced by one 
inelastically r€flectEd ElEctron in thE rEgion Xs 
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. 
~ ~ + s 1') . . = true p 
and also 
d~ ,_--i-'t'_l~C~ 
= S (16) d1') d > Xs 
i.e. the "effcdivcnu::s i ;, 3, CDn be defined as the slope of the linG E = 
P 
constant in the rE:g~_on (b). 
~ S 
FrOll_ the above graphs S, bl' bp' l/bp and /bp may be computed 
for E = co~stant. p 
~l 
Bronshtcin Dnd Scgal calculated the value of /~ to bt~ about p 
0.5 i.e. thE. role plaYE.d by the IIreverscll (inebstically reflected) 
CUrrent in the forIl'':'ltion of slow s8condDries is approxizmtcly half as rr.UC 11 
as that pJryed by the "direct ll current. The ratio S/'6 is the factor ~ p 
in equation (13) due to Dobrctsov and }futskovich. The value turns out 
to be of the order of 4 to 5 which is higher then the thGordical ma:x:'~u:-.: 
l,J'hich is 71" It is instructiv8 to notE that Kanter (85) working 
independently got a value of 4.9 for ~. 
The above method of calculating the valuE. of S has been oriticised 
by- Gomoyunova (86). The equation used by Bronshtcin and Segal is 
. 
.. ='6 +S1') Utrue p 
foJ:' d > hDve d '6 = 0 :x s' FE. --p dn 
So d '6 dS 
_-ir_uG. 
= S + Tt d n dn 
It d b..... dS 
is evident from this that ~~~ = S only when dn = O. 
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Gomoyunova argues that since the excitation probability is 
dS dependent on the energy, dn cannot be zero. 
So S + Q.s n dn = C 
- C is a constan~ Solving the differential equation 
S = C + A 
n 
(17) 
(18) 
'Where A is a constant. A smell the factor - IrJ8Y bE'., the fact is that 
n 
it does Exist. 
2.5.c Range of Slow Sccond,')ries 
It ha s a lready been noted in fig. 23, the t>true - n graphs break for 
all E at onc and the same thickness - d = 12 atomic layers for Be. That p' 
thickness, at which the slow secondary ~lectrons emitted by the platinum 
substrote arc absorbed, can be considered to be the range in B~ of slow 
secondaries (or their production zone). That for Bi was found to be 
C::. 7 atomic leye.rs, I3nd for silver thE: value r3nged from 12 - 20 lltomic 
layers. 
~.6 Energy D1stribution of 0econdary Electrons 
To urlderstand the processes responsible for sEcondary electron 
prOduction, a knowledge of the distribution in Energy of the secondaries 
is essential. A grcot deal of work in the rAst has therefore been 
d' ~rGcted towards obtaining energy distribution curves for a wide variety 
Of materials and 8 lrrge range of primary electron energiEs. 
Measuring the (nergy distribution of true secondaries is basically 
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FIG. 24 1270 electrostatic analyser 
of Hughes and McMillen (87) 
a problem in electron optics. This is studied mainly by onG of the 
following methods 
1) Transverse Electric (TE) 
2) Transverse M-~gnctic (Tl'1) 
3) LongitUdinal ~~gnetic (LM) 
4) Retarding Field (RI") 
An electronspcctrometcr using the transverse electric field was 
first described by Hughes and Rojansky (86, 87). It utilises the 
r€focussing rropcrty of a two dimensional, inverse first po\vcr, 
Gl~ctrostatic field. Let an electron bE moving from a certain point in this 
field, pE.rpcndicularly to the radius passing through that point, with just 
the right velocity, so that under the influence of the elE.ctric fiE.ld, it 
describes a circular path concEntric with the axis of the field. If so, 
all other electrons baving the same velocity and starting from the same point, 
but moving initi8l1y in slightly different directions from that of the first 
€hctron, will describc orbits which rc-focus at the point which is 
1T 
12 
oft€n called thc "127<2 electrostatic analyser ll • 
= 1270 - 17' from thE starting point. Hence this analyser is 
The first 1270 analyser used by Hughes and LcNillcn is diagram-
atically shown in fig. 24. ThG anAlyser ~onsists of two concentric arcs 
SU.btending en angle of 1270 at the centre. "(;;hLn they are kept at a 
tlotcntia 1 diff6rence V , the radial" field between them 1')crndts electrons 
a 
Of a corresponding enE.rgy V to be refocussed fit the exit slit according 
o 
to the relation 
V =21 In(£) 
a 0 a 
(19) 
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~hcre b ~md D ar£ the rcsr;c;:ctivG radii of the outer and inner ercs. 
Cons€qucntly a r.1casurEd spectnm of elEctron c.nergics is linear against 
voltage applied to the.: analyser. However implicit in tb~ nn~ly~er design 
is thE: fact that the sensitivity i:: proportioncl to the energy of the 
Electrons being rn~asured. Hlnc€ the analyser discriminates against 
Slow e.:le.:ctrons, th(. tffcct being most severe at energies approaching z€ro. 
BeSides, the resolution is dependent on the geometrical parameters of 
the aIWlyser. The anslyser disp18ys 3n electron spike at V volts as a peck 
loJith a hnlf ~idth Vl givE.n by (88). 
2 
V 1 (s +!z ro o? ) 2 (...::2) = __ 3",-~_ 
V ro 
loJhcre "s" is the slit width, " I' " mean radius of thE cylindrical arcs 
o 
Cnd ex the acceptance :Jngle in radinns. 
It was J. J. Thomson, who used the trsnsversc n~gnGtic (T1:.) 
(20) 
tncthod to detcrr.1ine t hE. specific charge of electrons. Under the; influence 
Of Q uniform mBgndic fhld, an i:IE:ctron of velocity v is bent around into a 
Circle of radius r given by v = ~ • r • H (21) 
m 
An electron sp6ctromdcr using t he transverse T:1-') gnetic field "TaS first 
d€Signed by RomS8uer (29) for slow Electrons ')nd since then, has been 
~€PGatedly used for determining the energy distribution ~f tbe secondaries. 
IlUdberg (90) used this T;:l thod in studying the energy losscs of electrons. 
'l'h(. ~ lcctrons coming off the tf"rgEt in SOIne:; give n direction arc fed into 
thE> t-le.gn£tic cnalys(;r consisting of IJ sCll:i-circular (1p€rturcd tube in a 
lJ.niform tr!JnsvE.rs€ rrflgne;tic field. Tbs current to :) Faraday cage collector 
°t tbe output End of the analyser is obtf'inLd 8S a function of the r.llgnctic 
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field and this giv~s the energy distribution directly. In order to avoid 
::my deflection of the: prinnry beam in the ITEgnetic field the benm must be 
Drrang€d parallel to the magnetic field. ~onsequent~ thE. pri~'ry bca~ 
must be orthogon'11 to the secondary bean:. ThL: resolution is again 
dependent on the €nergy of the electron~. Rudberg obtained a resolution 
of - ... 0.6%. 
In the longitudina 1 r::a gnetic (LM) 17idhod thli magnetic fit;ld is 
appli€d parallel to thE. prim'3ry blame The mEthod was origins lly used by 
Klempere:r for ~-reys and adapted qy Kollath (91) for s€condery electrons. 
The scheme of the spectroIr.ct€r is shown in fig. 25. tpertures arG !"Cd up 
So thot s€condarics emitted within a cert<lin cone entGr the linear a;':"'llyc;er. 
The axis1 focussing properties of. the ~gnctic field arc used to select 
secondaries of a given velocity. The cntr~nce elit of the Faraday 
cage collector'issitu~ted at the focal pl<!I!c. \4hen th<" strength of the 
D1agnctic field is vsriEd, electrons of different t.ncrgy are focuss€d into the. 
.: .. 
cab€: and the current to the c8ge gives directly the energy distribution. 
f.· »~nce el€:ctron:3 in a com arc. selected, there are more c.1ectrons available 
tor l1lSDSureIDtnt fInd hence a sn-·r: 11 prim·Jry current cen be r..ade use of. 
Th€ retarding field method was :rrob,")bly first used by L€n':lrd to 
study the energy distribution of photoelectrons. Th~ principle hes been 
borrowed to study the t":nergy distribution of secondary electrons. In the 
simpl(st casf, the € 1ectrons critted redia 11y from the target raOV0 egainst 
a Sphtrical~ symmetrical field. Only those electrons, with suffici~nt energy 
to overcome the potential barrier bdwet-n thE. target and the collector, arc 
COllecttd by the collector. Htnce the collector current is a measure of 
Ql1 the electrons abovE. this energy. A gr~ph drawn betw€tn the r£tarding 
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voltage and the collector current is the integrcll of the; energy 
distribution. HencE the first derivative gives the actual energy 
-distribution. J.iany workErs hJve employed the retarding field rndhod owing 
to the sheer simplicity of the method though the theoretical resolution 
might not be as good as the other methods. In the present inVEstigation 
also the retarding field me.thod has been used end hence it is dealt with in 
greeter detail in section 5.3.a. 
A number of investigators have studied the energy distribution of 
S€conda~ electrons, using one or the other of the above mentioned methods. 
Basically the shape of the energy distribution curve for various materials, 
is similar (fig. 3). The most common features of the distribution are the 
"slow second:::ry peak" (section 1.3) occurring at a few electron volts anG 
elastically reflected rrima~ peak occurring at the prima~ energy. In 
betwesn,the distribution is "rather smooth". However, a number of workers 
.f ' ... 
........... 
(63, 64, 65, 66) have observed fine structure in tb-is region which was 
explained on the basis of Auger electron e~ission (section 1.12). The most 
interesting information about the solid state structure and the energy 
lev"els, bowever, come.s from the study of inelastically reflected prima~ 
electrons. fl study of the (;nergy distribution of these electrons enflbles 
One. to understand the scattering mechanisms and the ene.rgy losses. 
It was Erik Rudberg, in 1929, working in Stockholm, wbo for the 
first time reported, in his doctorate thesis, on the. investigation of energy 
lOsses of electrons when reflected from the surface of a solid. This was 
followed by D series of papers (90, 8) eiving the quantit~tiv€ results on 
energy loss study. His was probably thl first quantitative determination 
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of energy losses of electrons, though Brown a.nd \lJhiddington (92) noted 
qualitativE;ly a "gap" in the energ"J spectrum of secondaries near the primnry 
peak. 
Rudberg clearly demonstratcd that when electrons impinge on solid 
surfacE;s there are cbaractE;ristic va luess of energy losses forming a kind of 
line s:-ectrum of the energy SpEctrum. 
"characteristic energy losses" (Cl.L). 
He christened these energy losses as 
Following Rudberg, a number of 
Workers have studied characteristic energy losses of electrons from a 
number of materials and the results obtained are voluminous. ~ince the 
present inv€stigetion also is directed towards a study of the CEL of 
electrons, a detailed account of thE. I)revious investigations will not be 
out of pIece end is given in the next Ch3pt€r. 
2.7 Conclusion 
An account of the mEthods employed in measuring the yield end 
energy distribution of t:econdary electrons is given in this ch3pter. 
Besides mentioning some of the important result s obtained in the previous 
inVestigations, a brief account has been given on th~ precautions to be 
taken for obtaining reproducible results. 
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FIG. 26 
Energy loss spectrum for Platinum. Rudberg (90) 
QHAPTER III 
On the Study of Characteristic Energy Losses of Electrons 
3.1 Introduction 
One of the most important results of the study of the energy 
distribution of secondary electrons hGS been a knowledge of the energy 
losses suffered by the primary electrons scattered by the target material. 
A knovJledge of the energy losses helps to have a better understanding of 
the Energy levels of the solid, the various excitations which take place 
Within the solid, the processes involved in the scattering of electrons 
and the consequent emission of secondary electrons. It is not surprising 
then that a large o:mount of "Iork is currently being done on the inE lastic 
scattering of electrons and energy losses. 
3.2 Exnerimental Observation of Characteristic Energy Losses 
As has already been said in section 2.6, it was Rudberg who for 
the first time, made a quantitative assessment of the characteristic 
energy losses of electrons, by studying the energy distribution of 
electrons reflected from a solid target. A typical CEL spectrum, 
Obtained by Rudberg (90) for platinum is shown in fig. 26. The large 
Peak represents the elastically reflected primary electrons. On the lower 
energy side of this peak, are two maxima, which represent electrons 
haVing lost a certain amount of energy. The distances of these 
Peaks from the reflected primary peak are a measure of the CLL of the 
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electrons. Rudberg was able to show that the energy loss values are 
characteristic of the scattering material and are not dependent on the 
primary energy of the electrons. He also found, within the limits of his 
apparatus, that the energy losses were independent of the angle of 
incidence of the primary beam, the angle of observation and the thickness 
of the sample. 
Rudberg's work \~as followed by extensive investigations of 
Haworth (94, 95) and Farnsworth and his co-workers (96, 97), on both 
polycrystalline targets and single crystals. They also used similar 
techniques as Rudberg. However, in the later stages Farns\~orth used a 
1270 electrostatic analyser. Haworth took extreme care to obtain a clean 
surface. These early workers studied electrons reflected from a solid 
target. 
It was Rutherrbnn (98, 99) who first studied high e~ergy electrons 
of several keV transmitted through thin metallic films and observed energy 
losses. He called these energy losses "discrete" and attempted to identify 
them with X-ray transitions. The term "characteristic energy losses" 
COined by Rudberg has been more acceptoble to maqy, than Ruthemann's 
lldiscrete energy losses". The reason is that the term "discrete" in 
apectroscopic language implies a sharp line. However, in the energy 
Spectrum the energy loss peaks are not always sharp. Hence the term 
"characteristic energy losses" is preferred. Nevertheless, Bome authors 
do refer to the losses as discrete energy losses and still some others 
as "eigen losses". 
In energy analysis, each author used one or the other of the 
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methods described already in section 2.6. Very high resolution 
is req;.oired in the spectrometry of characteristic energy losses of 
electrons transmitted through thin films. .R.llthe~m~mn used a transverse 
magnetic field ap-~lyser with a large orbital radius. He obtained a 
tN 1 
resolution V- = 2000' 
Following Ruthe};;ann's work, more vlorkers adopted the 
"transmissj.on method ll c::: dudying characteristic energy losses, whereby 
fast elect::ons of sevel'a 1 koV snertrY'" \.}ere transmitted through thin lJetal 
film;.;; and tha cne:;,'CY' S)Cc":.rlL"'l of the outco:nirJg electrons studied. 
Conr.equ€::l.tly more refined met~oG:3 of 2naly:Jj.~ of the energy E?ectrum 
were sought for. 
It Has a breakthrough when }:iollenstedt (100) int!'oduced a new 
electI'c3tatic energy analyser, which cO'.lld be incorporated in standard 
electron micro8copes. This analyser hos Leen used by a great many 
't-lorkers (101, 102, 103) and is shown in fig. 27. This is oimply an 
electrostatic saddle field lens in 'Y!hich the chroIIl.3tic aberration is "1."::1": • 
. strong. A parallel beam of electrons with different energies, enters the 
lens, through a very narrOio/ slit at sor.le distance from the axis. As sho~m 
in fig. 27 the different electrons with different energies are deflected 
in different directions. In the electron r- ''::::;;jscope, these deflections 
are mag!:ified by the projection lens and the pencils are focussed onto a 
fluorescent sc~ee~ o~ photographic plate. The schematic of such an 
analyser used with a conventional electrostatic microscope is given in 
fig. 28. To obtain th~ highest resol~tion, a very fine slit is needed 
but this ... d.ll reduce the intensity. Lollen'3tedt countered this by pJ.f:>c:i tI: .. 
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collimating lens in front of the analyser lens. The resolution usually found 
in this type of analyser is about one part in 40,000. M8llenstedt achieved 
one part in 70,000 with his refined instrument. 
The scattering targets used in these investigations can be 
classified into two categories: specimens used in transmission and those 
used in reflection. The transmission specimens are thin foils ranging from 
)0 R to several hundred R in thickness which are prepared by different 
methods, the most common one being b.1 evaporation in vacuum, onto a substrate 
which can be removed. In reflection work also many authors have prepared 
IIthick films;~ by evaporation, in order to obtain clean surfaces. 
Characteristic energy loss values have been determined for most of 
the elements in the periodic table and ~ number of compounds and alloys. 
A typical characteristic energy loss spectrum obtained by reflection from 
an Al target for different prim!iry energies is shown in fig. 29, as 
given by Powell and Swan (104). Al ~s one of the few elements which give 
Very narrow loss peaks. More often the loss peaks are much wider as in 
the case of copper, fig. )0 (105). Since Al shows particularly sharp 
maxima end narrow lines, most authors have studied this element. Though 
all these authors claim to ~ave determined these losses with an accuracy 
or O.leV, it is very surprising - rather unfortunate - that their results 
for the same loss in Al range over more than 4eV. The discrepancy in the 
energy loss values can be as high as 20% or more, from author to author. 
It is interesting to compare the energy loss VI~lleS from Al obtained by 
lome authors and these are tabulated in table 3. The table shows that the 
different energy losses are multiples of a basic loss and the basic loss 
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itself varies from 13.9 to l8eV. Some observe a lower loss at :~'7eV, 
'tolhereas some others don It. Powell and Swan (104) observed a lower loss at 
10.3eV. 
Characteristic en3rgy losses have also been observed in compounds 
and alloys. Leder and i·:arton (107) observed that the energy spectra of 
elements and their compcl~.nds were very much alike with only a small 
increase in the energy loss values. A typical spectrum for SlJ and 
Sb2S3 is reproduced in fig. 31. Watanabe (101) and Eest (108) also found 
the S:lme trend. HO\.J~'fi.', it t;;:::rt 'J~ ~'1-:1 that there E..re exceptions to th) '" 
g~neral rule of similarity of the ~pectra, as in the case of Al and 
A~03' ':.Jhere the losf!€s are ~ l5eV and ~ 23eV respectively. 
The CLL of some intermetallic com::::our..ds have been studied by 
Gauthe (109), Powell (110), Klemperer and Shepherd (111) and others. 
The loss spectra are significantly different from a simple superpositio~ 
of, the loss spectra of the parent metals. Loss values are found to vary 
between the loss VB laes of the component metals, de~,ending on the 
composition of the alloy. Klemperer and ~hepherd quantitatively studied 
the correlation between the energy loss values and the composition of the 
alloy obtained by chemic8l analysis. 
The large discrepancy in 811 the energy loss values has been 
ascribed to both the bulk end the surface contaminations. Surface 
impurities may be of two kinds. One may be present at the beginning of 
the investigation and mayor may not ~lowly change under the action of the 
electron beam. The second is a beanJ-borne impurity accumulating at the rate 
or bombardrr.ent of the surface and is practically unavoidable in dynamic 
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Energy loss spectrum for Sb and Sb2S3 
demountable vacuum systems (106). There is indication in the literature 
that the rate of accumulation msy be slowed down or rev'ersed by raiSing the 
temperature of the target surface. Considering the enormous effect of 
contamination on the energy loss values, one can see the necessity for 
maintaining the target clean ill an ultra-high vacuum. One roo.y even 
qUestion the validity of some of the experiments done in such extremely 
poor vacuum conditions. 
3.3 ggalitative Int~!Dretations of CEL 
Ever since Rudberg measured the CLL in metals, a number of attempts 
have been made, to explain the origin of these losses. Rudberg and 
Slater (93) interpreted the energy losse.s in copper in terms of the band 
scheme of atoms. In a solid, the allowed energy levels fall in bands between 
which there are gaps in which no station3ry states exist. These tands may 
be considered to srise from the broadening of atomic energy levels due to tts 
mutual interaction of the lattice ions. In the norma 1 metal, the allowed 
energy level~ are filled up so thRt each electron occupies the lowest level 
accessible according to Pauli's principle. In copper the least firmly 
bound electrons occupy levels in a uand arising from the perturbation of 
the 3d Dnd 4s levels of atomic copper. Incident pri~;ry electrons are 
considered to cause transitions from the occupied 3d levels of the band to 4s 
levels and others above, thus losing energy. Slater end Rudberg, using the 
density of states curve and apnroximate wave function corresponding to 
each level calculated the relative probability of the different energy 
losses. They found good agreerrent between theory and experiment for the 
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first two loss peaks in the spectrum. 
There can be little doubt of the validity of the interpretation, 
for it not only rests on some quite basic features of the band theory, but 
is also supported by ·the close correlation between the loss value obtained 
by Rudberg and the optical absorption peaks obtained by ~anor (112). 
Since the optical absorption also is due to the Same mechanism this 
agreement is necessary. 
There have been a few attempts to correlate the energy losses with 
X-ray data. A few lines in the loss spectrum have been tentative~ 
identified with optical transitions, in particular in the soft X-ray 
region (113, 103). This method has been successful on~ in the case of 
a very few elements. Most of the attemp~s remain qualitative probably 
owing to the skimpy optical information. 
A different type of identification of the transitions involved, 
may be offered by the remarkable degree of coincidence of the numerical 
values of the energy loss lines, with the differences between fine 
- structure absort·tion maxima. in the K or L edge in too X-ray spectra. Since 
the X-ray .-edge corresponds toa transition of a K-electron to the first 
unoccupied level above the Fermi level and the maxima of absorption of 
the fine structure, to transitions to higher allowed levels, it is quite 
plausible to account for the CEL as due to excitat10ns of the valence 
electrons to the same higher energy levels. Cauchois (114) thus compared 
the eEL of Al with the fine structure of the X-ray X-absorption edge. 
However, she made the comparison tolith the maxima in the transmission curve. 
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Watanabe correctly pointed out that the comparison should be made with 
the maxima of absorption. Since then, Leder and his colleagues (115) 
have compared the energy losses with the X-ray fine structure, for a very 
large number of metals and found considerable agreement. 
Sternglass (116) has suggested that characteristic energy losses 
can be interpreted in terms of individual atomic ionisation and excitation 
and found good agreement in the case of Al. This has not been favoured by 
other workers who studied other elements and e1so compounds. 
All the above interpretations involve single electron interactions. 
A completely new and additional mode by which electrons can lose energy 
in a solid, has been suggested by Bohm and Pines (49 - 51) in what is now 
known as the Plasma Oscillation theory. They treated the density effect on 
the long range Coulomb interaction in metals in terms of the collective 
plasma model. \'Jhen an electron interacts wit h such a solid state plasma, 
it· excites collective plasma waves and in the croc€ss loses a certain 
quantum of energy. The plasma oscillation theory has been extreme~ 
successful in explaining many of the characteristic energy losses in solidS, 
~hich have remained ano~lous on single electron interaction theory, 
Thus it is not surprising that this theory has drawn much attention and a 
quite substantial amount of theoretical work has been done on it. A more 
detailed account of the theory will bE given in the next section. 
3·4 PIa sma Oscil19tions in Eetals 
A system composed of a large number of positive ions and free 
electrons 1Nith zero total charge was first called a "plasma" by Langmuir 
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in 1925. Physical examples of a plasma can be seen in gas discharges 
and in the ionosphere. [~ch p1asmas as occur in a gas discharge tube 
have been studied both theoretically and experimentally for many years and 
interest in them has recently been intensified owing to their application 
in thermonuclear devices. 
Owing to the relatively large mass of the positive ions, the motion 
of the ions is not very significant compared to the motion of the electrons. 
For most practical purposes, it may be assumed that the electron gas moves 
in a positively charged fluid of uniform density, lvhich is called the 
"background of positive cha:ge ll • It is assumed that the time average of 
the charge density of ions and electrons together is zero everywhere. 
Owing to the thermal fluctuations, ·the electronic charge density 
is constantly changing from place to place. Let us suppose that, as a 
result of the thermal motion, the electronic charge density in some 
region is reduced be 1m-J the average. Tt,e background of positive charge will 
not be completely neutralised in that region 2nd the resulting positive 
. charge will attract neighb~uring electrons. The tendency is to restore 
charge neutrality. By the time neutrality has been established, the 
electrons have acquired sufficient momentum and so overshoot the mark. 
This produces an excess negative charge which causes the electrons to be 
repelled outwards again. In time, the motion is reversed and a systematic 
Oscillation of the charged region is set up.. It was Tonks and Langmuir 
in 1929 (117) who first observed these oscillations and because of the close 
Similarity of these oscillations to the oscillations of a thin jelly plasma, 
they christened tt:ese oscillations "Plasma Oscillations It. 
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These are longitudinal oscillations analogous to sound waves. 
Langmuir and. Tonks studied these oscillations in greater detail and 
calculated the frequency of oscillation. The angular frequency 
4 1T n e2 _1_ (:) = ( 0)2 (22) 
p m 
where no is the electron density 
e - the electronic charge 
and m - mass of the electron. 
·w is often called the "plasma frequency". For a typical gaseous plasma p 
density of 1012 electrons/cc, the plasma frequency is about 1010 Hz. 
A metal also, may be considered to be an example of a plasma, 
because it consists of positive ions arran~ed on a crystal lattice, 
together with valence or conduction electrons, which are more or less free. 
Though much oversimplified, it may be a sSUIDed that thE ion-core electronl'l 
are tightly bound to the nuclei and the valenc~ electrons are completely 
free. This theory, proposed by Sommerfeld and known as the free electroL 
theory, assum(s that the average field acting on an electron is zero (7) 
and hence the rotential of the field, a constant. This is not quite'true, 
since it is well known that the potential within the metal is periodic 
\Olith the reriod of the lattice. Besides ,in a meta 1 there are something 
like 1023 electrons/cc and hence these electrons are very close together. 
The Coulomb force, consequently, can be very large. It is not, however, 
fair to say that in the Sommerfeld theory of free electron gas, the 
Coulomb interaction is compl~telY ignored. In fact, the average 
potential energy due to this interaction, may be con~idered to be implicit 
in the depth of the Fotential box, in\which the electrons move. 
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Sommerfeld's theor,y was improved upon by Hartree (7, 118, 119). 
He, however, ignored the Coulombic interaction and considered the electron 
to be moving in the field of the ions and the field due to the average 
charge density of the remaining electrons. The Hartree method is 
equivalent to the use of a total wave function, which is the product of one 
electron functions. This theor,y has the Same success as the Sommerfeld 
theory in calcnlations depending on the density of states. However, it 
completely fails, for example, in the calcula tion of cohesive energies. 
A further improvement was made by Hartree and Fock (7, 119) 
who used a total wave function consisting of a determinant of one electron 
functions. Again the Coulomb interaction is neglected. However, it 
includes another sort of corre18tion among the positions of electrons 
with parallel spins only. Thus the probability of two electrons with 
identical spatial quantum numbers and I-erallel spin approaching each other 
is lowered. The correlation is I!accidental" due to the Pauli's principle 
rather than to the Coulomb repulsion. 
A major improvement in the description of the interacting 
electron gas occurred when Bohm and Pines (49 - 51) advanced the 
"plasma theor,y", following up the concept of the classical plasma and pla:'llT!a 
oscillations, as observed by Langmuir and Tonks. Bohm and Pines took 
into account the long range Coulomb interaction whose effect is described 
by the plasma oscillations. It may be fair enour.;h to consider the metal 
as a solid state plas~. But there is a distinct difference between 
the classic:::1 gaseous plasma and the aolid state plasma. In the former, 
the density of electrons is small eno~gh ( /~. 1012/cc ) for their motion to 
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be treated by classical mechani~a or l~xwell-aoltzmann statistics. 
The motion of the high density ( ~ 1023/ cc ) electron gas in a metal, 
however, must be treated by quantum mechanics or Ferml-Dirac statistics. 
The frequency of plasma oscillations may be simply derived by 
using classicsl electrodynamics (120) even though the same result may be 
obtained by using rigorous quantum mechanics (121, 122). 
Let the average spatial density of electrons be no' so that the 
average electronic charge density is -noe, where -e is the charge of the 
electron. The uniform charge density of the positive background is thus 
noe. Also let nl be the actual density of electrons, which is a function 
of position and time. This, in fact, is the instantaneous average over a 
region sma 11 compsred with the whole volume of the metal, but still 
containing a large number of electrons. The excessive positive charge 
density is e(n
o 
_ nl ). 
The restoring field E is found by using Poisson1s equation 
V·E = (23) 
If ~ is the displacement of the electron gas from equilibrium (over and 
above the thermal motion) the particle current density nl~ satisfies 
the equation of continuity. 
anl 1. 
- at = V· (n ~ ) 
An approximation is now made, namely that the amplitude of the oscillation 
is small. This b€ing so, ( is small, so that no is not very different 
from nl. Then 
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From equation (24) 
~nl 1(. 
-Tt = n 'V. ~ ) 
Integrating with respect to time 
i.e. 
1 -.r:~ dt = l( • In 'V. ~ 
Combining equations (23) end (26) 
• 
• • 
'V.E = 4 n noe('V.~ ) 
E = 4nne~ 
o 
)dt 
No additive c8nstant is required sirce E is zero at t = 0, i.e. at 
equilibrium there is no restoring field. 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
For an electron in an electric field, the equation of motion is 
m t = -eE 
where m is the mass of the electron. 
Hence from (27) Gnd (28) 
m ~ + 4 n noe2~ = 0 
which is the equation of motion of a simple harmonic oscillator, 
oscillating at an angular frequency 
:2 ] 
w 4 n e "2 p = ( n 0 ~ 
m 
which is the plasma frequency. 
The polarisation current density is given by 
;)E j = a Tt 
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(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(.31) 
where a is the polarisability. The quantity j, also satisfies the 
continuity equation 
~ 1 
-e -- (no - n ) = 3t 
Combining (31) and (32) 
V.j 
a 1 1I: 
-e at (no - n ) = a V • at 
Using ec}uation (23) 
8 1 a 1 
-e et (no - n ) = 4w ae at (no - n ) 
1 
a = -41T 
The dielectric constant of a metal is (7) 
£ = 1 + 4w a 
which vanishes at the plasma frequ6(:cy w because of equation (34). p 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
In the above calculation of W , the thermal motion of the electrons p 
has been neglected. A more refined classical treatment (50) shows that the 
a ngular frequency is w , only for long waves, blt increases as the wave-p . 
length)" decreases. The dispersion relation is found to be approximately 
2 
w = 
where k = ~ is the wave number of the plasma wave and ~ is the mean 
square velocity of the electrons. 
(36) 
From quantum mecbanical calculations Pines and Bohm (50) obtained 
the dispersion relation to be 
3 l; k2 
W :. IiJ (1 + Srn °w 2 + 
P 
(37) 
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where 1',;0 is the energy of en electron at the top of the Fermi band. 
In fact, the dispersion is not very great, w never differing 
from w by n;ore than a few per cent, because there is an upper limit to k p 
which is knmom as the cut-off wave vector $ nd represented by k
c
• Plasma 
oscillations do not occur above this wave vector k or below the 
c 
corresponding wavelength 
). 
c 
). is about twice 
c 
2 "IT 
= k 
c 
the interelectronic distance o-:'e' since it is 
(38) 
nJsaningless to talk about organised oscillations of an electron gas with 
wavelength less than the interelectronic distance. 
If the effect of dispersion is neglected, \Je may assume that the 
·plasma osci118tions in a metal, can be represented approximately, by a 
finite set of harmonic oscillators, with angular frequency w • p The 
energy of such an oscillator must have va lues (N + t 11~' where N 
is a positive integer or zero. The zero point energy of the oscillator 
is thus t ~ w. The energy required to raise the oscillator from one 
. p 
state to the next higher - thE' excitation energy - is .ri w. Pines (121) p 
gave the name ''Plasmon'' for the quantum of plasma oscillation. Thus the 
excitation energy of a plasmon is ~ wp. 
It is interesting to compare ~ wp with 1',;0' the maximum kinetic 
energy of any electron at OOk, according to the Jommerfeld-Hartree theory 
of a free electron gas. 
It is found to be (119, 120) 
~ ~ = 0.941" et l;o 
.1. 
\Yhere re is measured in Bohr units. Now 0.94 re 2 > 1 for all metals 
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so that 1S. w > 
P 
Co' At normal temTleratures 'r, a few electrons near 
the Fermi surface are excited and their thermal energies are of the order 
of KT which is very much smaller than Thus 1'i w is very much p 
greater than the thermal energy of an electron and this means, 
temrerature excitation of plesmon is highly improbable. Some other means, 
such as the pessage of a fast ch~rged rarticle, is required to excite a 
plasmon in a metal. 
Thus when a high energy beam of electrons is shot through a thin 
film, it excites plasmons and in the process loses energy equivalent to 
that of the excited plasmons. Consequently, the en~rgent electron loses. 
11 wp' 2-1\ wp' 3 -tlwp and so on, according to the number of plasma 
quanta. 
Lohm and Pines have shown thst the energy loss AE should vary with 
the scattering angle 9 
AB = 
of the electron, in the manner 
11 w 
P 
+ 
3 l;o P 
5m l'lw p 
2 2 
e 
where P is the momentum of the incident Frimary electron and 
Fermi energy. 
l;o the 
The plasma theory predicts a ~8ximum energy loss and hence a 
maximum angle of sc,.ttering 
e 
c = 
.fik 
--S. 
P 
e , which is given by 
c 
where kc is the cut-off \~ave vector. Pines calculated the value of kc 
(123) as 
.!.. 
= 0.353 k r 2 o e 
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(40) 
(42) 
yhere ko is the wave number of an electron at the top of the Fermi 
band and re the average interelectronic distance in Bohr units. 
• w 
3. ~ .' Surface PIa smons 
The longitudinal oscillations described above are due to the 
electron volume densitv fluctuations in the bulk of the wateria1. 
Ritchie in 1957 (124) showed that one can also regard the charge density 
fluctuations at the surface of the material which is separated from the 
vacuum. He noted that for such a semi-infinite plasma, there existed 
not only the bulk plasma oscillations of frequency w in the interior p 
wn 
of the plasma, but 8180 surface plasma oscillations of frequency -- , 
""2-
at the interface betyeen the plasma and vacuum. One can thus make a 
distinction between "volume plasmons" of frequency wp / ri. The energy 
1'lw 
of the surface plasmons then will be ~ 
12 
A more generalised formula for the surface plasma frequency was 
derived by Stern and Ferrel1 in 1960 (125) for the case of a dielectric 
medium instead of vacuum. They used the dielectric model of a plasma 
(section 3.6) and the frequency derendent dielectric constant as given by 
(126, 127). 2 
~ 
= 1 - 2 
w 
where w p is the classical plasma frequency and 
constant or thE metal plasma. 
(43) 
E (w), the dielectric p 
The semi-infinite electron gas is 'considered to be bounded by a 
semi-infinite non-absorptive dielectric, of dielectric constant EB• 
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The electric potential distribution set up by a classical ctarge wave 
bound to the surface must satisfy Laplace1s equation within the mEtal 
and dielectric medium. The boundary conditions, for the existence of 
an oscillating wave across the interface yield the relation (125) 
e: 
B 
One may assume that the dielectric layer has approximately a frequency 
independent dielectric constant e:E, which is legitimate for dielectric 
layers on m~tal surfaces. On substitution for e: (w) from equation (43) p 
the resonant frequency for the surface wave is obtained as 
= wp 
w s ;r-:;-~ 
For a metal bounded by vacuum e:B = 1 and hence 
w 
s 
= ~ /2- , 
as obtained by Ritchie. 
If we have two metals in contact, with plasma frequencies 
and w then the resonant frequency is given by (125) 
P2 
i-'" 2 
w s =! t (wPl + 
Experiments have recently been carried out to verify the 
w , 
P 
1 
(46) 
existence of surface plasmons and the 3greement with the theoretical 
values and eXI!erlmental va lues has been remarkably good. The experi-
mental evidence will be discussed in section 3.7. 
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3.6 Dielectric Theory of Energy Losses 
So far, in treating the collective oscillations of the conduction 
electron-ion core plasrr.a, We assumed the core electrons to be tight~ 
bound. EVen in meta Is ,~here the core electrons are tightly bound, the 
periodic field of the ionic lattice must have some effect on the 
frequency of the plasma oscillations. To account for the effect of the 
lattice field, Wolff in 1953 (128) suggested the electron mass 'rn' 
be replaced by an effective mass m*. But Hubbard (129) and 
I~nazawa (130) pointed out that the effective rrass theory is basically 
a one-zone theory and is valid only if the effect of virtual inter-zone 
transitions can be neglected. But Ada~s (131) is of the opinion that the 
inter-zone transitions can be considerable and hence the effective mass 
treatment of plasma oscillation is not valid. 
The close relationship between the characteristic losses in a 
. solid and its ontical properties has been pointed out by lv;arton, L€der 
and hendlowitz (107), Fr8hlich and Pelzer (132), Hubbard (133) and 
Nozieres and Fines (126).' These authors have found that characteristic 
energy losses can be interpreted in terms of the frequency dependence of 
the complex dielectric constant t: (w ). According to this dielectric theory 
the comrlex dielectric constant is 
This constant may be considered to be a characteristic of the longitudinal 
displacement of charges, when vn electron enters the solid and acts on the 
electrons of the atom. 
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The condition for the existence of undamped longitudinal 
waves is (132) 
as has already been noted in section 3.4 (esuations 34 and 35). For a 
free electron gas, on the basis of the Drude free eledtron theory (134) 
the two parts of the 
El(w) 
e:,...( w) 
.... 
dielectric constant 
2 
W 
= 
1 _ --IL 
2 
W 
2 
= ...L wn 2 • 
w 
WT 
1+ 
can be expressed as 
1 
1 
w 2 '[2 
where 't is the relaxetion time and to the plasma frequency. p 
(49) 
(50) 
In the case of a free electron gas, collective oscillations will be set 
up when El = 0 if tOT »1 (121). 
Under these conditions, from equation (49) it can be seen that 
W = wp - the plasma frequency. 
The energy lost by an electron traversing the medium, according 
to this theory is proportional to the imaginary part of E (to) 
(107, 132, 133). 
=~---2 + 2 El E2 
(51) 
The complex dielectric constant e: (w) is related to the optical 
constants nand k, the index of refr&ction and extinction coefficient 
respectively (135). 
E ( to) = (n + ik)2 (52) 
El ( to) 2 _ k2 (53) = n 
E2( w) = +2nk (54) 
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Measurements of nand k as a function of the photon energy~ w , 
yield the values of El( w) and E2( w), from which the energy spectrum 
can be derived. This, in fact, does offer a means of studying the 
characteristic energy loss spectrum. 
After having brief~ outlined the basic concepts of the plasma 
oscillation theory, a brief a~count of the experimental studies on 
plasmons will be given in the next section, ~any of the critical 
features of the plasmons have been experimental~ verified. These studies 
might bring out some of the short-cornings as well. 
3.7 Plasmon Studies 
With the development of the plasma oscillation theory, many 
authors tried to iDentify the characteristic energy losses in terms of 
plasmon excitation. Thus when a beam of electrons bombards a metal 
surface or traVErses a thin metal film, there is a good chance that 
some electrons will lose an en!3rgy 1"i wp ' others 2 -h wp' 3 
- on. The energy to excite a single volume plasmon thus is 
4 1T ne2 t 
h wand so p 
.l!..( 0) 11 wp = 21T m 
~here h - Planckrs Constant 
no - the free electron density 
e - the electronic charge 
m - the mass of the electron 
The electron denSity is calculated assuming all the valence electrons 
to be free. Substituting the values of no' e, m and h 
hup = 28.8 (~)t eV 
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(55) 
~here Z is the number of valence electrons 
d - the density of the metal 
and A - the atomic weight. 
For example using three electrons per atom to be free for AI, 
in equation (55) 
oi'iw = l5.8eV p 
Considering the difficulty associated with the measurement of 
energy losses, the experimental values agree ver.y closely with this value. 
However, a distinction must be made between two groups of metals. 
For the metals, which have sharp loss lines, like AI, hg, Be, Ti etc., 
the agreement is remarkably good. But for some metals like Cu, Zn, Au, 
etc., which have broad loss bands, the agreement is not satisfactory. The 
disagreement is not surprising since 'no' refers to the entire~ free 
electrons. The disagreement may arise from several other phenomena, 
namely interband transitions and interaction of the electron gas with 
core € lectrons. 
Where the free electron theory agrees with experimental results, 
further conclusions from the plasma theory have been tested. The mean 
free path A for the excitation of a plasmon has been calculated 
theoretically by Bohm and Pines (SO) by Blackstock, Ritchie and 
Birkhoff (138) and by Cuinn (139) in 1962. Blackstock and others (138), 
using a transmission method, measured the mean free paths in thin Al films 
as a function of primary energy. If the foil thickness D, is larger than 
t he mean fre e [ath, A , then 
A = D ~ (56) J1 
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where Jo and J l are the areas under the transmittEd peak and first loss 
peak. For AI, the agreement between the experimental and calculated value 
is extremely close. In all fairness to the experiments, it must be said 
that the determination of the thickness of the thin films can be very 
difficult and different methods often lead to variations as much as 50%1 
Another experi:rrlent Hhich furnished further support for the plasma 
theory was the :.sasurement of the energy losses as a function of the 
scattering angle. Eq~ation (40) gives the voriation of the energy loss 
with scattering angle e , as 
~ = -i'i'w + 
P 
3 r; 2 
oP, 
5m -h w p 
2 
e 
Watanate. (101) measured the energy losses as a function of the angle 
(40) 
through weich the electron is scattered. The linear relationship between 
2 
6E and e ha s been verified for A 1, Be, l-ig, Na and Li. 
From the above measurements Watanabe calculated the cut-off 
wave vector beyond which the collective oscillations do not occur. He 
measured the maximum scattering angle 
= 
p 
e which is riven by equation (!~l). 
c 
When e approaches e
c
' the electron loss intensity drops quickly to zero. 
For AI, the theoretical value of ec is about 11 milliradians for the beam 
of 25keV used by Watanabe. This is onlY roughly compatible with the 
experimental value of Watanabe which is between 12 and 16 ml11iradians. 
In 1964 SchmHser (140) carried out some very precise measurements which 
yielded values of e
c 
very much clossr to the theoretical values than 
v!atanabe's values. 
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Many of the eEL observed in compounds (107, lOB) can be 
explained as due to plasmon excitation. Neglecting the core polarisa-
bility again, the plasmon energy 
'Vlith the observed energy losses. 
·hw can be calculated and compared p 
The total number er valence electrons 
should be taken in the case of compounds (123). For example, A~03 
has 24 free electrons per molecule, six from Al and 18 from O. There 
has been surprisingly good agreement between the plasmon energy 
calculated in this way ~nd the observed energy losses for some 
compounds (123). 
It has been said in sEction 3.5 that besides volume plasmons of 
frequency <-p there are surface plasmons of frequency ~ at the 
metal to vacuum interface. The prediction of tbe existence of surface 
plasmons qy Ritchie (124) bas been borne out in a series of experiments 
by Powell, Swan and co-workers (164, 105, 108, 110, 137, 145). Th~ 
studied electrons reflected from freshly evaporated layers. The 
energy spectrum was plotted immediately after evaporation, prior to 
and during the formation of an oxide l.8yer. They obtained the spectrum 
at regu13r intervals. One of the typical spectra, is given in fig. 32 
for Al. Their measurements showed thet there was initially a volume 
plasma loss at -hwp = 15.geV and in addition a surface plasma loss at 
oh ~ = 10.3eV present. As the oxide layer was formed the surface plasma 
.12 
loss at 10.3eV decreased in intensity and a new modified surface plasma 
loss at an energy 7.leV appeared. The energy of the modified surface 
plasmon is in good accord with what would be expected for the metal -
-metallic oxide interface. Using equation (45) the dielectric constant 
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of the oxide layer A1203 is found to be 1.9 which may be compared with 
a value of 1.76 obtained from the optical data. Similar results have 
been obtained for other metals. 
The electron energy loss, at the interface of two metallic layers, 
each with a frequency dependent dielectric constant, as calculated from 
equation (46) has also been observed by Axlerod in 1964 (141) in layered 
films of Bi and hg. The existence of these surface plasma losses in 
particular ~eems to establish firm~ the collective nature of electron 
dynamics in a metal. 
In interpreting an energy loss spectrum, one should be able to 
distinguish between volume and surface plasma losses. Raether and 
co-workers (134, 140, 142-144) employed the fact that in transmission, 
the intensity of surface plasmon decays with e -3 where e is the 
-2 A scattering angle, while volume loss decays as e • simpler 
experimental method has been given by Klemperer and Thirlwell in 
1966 (146). They found, studying reflected electrons from a solid 
target, that the ratio of the number of electrons suffering volume 
plasma loss to that of surface plasma loss decreased with increasing 
angle of incidence of the primary beam. 
Ferrell in 1958 (J47) predicted another interesting phenomenon 
of the plasmons. According to him, a plasmon could decay by emitting an 
21f C 
electromagnetic radiation of frequency w - wavelength A = ----p p wp 
which could be detected experimentally. The predicted radiation has 
in fact been detected by steinmann (148) as well as Brown and others (149) 
from thin silver film. 
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They observed the wavelength of the radiation to be 3300 R, in good 
agreement "dth the theoretical value of 3290~. Similar radiation 
has been detected from Al and Hg (150) and in Cd, In and Zn (151). 
Ferrell and Stern (152) recently discussed the possibility of 
exciting plasma oscillations at the frequency w , in thin metals by p 
using polarised light. The light must be polarised in the plane of 
incidence and incident at a lerge angle of incidence for such an 
excitation. The experimental evidence of such a photon excitation of 
plasma oscillations, has been obtained recently for silver films by a 
few authors (153, 154). Furthermore, Ritchie in 1965 (155) calculated 
the probability that a photon incident normally on a thick foil would 
excite a surface plasmon through the intermediary of an intraband electronic 
transition. Williams, Arakawa and Ernerson (156) in 1967 supported 
Ritchiets argument from the evidence of experimental data on Al. 
From reflectance data, the optical constants nand k can be 
determined. Equations (53) and (54) yield the values of £ 1 and £ 2. 
The energy loss function is given by equation (51) 
= 
1 For surface plasmons, the loss function is -Im ( dw ) + 1 ). llhen 
these functions ere plotted against w ,the peaks in the distribution 
correspond to the volume or surface plasmons. The experiments conducted 
in these lines, yielded extremely accurate values of the plasma frequency 
and energy losses (157, 158, 159). 
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3.8 Conclusion 
All the above mentioned exp~riments are sufficient evidence for the 
validity of the concept of plasma oscillations in solids and the fact that 
electrons can lose energy by exciting plasmons. In particular, the 
experimental evidence of surface plasmon has consolidated the plasma 
oscillation theory. However, it must be remembered that the success of 
plasma oscillation theory in no way excludes the possibility of band to 
band transitions as a cause for energy loss. 
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QHAPTER IV 
On the Theories ot Secondary Electron Emission 
4.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, an account was given of the processes 
by which primary electrons lose discrete amounts of energy and emerge as 
inelastica11y reflected prim'3ries. But tbese inelastica11y reflected 
primaries form on~ a small fraction of the total number of secondaries 
emitted. Any study of secondary electron emission would be incomplete 
without a basic knowledge of the various theories accounting for the 
larger fraction of lower energy electrons, and hence a very brief 
survey of these different theories will now be given. 
At present there are a large number of theories in the field, 
mutually inclusive and most overlapping, in describing some particular 
aspect of the experimental results under different conditions. There are 
particular theories, dealing with, the variation of yield with primary 
energy, the energy distribution of seconda~ electrons, and the angular 
distribution of secondaries. Some are qualitati~e and others 
quantitative. Despite all the different theories available, it is only 
fair to say, that the theoretical understanding of SEE, is still quite 
incomplete. 
~any authors consider the phenomenon of ShE as occurring in two 
distinct steps. Firstly, the primary electrons traverse the medium and 
b,y collisions with the lattice electrons, lose energy and produ~e "internal 
secondaries ll • Secondly, the subsequent cascade process, in which these 
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secondaries diffuse through the solid, mu1tip~ing and losing energy 
"en route", until they either return into the sea of conduction electrons, 
or reach the surface with sufficient energy to emerge as true secondary 
electrons. The validity of this simple, general picture may be 
questionable. Nevertheless, some veri useful theories have been built 
upon it and it \Ji11 need a lot of disproving before we can disregard it. 
4.2 Semi-Emnirical Theories 
The earlier theories formulated by Salow (lSO), Bruining (11), 
Jonker (38) and Baroody (22) were all semi-empirical in nature. The 
above-mentioned division of the process of SEE, into two distinct 
steps of the energy loss of primaries and the consequent production 
of internal secondaries and the escape of these internal secondaries, 
made the calculations simpler. 
Without paying much attention to the actual velocity 
distribution of internal secondaries, Bruining assumed that ~ may 
be written as 
fn(x.:b )f(x)dx p (57) 
where n(x,E ) is the average number of internal secondaries produced per p 
incident primary of energy E , in a thickness dx, at a depth x below p 
the surface, and f(x) the probability for such a secondary to ee·.ape 
from the surface. \Jhether the primar'.{ produces internal secondary 
electrons throughout its path in the material or merely near the end 
of a free path, is immaterial at thiE juncture. 
In this ana ~sis a few assumrtions are made which meke the 
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.. 
t·· 
calculations easier, though not more accurate. 
1) The primaries, for the present, are considered to be incident 
normal~ on the surface. 
2) The primaries as they enter the solid move along straight lines, along 
the direction of incidence; this assumption thus neglects elastically and 
inelastically reflected primaries. 
3) The production mechanism of internal secondaries and the emission 
processes are completely independent. 
4) The velocity distribution of the internal secondaries may be completely 
ignored and only the number is to be considered. 
5) The number of internal secondaries produced is proportional to the 
energy loss per unit rath length of the primary electron 
i.e. n{x E ) 
, p' 
where -1- i~ the proportionality constant. c
e 
may be considered to 
fe 
be the average excitation energy required to produce a secondary. 
6) The probability, that an internal secondar! produced at a depth x, 
(58) 
may escape from the surface is determined, by an exponential absorption, 
~ithout considering the physical processes involved. 
i.e. f(x) = (59) 
where a is the absorption coefficient and B, a constant. 
Equation (57) may no~ be written as 
(60) 
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All the semi-empirical theories involve some form of this relation. 
4.2.a I:ower La,,, (161) 
ThisJau assumes that the rrimaries lose energy in accordance 
with the equation 
dE = 
dx (61) 
where A is a constant, characteristic of the IIiaterial and (n-l) an arbitrary 
power, i.e. the ener~J loss is inversely proportional to some power of the 
energy and hence the name "power law". 
When integrated the equation (61) becomes 
If n = 2 we get 
E2(x) 
n 
= E - Anx p 
2 
= E - 2Ax P 
(62) 
(63) 
This is the celebrated ~Jhiddington's Law (162) used by Bruining, Baroody 
and Jonk€r in their calculations. 
\,hen the energy of the primaries becomes zero, i.e. when 
En(x) = 0, they have attained their maximum range x = R. Then 
En 
R = -2- (64) 
An 
Substituting this in equation (62) we get in general 
If1(x) = An (R-x) 
1 1. 
dE _ d f (A ) n(R )n J di - dX 1_ n -x 
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1 
= (An) 1'i 
n 
1 R-x - ; ] L- ~R-x~ 
(65) 
Substituting in equation (6O), we get 
1 1 
R {An)n (R_x)n 
I n (R-x) 
-ax 
• e dx 
o 
For purposes of integration, substitute 
n 
a (R-x) y = 
Then ]. Y:u 
..li.. (!l~) n -aR J n b = e eY dy Ee a 0 
where y n = cit i.e. where x = o. m . 
Since we are interested in the dependence of b 
E n 
n 
aR a-IL r = = 
An 
t!i-) 1 _rnl l' Then b * [~Ti a Ee ) 0 
1 
= (~) (!u)n G (r) 
Ee a n 
on E p' introduce 
n 
eY dy 
which defines a new function G (r). Ultimately, one l-Jishes to express 
E n 
bj D bmax in terms of ~ • So one h8s to maximise the equation (70). Pmax 
Let rm be the value of r, when b becomes a maximum, b • 
max 
Vaximising the equation (70), it can be readi~ shown that 
b 
rr.ax 
1 1 
= .L (!u) n ( ) 
E e a n-l 
nr 
m 
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By dividing (71) by (72) and substituting r = (E P )r m 
Pmax 
• r ) 
m 
Thus the result of introducing reduced variables is to eliminate all 
those constants A, B, £ , yhich are characteristic of the material. 
e 
(73) 
If all materials had the same value of n, the reduced yield curves should 
all follow a single "universal curve". This fact \Jas pointed out first 
by Baroody (22). Like Bruining, Baroody assumed n = 2; i.e. he 
assumed \OJhiddington's laYJ. Bruining found the value of 
So for n = 2, equation (73) bEcomes 
r = 0.92. m 
Baroody's universal yield curve, from equation (74), is sho\m, 
in fig. 33. It can be seen that there is serious deviation from the 
experimental universal yield curve, particular~ for values of 
E lE > 1. This indicates that perhaps the value n = 2 is too high. 
P Pmax 
From equation (69) it can be seen that 
.1. 
2A 2 
Ep = ('7) I'm 
max 
if Whiddington's law is assumed. The value of r
m
, according to 
Bruining, is 0.92. Becker (37), from his study of transmission of 
(75) 
6 -1 
electrons through thin nickel fillT:s found a value for a = 1.5 x 10 cm. • 
Terrill (163) from his experiments got a value for 2A = 3.5 x l012(eV)21 cm 
&~t::;t1tut1::g ttcoc vcluc: h-, c.quation (75), E = 1420cV for nickel 
PL:8.X 
whereas the experimental valuE is only 500eV. 
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4.2.b Jonker's t;odific8tion (38) 
Considering the large disagreement between the experimen~al 
results and the theoretical predictions Jonker attempted to modif,y the 
above theory. However, he too assumes Whiddingtonts law, for the rate 
of energy loss of primary electrons. He assumes that the internal 
secondaries move in straight lines from their point of origin towards 
the surface. The distance the electron hDs to travel before rea.ching the 
surface rr.ust be measured from the point of origin to the surface, along 
the direction of flight. Thus, an electron originating at a depth x, 
below the surface, but moving et an angle ~ , to the normal to the 
surface, has t~ travel a distance x cjI • In conSidering the probability 
cos 
of escape of secondaries, in equation (59), x has to be replaced b,y 
x/cos ~ • Further, he assumes that the internal secondaries produced, 
at any point in the medium, are isotropically distributed. Taking into 
account these factors, he derives a univer3al yield curve, which is an 
improvement on Baroody's curve. However, the deviation from the 
experimental curve is quite considerable. 
Jonker extends the theory to the case, ~here the primary beam 
is incident on the surface, at an angle e to the normal. In such a 
case, internal secondaries dislodged at a distance x, on the path of 
the primary electrons, are located only at a distance x Cos e , and 
accordingly the absorption factor in equation (59) becomes 
exp(-axCos e ICos ~ ). consequently he derives the relation 
E Pmax 
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(76) 
He finds good agreement between this relationship and his measurements 
on nickel, nickel c,3rbide and lithium. .Also he finds a relationship 
between band 0. 
max Above all, pursuing the same 
lines as the theory given above, Jonker gets a theoretical universal 
yield curve, valid for all m~terials and for all angles of incidence. 
Considering the large deviation of the theoretical curve, 
obtained by using the power law for energy loss, from the experimental 
curve, one begins to wonder if a power law for ~~ is valid at all. If 
so, one expects that n should be less than 2. 
4.2. c The "Constant loss" Theory 
In earlier studies, the quadratic dependence of Ep' on the 
range R, - \'Jhidd ington , s law - has been investigated by studying very 
fast electrons transmitted through thin films. For low energy 
'electrons (l00eV < E < lOkeV) the result obtained from the study p 
of high energy electrons is simply extrapolated. 
However, Young, in 1956 (39) performed transmission experiments 
through thin uniform layers of A~03' using electrons of energy in 
the range 0.3 to 7.25keV. He found from his experiments, that the 
practical range R, of electrons in A~03' follows the relationship 
where R is 
R = 0.0115 E 1.35 
P 
in mg/cm2 and E in keV. p 
Young's results are in good agreement with those obtained by 
HOffmann (164). It is also interesting to compare the values of the 
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range, obtained by Bronshtein and Segal (4,5). They found that, for 
Be, R « E 1.5 and for Bi, R « E 1.4. Gince Young's experiment p p 
covers the ~nergy range which is of particular interest to the secondary 
emission studies, it is more appropriate to use a value n = 1.35 in 
equation (64) for the range of primaries, rather than uSing 
Whiddington's law. 
In his experiments, Young also makes it clear that some of the 
tacit assumptions of tt-.e previous theory are ",rong. In the "power law" 
theory, it is assumed that the range of all primaries measured along the 
direction of incidence is the same, as shown in fig. 34. But from his 
experiments, he finds that the transmitted fraction of electrons decreases 
approximately linear~ with the fractional range (fig. 34). It is, hence, 
imperative that the scattering of primaries be considered. 
In addition, according to the "r-ower la'\,I" theory, the energy loss 
of the primary beam per unit path length, dE/dx. increases with decreasing 
energy. Since the production function of secondaries, n(x, E) is p 
proportional to ~:, it increases rapidly near the end of the primary 
range as shm-1n in fig. 35. Thus the "power law" implies that more 
electrons are produced dee]?er down in the metal. Young's experimental 
evidence directly opposes this. He finds that the energy dissipation is 
approximately constant throughout the ranse. 'rhus, one can call a theory 
based on these facts, a "constant loss" theory. 
Assuming the validity of Young's results one can modify the 
elementa~J theory of SEE so as to account for the scattering of the 
primaries. One needs on~ replace - ~ in equation (60) by its 
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E 
effective value EF, and integrate between 0 and R. 
Thus the yield equation is 
R 
I 
o 
-o.Xd e x (78) 
Assuming the range-energy relation of the primaries to be of the form 
given in equation (64) and proceeding as in section 4.2.a, one gets 
.1 
~ = .1L (!n)n g (z) 
£ e 0. n 
where zn ~ o.R and (z) = 1 - exn{_zn) gn n-1 
The reduced yield curve is 
z 
of the form 
E 
g.(z .E n 
n m Pmax 
) 
(79) 
(80) 
A plot of this "constant loss" reduced yield curve is given in fig. 33, 
for a value n = 1.35. It is seen that the agreement is better than the 
"power law" curve. 
4.2.d Sterngless' Theory 
None of the above theories, takes into account the elastically 
and inelastica1ly scattered primaries. Sternglass (165) has developed 
a theory of SLE which takes into account the inelastically reflected 
fraction, n • Despite all the oversimplified assumptions made by him, 
it is interesting in that the theory brings out the relationship between 
SEE and atomic shell structure. He, however, employs many of the 
assumptions made in section 4.2.a. But according to him, the scattering 
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of the primary electron beam is so strong, that an initially parallel 
beam quickly fans out and loses its original direction. He argues that 
beyond a certain depth, the primaries diffuse at random. This 
characteristic mean depth ~ ,corresponds to a depth for which the total 
sp 
angle of deflection is approximately n/2 relative to the direction of 
the incident primaries. Thus ~ is essentially the momentum-loss mean sp 
free path and is.a function of the primsry energy. He then simplifies the 
theory by assuming that all secondaries are produced at this mean depth 
ASp and in the equation (60), x is replaced by ~sp and in the 
equation (60), x is replaced by A • 
sp 
At this point he introduces the inelastic reflection coefficient n , 
and a factor k, representing the mean fractional energy of these electrons 
with respect to the primary energy. He thus obtains 
(81) 
Next, he uses the Bethe expression (166) to arrive at the dependence of 
A on E , 
sp p 
dE 
-dx = ~ Z L~ n,l 
n,l 
where N, is the number of atoms per unit volume, Z 1 the number of n, 
(82) 
electrons in the shell n,l and I 1 the binding energy of the electrons n, 
in the shell n,l. He calculates aAsp = ~Ept (83) 
where ~ is a constant. 
Thus substituting in equation (81) he gets 
b = 
B 
- (l-
Ee 
(84) 
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where ~ contains the term 2:1 z l/~l. This indicates the n, n, n, 
importance of the role of the inner atomic shell in SEE. To prove 
the validity of equation (84) Sternglass plots a graph of In(b/E ) versus 
1 p 
E 2 which ought to give a straight line. For silver he finds good p 
agreement in the range tetween 150eV and 1500eV. Finally, 3ternglass 
derives the reduced yield curve of the form 
E 
P exp (85) 
Accord~g to Sternglass, the agreement between (85) and the experimental 
curve is very satisfactory. 
The fact that Sternglass takes L~to account the inelastic 
reflection coefficient n, is certainly an improvement upon the 
previous theories. Recent experiments (4,5) suggest that a substantial 
number of true secondaries can be produced by the inelastically reflected 
primaries. The effectiveness of this fraction of electrons n, has 
been calculated by Dobretsov and l'Etskevicn (84) and a theory which 
takes into account this fact hos recently been developed by Izmailov (167). 
Some of the conclusions drawn by Izmailov are surprising. He does not 
agree to the \vhole concept of a Ifuniversal curve". Since the true yield 
is partly due to the inelastically reflected prim:3ries n , which in turn 
varies with energy, the author rejects the idea of a universal curve, 
even though thE shares of such curves may be similar. 
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4.3 "Free Electron" Theory 
An alternate theory has been put forward by Kadyschevitsch (168) 
and by Baroody (22) on the basis of the Sommerfeld model of a "free 
electron" gas. According to this theory secondary electrons are 
produced by collision processes with conduction electrons of the metal, 
which are effectively tlfree". The secondary electrons thus produced undergo 
multiple eleastic collisions so that a certain fraction of them are 
eventually able to escape from the surface. 
4.3.a Kadyschevitsch's Theory 
Kadyschevitsch's line of argument is as follows. He assumes that 
the number of bound electrons which can be emitted as secondary electrons 
is negligible and hence one needs only take into account the interaction 
bet\.leen the prim::ry electrons and the "free" conduction electrons. 
A relatively fast primary electron thus encounters 8n effectively 
free electron and communicates momentum to it in a direction normal to the 
primary direction of motion. If the primary direction is perpendbular 
to the metal surface, the secondary electron produced in this way will 
never be moving in a direction to enable it to leave the surface, no 
matter how energetic it may be. However, the secondar.y may suffer an 
elastic collision with a lattice ion, so thst, while retaining its energy 
the direction of motion is changed. Now its energy normal to the 
surface.may be sufficient to take it out of the metal. 
Kadyschevitsch calculates the probability that a primary at a 
depth x within the metal, moving at an angle e to the normal, will 
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transfer sufficient energy to a secondary, so that if it continued 
moving freely, it would leave the surface of the metal. This obvious~ 
vanishes when e = O. In the actual case, the collisions of ~imaries and 
secondaries are to be accounted for. If \ is the mean free path of the 
primaries for all types of collisions within the metal, then the probability 
of a primary reaching a deDth x, without suffering a collision "'ill be 
exp(-x/ A1Cos e). Taking A2 to be the mean free path of the 
secondaries, a similar expression "lill give the probability of a secondary 
leaving the metal with~ut undergoing a collision which would prevent it from 
escaping from the surface. 
The mean free paths are written as 
111 
. -=-+-
, A2 ~2 1:2 (86) 
where ~l ar-d ~ are the mean free paths for inelastic collisions with 
the metal electrons and .11 and ~ those for elastic collisions with lattice 
ions. Whereas, ~l and ~2 reduce the secondary emission, by reducing the 
energy of primary end secondary, 11 and 12 can give rise to a finite 
probability, that true emission will occur even if e =0. 
Kadyschevitsch calculated the probability that a secondary produceS at a 
depth x, suffers one or more elastic collisions, which deviates it finally 
without energy loss into a suitable direction which enables it to leave 
the front surface of the metal. Making further calculations, he finds an 
expression for the yield at normsl incidence 
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As a rough approximation A2 may be taken to be independent of energy 
for slow secondaries and Al proportional to Ep2. This leads to a 
reduced yield curve of the form 
~ _ 2(Ep~x) 
bmax - 1 + ~E )2 P Pmax 
The theor,y has been extended to calculate the variation of ~ 
with the angle of incidence of primaries and the energy distribution 
of secondaries in energy and direction. 
(88) 
In comparing Kadyschevitsch's theor,y, with experiment, it will 
probably fail at high energies because of the interaction of the primaries 
with the core. Also~ at lower energies the assumption that Al is 
proportional to Ep2 is no longer true. 
4.3.b Baroody1s Theory 
Baroody uses the Sommerfeld model, to formulate a theor,y of SEE. 
Since the temperature dependence of SEE from metals is ncgl1giblv, 
Barocdy treats the_electrons aB.a 'co~letely.dcgenerate Fermi-Dirac gas 
at absolute zero temperature. ~ in the momentum space, all states within 
a sphere of radius PF about the origin (the momentum corresponding to pI 
the Fermi energy to = z;- ) are occupied, while states of greater 
' .. 
. 
momentum are empty. 
Baroody assumes the path of the pri~ry to be straight, and 
the velocity of the primery, v, to be large comnared to the velocity 
of the conduction electrons. The primories collide with these electrons 
and impart momentum to them. To calculate the momentum transferred, 
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in such a collision, he assumes a simple Coulomb force between a primary 
and a conduction electron. At this point it may be remarked, that the 
assumption of a simple Coulomb force in the case of metals is not quite 
correct. The simple reason is that the highly mobile conduction electrons 
tend to prevent the field around the extra primary electron from penetrating 
far into space. Thus an exponential~ decreasing screened potential would 
give a better representation, as has been noted by Dohm and Pines (49-51) 
and others. Assuming the simple Coulomb interaction, the momentum transfe~. 
red to the conduction electron, in a direction perpendicular to the 
primary path is calculated to be 
M = 2e
2 
vp . 
where e - the electronic charge 
v - velocity of the primary electron 
p - the distance of closest approach 
between the two electrons. 
So the effect of a passing primery on all the conduction 
electrons at a distance p, is to shift the centre of momentum sphere 
(89) 
by~. From this it is possible to calculate the number of secondaries 
produced N(~, x), per unit primary path at a depth x, for which the 
momentum is larger than ~Pf' where ~ is an arbitrary factor. If the 
electrons are to be emitted from the surface ~ > 1. 
Baroody finds: 
= 2 E(x)(~ -1) 
-~-
(90) 
where E(x) is the primary energy at a depth x 
B = 2.95 x 108(eV)t cm.-l 
From equation (90) one sees that the number of internal secondaries 
produced with energy close to the Fermi energy (lL~· 1) becomes very 
large and for lL = 1 becomes infinite. This is a consequence of the 
Coulomb law assumption, because the interaction with e~ectrons far away 
from the primary, corresponding to a large value of p , leads to small 
energy loss. Introduction of the above-mentioned screened Coulomb field 
would reffiuve this difficulty. 
In order to calculate E(x), Baroody uses Whiddington's law 
2 
= E - 2Ax p 
Substituting (91) in equation (90) and differentiating one gets the 
number of secondaries produced per primary in a slab dx, and with 
a momentum between lLPF and (lL + dlL)PF 
.1. 
2B ~2 lLdlLdx (] 
In order to discuss the yield, Baroody introduces two mean free paths 
~ and ~. ~ refers to the scattering of secondaries by lattice 
sas 
vibrations and ~a refers to inelastic collisions with other electrons 
(91) 
(92) 
i.e. "absorption". ~a and ~s correspond to Kadyschevitsch's ~ and 12-
Baroody then considers two extreme cases ~ » ~ and A « A. He finds sas a 
that both cases in a first approximation, result in the same dependence 
of the yield on primary energy. He then derives the reduced yield curve 
to be ~ = 1.85 F b
max 
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E p ) 
E ) 
Pmax 
(93) 
This is of the same form as the reduced yield in the semi-empirical 
theory. 
One interesting outcome of Baroodyts theory is the dependence 
of ~ on, - the work function. He finds ~ = (0.35 , )t where , 
max max 
is in eVe It may be mentioned, however, that the work function is brought 
into the theory through the production mechanism of secondaries rather than 
the escape mechanism. If ~oPF is the minimum momentum perpendicular 
to the surface, required by an electron, to escape from the surface, 
2p~ ~o 2m = 1;0 + , 
, 
or 1;0 = 2 (~o - 1) 
Comparing equations (92) and (95), the number of secondaries produced 
is proportional to tot and hence proportional to ,t. 
Baroody1s theory also permits one to calculate the energy distri-
bution of the secondaries, the results of which are in agreement at least 
qualitatively. He finds theoretically, a secondary maximum to occur at an 
energy of 0.7 <p in most cases. 
4.4 Wave Mechanical Theory 
All the semi-empirical theories, though yielding reasonable 
agreement with the experimental results in some cases, approach the 
problem without any considerable regard to the physical processes 
involved. In addition some of the assumptions made, are far too 
oversimplified. Baroody in his theory, for example, assumes that the 
incident primary eleotrons interact only with the tlfree" conduction electrons. 
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FrBhlich (169) points out that a completely free electron gas cannot 
produce secondary emission, since conservntion of energy and momentum 
for the system consisting of the incident electron plus the free electron 
gas will make it impossible for secondaries to be emitted in a. direction 
opposite to the direction of incidence of the primary. 
To improve upon the previous theories e wave mechanical theory 
has been developed by FrBhlich (169), Woodridge (42), Dekker and 
van der Ziel (170). There have been a n~ber of modifications to the 
theory by many investigAtions (171, 172). A brief account of their 
method of apr:i:'oach only \.Till bG given here. 
In this theo~ the lattice electrons are represented by Bloch 
functions (7) of the type Uk(r)ei(kor ) where k is the ,rove vector, r the 
positional co-ordinates and the function Uk( r) has the period of the 
lattice. Woodridge (42) considers the primary electron to be free, owing 
to its large velocity. It may be then represented by a plane wave of 
the type, exp i(K.R) where K is thG waVE vector and R the positional 
co-ordinates, of the primary electron. The effect of th~ primary beam of 
electrons is a perturbation on the lattice electrons, this inducing 
transitions of the latter to higher energy states. Hence the basic 
problE:m, in the tbeory of production of secondaries, consists of 
calculating the number of transitions per unit time P(K,k ~ Kl,kl)dQf 
1 1 
where K and k represent the wave VEctors of the particles aft6r 
collision 8nd dn' the solid angle into which the primary is scattered. 
The immediate probltm arising is to find out the rerturbation 
potential due to the interaction of the primary and lattice electrons. 
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, 
The simple Coulomb law of force, which gives 
2 
= e 
tR -r I 
V(R, r ) 
h~s been used by many authors (42, 169, 170). However, in the evidence 
of the plasma theory, this simple law does not hold good, in the case of 
m€tals. In a metal, the "extra" primary electron has a tendency to 
push the conduction electrons away from it. This results in the 
formation of local space charges, which effectively screen the field 
of the primary, at long range. Hence a screened potential should be 
expected in metals, as borne out by the plasma theory. In that theory 
the interaction between a primary and the lattice electrons is split into 
two parts. 
1) An "organised" part consisting of the long range interaction with 
the elEctron gas as a whole, resulting in plasma oscillations and the emis-
sion of electrons which have lost discrete amounts of energy. This has 
already been discussed in Chapter 3. 
2) An "unorganised" short range part consisting of interaction Hith 
the individual lattice electrons. This part is more relevant in 
the present case. This is represented by a screened potential of the 
tYre (173) 
VCR, r ) 
2 
€ 
= lR- r , exp [ -A(R -r )] 
where A, the screening rarameter, is detern,ined by the properties of 
8 -1 the electron gas and is of the order of 10 cm. ,for metals. 
The significance of such a screened potential is uncertain 
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(97) 
according to some authors. Neufie1d and Ritchie (174) conclude that the 
above formula is not applicable where the velocity of the incident primary 
electron is large compared to the root mean square velocity of the plasma 
electrons. Also according to Fr8hlich (175) the use of a screening factor 
independent of energy is incorrect for the range between 50eV and 1 keV. 
Recently, Baroody (172) extended the theory of Dekker and 
van der Ziel (170) with an unscreened Coulomb potential. 
However, assuming the simple Coulomb law, Dekker and van der 
2iel (170) first calculate the transition probability from the state 
1 1 
corresponding to k, K to k , K. Furthermore, they find an expression 
for the transitions per unit time as 
!m2e~1 2 
= !:I; J It dn' 
K lfl4 q4 
(98) 
where q = K_Kl and I is defined by the integral 
1 _ 
Non-zero transition probability between the two states exists if E - E - 0. 
i.e. tte energy of the system is conserved. The selection rule governing 
the momenta is given by K + k - Kl - kl + 2 n H = ° (100) 
where H is the reciprocal lattice vector. This is simply an expression 
for the conservation of momentum. 
When a screened potential of the type given in eqaation (97) is used 
instead of a simple Coulomb interaction, van der Ziel shows that the only 
4 2 2 2 
modification is that q in equation (98) is replaced by (q + X) where A 
is the screening parameter. 
V~n der 2ie1 shows that for metals the transitions for which 
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H,* 0, contribute very little to the production of secondaries. 
Consequently vJoodridge's theory which lays so much emphasis on the 
bound electrons, loses much of its attraction. Marshall (171) and 
Baroody (172) suprort this conclusion, at the same time justifying 
Baroodyts free electron theory of SE;F~. For Baroodyts free electron 
model H = ° and A, = 0. 
The energy loss suffered by the primary electron, calculated on 
the basis of H = ° leads to a B8the-type law (166) 
4 dE "'. 1T Ne 1 ( E ) 
- dx -- ~ og eXEA, 
where N is the number of conduction electrons/cc. 
e is the base of natural logarithm 
x 
h2A,2 8 -1 E). = 2m 40eV for A, ~ 10 cm. 
Thus since the logarithm varies slowly with E, Whiddington's law is a 
good approximation. 
The above approach gives an account of the production of 
internal secondaries in the metal. But to account for the secondary 
electrons emitted from the metal surface, it is necessary to study the 
(101) 
escape mechanism of the internally produced secondaries. This could be 
done in a simplified manner on the basis of the assumptions made b.1 
Baroody. 
Uolff (176) is strongly opposed to the idea of "lumping the process 
into an effective absorption coefficient a , for the internal secondaries". 
He is of the opinion that the escape mechanism is more important than the 
production of these internal secondaries. 
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Wolff gives a theory of electron cascade process in which these 
secondaries diffuse through the solid, multiplying and losing energy 
"en route li , until they either are emitted as true secondaries or return 
to the Sea of conduction electrons. He observes that the energy losses 
suffered by the cascade electrons, are due mainly to their interaction 
with the conduction electrons. Since the temperatqre has little effect 
on SEE, electron-phonon interactions are ver,y much less important than 
electron-electron collisions. He uses a screened Coulomb field to 
descrite the electron-electron interaction. In order to describe the 
electron cascade process, he uses the sroDe equation as used by 
Marshak (177), for neutron absorption. He proceeds to solve the 
transport equation describing the electron cascade process within 
the metal, using a number of simplifying assumptions and arrives at a 
theoretical curve for the energy distribution of the emitted secondaries. 
He then normalises the theoretical curve to the same area as experimental 
ones. His results are good fits with the alkali metals. 
Besides studying the energy distribution of the secondaries, he is 
able to obtain an expression for the total yield end also a relationship 
between the t~tal yield and the work function. 
The quantitative agreement is not outstanding! 
4.5 Oonclusion 
One can thus see that there exists a large number of theories 
on S1E, each with somewhat different assumptions and variations upon 
the working model, and all seem to have some merits. Earlier theories, 
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though semi-empirical, seem to account satisfactorily for the reduced 
yield curve. These theories do not bother about the actual physical 
processes involved. On the other hand ~ave mechanLcal theories, while 
trying to give an insight into such processes, fail to provide reasonable 
agreement with experimental results. 
Host theories fail in giving a correct energy distribution of 
the secondaries. Wolff's cascade theory in general accounts for the 
shape. The experimental evidence of Auger processes in SEE, suggests 
that probably the distribution is made up of pieces of Wolff's cascade 
process and the Auger process. In addition, there are many other. 
phenomena like "plasma oscillations", which are too complex, perhaps, to 
be covered by a single theory. 
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CHAPTER V 
The Present Experimental Investigation 
5.1 Introduction 
Most of the previous studies on secondary electron emission 
have been donE in glass systems under comparatively poor vacuum 
conditions. Under such oonditions, the target surfaces become 
contaminated quickly and consequently the emission properties are 
affected. It is thus not surprising that there exists large 
discrepancies· in the results obtained by different authors. Hence, 
it is essential to perform the experiment in ultra-high vacuum 
conditions, if one wishes to obtain reproducible results, genuinely 
characteristic of the material investigated. In the present investi-
gation, which has formed part of a programme of research on SEE with 
the support of the Ministry of Defence, the total yield ~, of a 
number of substances under ultra-high vacuum c~nditions has been 
measured. In particular, owing to the l8ck of sufficient quantitative 
data on the variation of the yield with the angle of incidence of 
primaries, this aspect has received special attention. Yield measure-
ments have been made on silVEr, nickel, bismuth, platinum and tantalum 
carbide. Though the yields of the first fOQr materials have been 
measured before, angular de:"lendenc€ ha s been studied only for nickel. 
Tantalum carbide, which is favoured as a low yield material (section 2.3) 
has not been studied before. 
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FIG.36 
In the light of the recent advances in the theor,r of 
characteristic energy losses, plasmons etc., measurements in this 
field are particularly important, especially in controlled environmental 
. conditions, where the importance of surface aspects can be studied. A 
particular feature of the present experimental apparatus is that it can 
be made to serve the dual role of yield measurement and accurate 
measurement of characteristic energy losses, using the retarding field 
method coupled with electronic differentiation. This is ~rhaps the 
first time such a technique has been used in the studyof the 
characteristic energy losses of electrons. The materials investigated 
include Silver, Bisnluth, Ber,rllium, Tantalum and Tants lum Carbide. 
Though the first three materials have been investigated before, using 
different techniques, there are large discrepsncies in the results from 
author to author. In the process of studying TaC, it was felt necessar,r 
to study Ta as well, to see if there is any correlation between the 
energy losses of the element and compound. All the present investigations 
have been conducted in ultra-high vacuum conditions. 
5.2 Experimental ADParatus 
The experimental apparatus consists mainly of a spherical 
manifold made of stainless steel (fig. 36) attached to which there are 
appendages for an electron gun, molec~lar gun and feedthroughs for the 
various electrical connections to the target, and the heating filament 
used to outgas the target. There is also a viewing port. Inside the 
spherical manifold is a spherical suppressor grid, made of tungsten mesh. 
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This is used to suppress the tertia~ electrons from the collector, in 
the measurement of the total yield and in the energy distribution studies 
it is used as the retarding field electrode. The target is positioned 
at the centre of the s[Jhere by a "universal motion" feed-through. A 
schematic diagram is given in fig. 37 l.vhich gives the relative positions 
of the various components. 
The system is pumped from atmospheric pressure to ....... '10-3 torr by 
a Sorption pump~ the pressure being measured by a Pirani gauge. The 
system is then isolated and pumped to lo\ver pressures by two Vac-ion 
pumps. These 1mver pressures are measured by a General Electric 
triggered discharge gauge and the quadrupo1e residual gas analyser, which 
was incorporated, as the name suggests, in order to have a knowledge of 
the residual gases present in the system. In addition, there are power 
supplies for the electron gun, Vac-ion pumps and for thin film depositlon. 
Two electrometers are used to measure the target current and collector 
current. Each one of the essential components will be d:scribed belm". 
A general view of the whole set-up is shown in the photograph (fig. 38). 
5 • 2 • a Yrull:ll!.m Sv st..§.II! 
Owing to the known adverse effects of contamination on seconda~ 
emission rroperties, it is imperative that any reliable study should be 
made in ultra-high vacuum ccnditions. In the present investigation 
special emphasis has been laid on this aspect and all measurements have 
been made in a clean ultra-high vacuum. The msteria1:3 used in 
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constructing such a ~stem satisfied several fundamental cri.teria. 
These included loW' vapour pressure, chemical inertness, impermeability 
to gases and ease of manipulation. Taking into account these factors, 
a stainless steel system was preferred to a glass system. ~~st earlier 
workers have used glass systems. Recent experiments (178) in surface 
physics have Bast some doubts on the suitability of glass as a material 
for ultra-high vacuum aysteIT,s. Glass has been proved to be a source 
of contamination. It has been shown to decompose when .baked at over 
o + + 350 C, giving off products containing N and I ions. To minimise the 
effects of residual magnetism on slow electrons, the stainless steel 
chosen for the construction of the present system was EN 58 ELC. This 
particular steel also has a low cerbon content, thus minimising the 
possible production of cO2/co from carbon which can under certain 
circumstances migrate to the surface during baking and combine with 
the residual oxygen atoms. 
The spherical manifold, which acts as the collector of 
seoondary electrons, has a diameter of 6 inches and is formed of two 
hemispherical halves. The appendages for electron gun, molecular gun, and 
electrical feedthroughs, have an outer diameter of 1tn. They were 
argen-arc welded onto the sphere. The spherical manifold is electrically 
isolated from the rest of the system by a ceramic insulating section. 
All connections of the vacuum system used "Varian" type "conflat" 
flanges. The two hemispheres, constituting the spheDba1 manifold, also 
are sealed together with two such large diameter conflat flanges welded 
onto the two ha Ives. 
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In selecting the pumps used, the conventional rotary pumps and 
diffusion pumps were rejected owing to their inherent snags of 
bnckstrsaming of contaminating vapours. Even though this may be reduced 
to a minimum by several traps or complicated baffles, in addition to the 
fact that the pumping speed is reduced, the vacuum still is not absolutely 
devoid of contaminants. Sternglass (52) reports that when an oil 
diffusion pump is used, a film of amorphous carbon builds up on the 
target under electron bombardment. The solution in any static system is 
to do away with rotar;,r pumps and diffusion pumps. The rotary pump is 
replaced by a "sorption" pump and a Vac-ion pump takes the place of the 
diffusion pump. 
The sorption pump can take the pressure in the ~stem from the 
atmospheric down to 10-3 torr or less. The pumping action of the sorption 
pump is achieved by the sorption of gas molecules by a chilled molecular 
sieve - a processed mixture of oxides of aluminium and silicon. Liquid 
nitrogen is used as the chilling agent. After a pump-down is completed, 
it is sufficient to warm it up to room tempernture for a fresh cycle, 
thus letting the pumped gas escape. The advantages of the sorptionpurnp 
~re that, besides being devoid of Dny punp oil, it has no moving parts, 
operation is froe from noise and vibr~tion, and no power supply is 
required. 
The gettor-ion pump consists of ~ titanium anode of honeycomb 
structure positioned equidistnnt frot:: h:o titanium cathodes. The notion 
of thG ion-pump depends on the formation of a cold cathode dischnrge 
which produces nctive sputtered titanium. The pcrm~nent r~ovnl of 
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FIG · 39 
active gas melecules and atems frem the system is achieved by 
chemical cembination with sputtered titanium te ferm chemically stable 
cempeunds, whereas the inert gases are pumped by ien burial. A streng 
magnetic field is maintained between the electrodes by means .of a 
permanent magnet, which increases the ~ath length and hence cellisien 
frequency .of the iens by spiralling them, befere they are collected by 
the electrodes. 
The Vac-ien pewer supply prevides a stabilised 3kV te the anode 
.of thE pump and measures the current threugh the pump. Since the 
pumping speed .of the Vac-ien is censtant at pressures belew 10-3 terr, 
the current threugh the pump is directlY prepertienal te the pressure. 
Hence the current meter can be used te measure the pressures directly. 
Hewever, the lewest pressure that can be read accuratelY is ,-~ 2 x 10-9terr • 
The pumping system censists .of .one serptien pump, twe Vac-ien 
pumrs, a Viten tap, and a bakeable valve. The relative pesitiens are shewr-
in the phetegraph (fig. 39). Just abeve the serptien pump is a small 
side arm which is fitted with a safety valve fer the release .of excess 
pressure in the serptien chamber, when the unit has returned te reem 
temperature again after being refrigerated te evacuate the system. The 
Viten tap, abeve the serptien pump, can seal it frem the rest .of the 
system. Fellewing the Viten tap is a Pirani gauge head (Edwards Type 
M.6A) which measures the pressure in the system frem the atmesphEric 
te 10-3 terre A bakeable valve fellewing the gauge head can cempletelY 
seal .off the system frem the serptien pump and mani gauge. 
The whele system, with the exceptien .of the serptien pump and 
its Viten tap, is bakeable te a teml,erature .of 450eC. 
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There are facilities, however, for the independent baking of either of 
the two Vac-ion pumps. The reason for using two Vac-ion pumps, rather than 
a large single one is as follows. To attain pressures below 10-10torr, 
the whole of the system (with the previous exception) has to be baked 
o 
at 450 o. Though it is possible to bake a Vac-ion pump with its magnet 
in position to a temperature of 3000 0, which is too low for the most 
effective outgassing, the field strength of the magnet is lowered, 
causing a significant deterioration in the pumping speed. Thus for the 
best results the pump must be baked without its magnet and the system 
must also be pumped simultaneously~ This necessitates a second Vac-ion 
pump. In practice, the two pumps are operated and baked alternate~ 
in a reciprocal outgassing procedure. Another important reason for 
two pumps is that there is a small fraction of gas pumped reversibly, 
this being released in baking as has been noted by Hall (179). Thus 
by a succession of reciprocal pumping-baking cycle, most of the gas 
can be removed by irreversib1e trapping. Initially the present system 
was provided with two 8 litres/sec. Vac-ion pumps. Later one of them 
was replaced by a larger 50 litres/sec. pump to facilitate easier starting~ 
Even though pressures above 2 x 10-9 torr may be measured· 
directly by the Vac-ion pump current, for lower pressures, this cannot 
be employed. For such pressures a General Electric triggered discharge 
gauge was used. This instrument utilises a cold cathode discharge in 
a magnetic field to provide a stable measure of pressure in the range 
10-4 to 10-13 torr. The gauge tube features a momentarily energised bot 
filament to trigger instant starting under ultra-high vacuum. The tube 
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itself is rigidly constructed in stainless steel with a ceramic ill(tal 
o fe~dthrough bakeable to 450 c. 
5.2.b Quadrupole Residual Gas Analyser 
In any ultra-high vacuum a knowledge of the residual gases is 
particularly important, especially since ion-pumps have different 
speeds for different gases. In the present investigation, a quadrupole 
residual gas analyser was used to provide information on the residual gases 
present in the system. One main advantage of the quandrupole mass filter 
is that it does not require any magnetic field, the presence of which in 
other gas analysers can introduce considerable shielding difficulties. 
The quadrupole mass anelyser consists essentially of an ion source, 
four long cylindrical rods arranged in a square arrey - the quadrupole -
and an ion collector. A simple schematic representation of such an 
assembly is given in fig. 40. 
The quadrupole consists of, ideally, four long hyperbolic cylinders 
in a square array. For case of construction, they are approximated into 
circular cylinders. The radius of a circle inscribed in the array is 
equal to the radiuS of the electrodes. The opposite pairs of rods are 
connected electrically. To the two oprosite pairs, is applied a d.e 
voltage superimposed on which is an r.f ~oltage. The d.e voltage U 
is opposite in sign and the r.f voltage shifted in phnse by 1800 , on 
the two pairs. 
The trajectory of ions in this quadrupole field is described 
by equations of motion which can be transposed into Mathieu's differential 
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FIG.41 
equations. The analysis shows that the injected ions perform oscillations 
perpendicular to the axis of the quadrupole which remain below a n~ximum 
amplitude only for 0. certain e/H ra.tio. Ions with the correct elM 
ratio pass through the analysing space to the collector. All other ions 
perform unstable oscillations with rapidly rising amplitudes so that they 
hit the rod electrodes. Normally a spectrum of ions can be obtained by 
sweeping the d.c and r.f voltages simultaneously so that their ratio 
remains constant. 
An ion collector collects the analysed ions cnd the electrometer 
amplifier records the current, the output of which mcy be displayed by 
either en oscilloscope or recorder. With a simple electrometer detection, 
the minimum detectable partial pressure is ~ 5 x 10-11 torr. By attaching 
an electron multiplier, partial pressures ps low as 5 x 10-13 torr can 
be easily detected. The positive ions striking thG first dynode emit 
secondary electrons which are then focus sed to the next dynode. By 
successiv6 mUiiplication, the current is amplified. 
In nortn!ll use, a spectE!um ranges from 0 to 50 a.m.u.; thus 
including 011 common organic and inorganic gases, though another range 
10 to 250 a.m.u. permits detection of heavier hydrocarb:ms. Typical 
resolution i.e. ~ in the lower mBSS range is 50. (~~is taken to 
be the h~lf width of the peak at a mass number M). The spectrum can be 
scanned automatically at different rates ranging from 3 seconds/a.m.u. to 
1 millisecond/a.m.u., for thE; I-50£) .m.u. range. The Q.R.G.A. measures 
the total pressure, partial pressures and also it can be used as a leak 
detector. A general view of the Q.R.G.A. control units is shown in the 
photograph (fig. 41). 
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5.2.c Electrical Fecdthroughs 
In order to mnkc connections to the components in the ultrQ-high 
vacuum chamber special electrical fccdthroughs have to be used. These 
must be able to provide perfect sealing and to ~ithstand high bake-out 
temperatures. ~o varieties of such electrical feedthroughs have been 
used. One such, manufactured by V3rian.has eight kovar wires brazed to 
a circul~r cercmic disc, which in turn is attached to 3 stainless steel 
flange. Though the performance of this type is good, it hos in practice 
been found to be somewhat fragi~e and susceptible to mech~nical failure. 
The other variety, manufactured by Fe rrant i, features individual 
ceramics s6aled into a stainless steel plate. This is found to be much 
more rugged although the leakage resistance of this type is not so good. 
In case of failurE., thE leads can bE, repaired individually. The oneS used 
hEre, have 8 or 10 leads. 
A more difficult problem is to introduce trcnslational Dnd 
rotetional motion into cn ultra-high vacuum system. Translational motion 
is usually achieved by using t1cta llic be llows 'Which l!l!ly be compressed or 
extended. An arrangement using an offset bello'Wsm3Y b€ used to introduce 
rotory motion. A combin<'.tion of the two can provide a "Universal motion" 
feedthrough. The method of operation of the Ultek feedthrough used in the 
present case, is shown in fig. 42. The general vi€~ of this universal 
motion feedthrough may be obtain~d from fig. 36. Calibrated scales attached 
to the bellows and the rotating head, show the translational nnd rotational 
d ispla cements •. 
Though thE target is mounted on the shaft, it has to be insulated 
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electlucally from the feedthrough which makes contact with the spherical 
manifold. This is done by having a ceramic section between the target 
and the sbaft. The electrical connection to the target is then made 
through an ordinary feedthrough. 
5.2.d l-'lagnetic Sbic lding 
One of the problems associated with USing Getter-ion pumps is the 
stray magnetic fields of the magnets which can affect the slow electrons. 
Hence to minimise the effect of the field, the system has to be shielded. 
Tbis was done by means of a complementary pair of shirlds, one made of 
"Netic" material and thc other of "Co-N6tic". These mlterials were supplied 
by The Pe.dection Mica Co., Chicago. "Netic" materia 1 has a comparatively 
low permeability, but satllr8tes at a very high flt1X density. "Co-:f\T€tic" 
bas a higher p(rmeability bllt low€r saturation density. The Vac-ion pumps 
were shielded by a box ~ad€ of Netic, which attenuated the field so that 
the intensity outside was low enough to prevent saturation of the Co-Natic 
mahrial. Tbe field intensity in the immediate vicinity of the pump was 
reduced to abcut 1 ocrsted. The spherical manifold was sllrrounded by a 
Co-Netic shield, which redllced the field to 0 few milli-oersted as 
measured ou a thin film Hall effect device. noth Netic and Co-Netic 
materials are highly malleable, and withstand mechanical shock and 
baking tempCrJtllres, without detE;riorflting in performance. The electron 
gun also was effectively shi6lded by a thin Co-Nctic foil enclosure. 
In addition to· shielding nagneticolly, the Co-Nctic arollnd the spherical 
manifold acts as an additionnl electrostatic shield, when appropriately 
earthed. 
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FIG. I:~. . Schmc.tic o~ the electron c;un el ectrodo3. 
5.2. e Electron Bcnm ,s.lpply 
The pr~ry electron beam bombarding the target surface, was 
eerived from an electron gun. The gun used in the present study was a 
standard one, os found in ~ DG7-37 CRO tube, and using electrostatic 
focussing and deflection. A general view of the gun a~y be obtained 
from the photograph (fig. 43) and a schematic representation of the 
electrodes is given in fig. 44. The gun is capable of operating in the 
energy range 0.5keV to 2.5keV. It employs an oxide coated cathode, 
indirectly heated by a filament. In case of damage or expiry of iI& life, 
the c~thode :md the filament can be replaced. Immediately in front of the 
cathode is the "grid" which is a cYlindricnl electrode with nn aperture. 
The negative bias on the grid normally controls the bc~m intensity. The 
cylindrical electrodes AI' A2 and the final anode, A4 (fig. 44) are 
connected together. A3 is the focussing electrode which is at a positiVe 
potential with respect to the cathode. The electrostatic deflection 
plates Xl' X2 and Yl' Y2 provide deflection of the beam in two perpendicular 
directions. 
The circuitry of the electron beam used is shown in fig. 45. The 
heater filament oper,'1tes normslly at 0.3 omp and 6.3 volts, the power 
being supplied from a car battery. SL~ce the target has to be held at 
ground potential, the negative high voltage is applied to the gun cathode, 
and the electrodes AI' 1-.2 and A4 are at grc,und potential. A highly 
stabilised high voltage supply-variable in the range 0 - 3kV (John Fluke 
and Co., type 4l3C) - provided the cathode potential. The negative grid 
bias voltage and the focussing voltage were obtained from dry batteries 
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and were variable. Though in normal operation the X and Y deflection 
plates were earthed, by applying the suitable voltnges, the beam could 
be deflected to any spot on the target. The gun was surrounded by 0 
Co-Netic foil enclosure, which, apart from being 0 magnetic shield, 
stopped stray electrons from the gun directly reaching the collector. 
Another C.R.O. tube, containing on identical electron gun, 
situated outGide the vacuum system but fed from the some power supp~, 
Was used to monitor the position and focussing condition of the beam on 
the target. 
5.2.f The Spheric?l Grid 
In measurements of the yield, the sphericol manifold collected 
the secondaries emitted from the target. Inside the spherical collector was 
a spherical anti-dynatron grid which suppressed the tertiary electrons 
froD the collector. In the study of the energy distribution of secondaries, 
this acted os a retarding field electrode. The spherical grid was made 
from tungsten mesh of density 64 x 64 meshes/sq. inch and of transparency 
87%. The mesh was supplied by the Wire Weaving Company, Holland. The 
Simple but elegant technique used by Todd (180) was employed in making 
the sphericnlly shaped metal grid without distortion. However, the 
method was much simplified for the present cas9. 
The wire mesh was ollowed to form 0 tight dome over a 5" 
diameter glass bulb. A tungsten ribbon was fastened around the perimeter 
to form a tight bGlt and the two 100s6 ends of the belt were welded 
togeth(r. Then the wire mesh waS folded b~ck over the ribbon belt and 
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another belt fastened around so th3t a sandwich was formed with the mesh 
in between the two ribbon belts. The dome was th~n gently removed from 
the glass bulb and the sandwiched edgG welded all around. For better 
mechanical strength, how0ver, two or three nickel wires were used as skele-
tons onto which the dome was formed. Two such hcnisphErical domes formed a 
perfect spherical grid. The grid waS insulated from the spherical 
collector by attaching a few c€rnmic (aluminn) rollers to the nickel 
skeletons. Fig. 46 giVES a photograph of the inside of the spherical 
manifold, with th€ target et the centre, and the spherical suppressor 
grid surrounding the target. 
5.2.g Film Deposition Unit 
Some of the targets were prepared by depositing thick films in 
Vacuo. The deposition was done Or an Edwards automatic evaporation 
control system coupled with a film thickness monitor. This could also 
be used to outgas thti evaporant and the molecular gun at a suitable 
temperature and to deposit a film at a desired rate to a predetermined 
thickness. The thin film thickness monitor employs a quartz crystal 
vibrating in the shear mode at a frequency 6MHz. The frequency is 
lowered with the deposition of films onto the crystal and the change in 
frequency is a measure of the m~ss deposited. 
5.3 Experinental Techniques and Procedure 
Conventional methods were used in measuring the yield. The 
characteristic energy 10ss6s were studied Or a retarding field energy 
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analyser incorporating electronic differentiation. The basic principle 
of the retarding field energy analyser and the method by which the 
retarding field plot is differentiated, are briefly discussed. 
5.3.a Retarding Field Energy Analysers 
A commonly adopted method in the analysis of total kinetic 
energy of a ~tream of charged particles is to use a retarding electra-
static field, where the kinetic energy is deduced from the height of the 
potential barrier that the pnrticles can just surmount. Owing to the 
simplicity of the principle and the high resolving power, such analysers 
have drawn much attention recently and a number of sophisticated analysers 
are available today ,181, 182, 183). Unfortunntely, it is not always 
recognised that the potential barrier height is not a measure of the total 
kinetic energy but of the momentum in a direction perpendicular to the 
equipotential lines. In many cases the distinction can be overlooked. 
In the simplest case of the retarding vield analyser, which 
hns a parallel plate geometry, a beam of infL~t6simal extent and 
perfect collimation, with kinetic energy E = eV enters from the left 
o 
(fig. 47(a». The beam is retarded by an axially directed electrostatic 
field between the electrodes and collected at C. If the beam is 
monoenergetic, a curve plotted with the collector current against the 
r6t~rding voltage - retarding field curve - has a shape as shown in 
fig. 47(b). However, in practice the beam will have a finite diamoter 
and angular aperture e • In perallel plate geometry, the finite 
diameter caUSES no difficulty, but the finite angular aperture means that 
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the kinetic energy of the beam is divided into two parts associated 
with the nxial and transverse compon€.nts of momentum according to the 
relation 
E trans 
E 
axial 
2 
= tan e (102) 
In such a case, since only the axial momentum will be effective in 
overcoming the r6tarding potential, the cut-off CUrv6 just tails away 
(fig. 47(c) ) and hDs a base with ~v (184). 
(103) 
M: represents an energy "aberration" and limits the resolution. In 
principle, it may be reduced by aperturing the beam in angle. 
One of the major drawbacks of all retarding field analysers is that 
eo:; 
the response at an energy Eo is El I (E)dE rather thnn the actual 
o 
f I (E) t Eo of most other analyse:.rs. In most cases the desired quantity 
is I I(E) lE. Although such integral curves may be graphically 
o 
differentiated, the error in such a procedure may be as great as 20%. 
In the present study this integral plot is differentiated electronically. 
Normally three different types of retarding field analysers may 
be distinguished according to the location of the retarding field with 
respect to the coll€ctor of electrons and according to the potential 
of the collector. 
In the simplest c~se, the retDrding field is in front of the 
collector, the collector itself being the rctarding electrode. 
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This is shown in fig. 47(a). By gradlal~ chnnging the retarding 
potential, the current collected can be ~easured. Bocrsch (185) 
with his sophisticated analyser using this principlG obtained an accuracy 
of O.004eV in 3 beam of 60keV. 
In the second version, the collector of the beam current is 
constantly at anode potential. The retarding potential is on a separate 
electrode, normally a mesh grid, in front of the collector. This 
arrangement is conveniently called an electron "filter" - since it 
graudally filters faster and faster electrons out of the beam, ~hen 
the bias of the electrode is increased. Historical~, Boersch (186) 
used the filter to remove the inelastically scattered electrons from 
electron micrographs and diffraction pictures. A number of authors 
hBV6 made use of the electron filter lens as a velocity analyser. 
In the third type of the retarding field analyser, the electron 
beam is tro.ns~itt6d through the Faraday cDge collector, which hes an Emtrance 
aperture and an exit aperture. Behind the exit aperture is arranged the 
retarding field which gradually reflects faster and faster electrons back 
into the collector cage, 'With increaSing retarding potential. This has 
often been called an electron mirror analyser. 
In all these types, to obtain high resolution a very narro'W, 
substantially parallGl beam, of prefer8bly small intensity, 'Which enters 
the retarding field at right angles to the equipotentials, is necessary. 
So much so, a beam generated by a point source 'With a finite angular 
aperture - as in the case :'f secondary emission - cannot be analysed 
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F2-G.~8. LLli tin: trajectories for the spl1erical (dotted. li~c) 
[wd h~i-ophGrica1 (nolid line) retardine ru1alyzer. 
1 
-
<l 
~_l 
?=G.~9. Ir:.teC::r:eJ. curve of current versus retarding 'TOl tG..<~;c 
ShO'.'7illf~ the O-.Co oU"!;"0':t current AI reoul tin,:::; fron 
the o..c. modula:cir,{; vol taceA V. 
easily with such on analyser, unless 0 small pencil is selected from it. 
This of course reduces the intensity. However, such a beam con be 
analysed with one of spherical geom€t~. This type of spherical 
condenser ann~ser seems to be the ideal one for obtaining an ideal 
cut-off curve and hEmce better resolution (184). 
The geomet~ of the trajectories is not so simple OS in.the case 
of parallel field, but since the paths are solutions of a central field 
problem, they may be determined analytically. A theoretical analysis 
has been given by Simpson (184). For simplicity, an analyser consisting 
of two spheres of radii 'a' and tb' (fig. 48) is considered. Ana~sis 
shows that the trajectory of a particle leaving the inner sphere at an 
~E (a)2. 2 angle e, is an ellipse. It ce.n be shown that E = b SJ.!l e • 
When the electrons are emitted from the inner Sphere through all 
angles up to Tr /2, the I!laxir.lum ~E/E is given by ~: = (~) 2 . (104) 
This is the ideal case where the emitter also has spherical shape. It 
has been shown by Soboleva (187) that ~ is higher if a disc or cube 
is used instead of the sphere. 
In the above analysis, a simplified two electrode system is 
considered. In such a case even if 011 the electrons with sufficient 
kinetic energy reach the collector, they may not be collected altogether, 
since they can liberate fresh secondaries from the collector. The answer 
to this problem is to use the three element analyser of the filter type. 
Here 0. sphericiJ 1 grid of high transpa.rency is used as a filter electrode, 
with the rebrding potential on it. The spherical collector can be kept 
at ground potential and this gets rid of many problems of detection. 
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The n6g~tive potenti~l of the grid suppresses the tertiary electrons 
from the collector. There is really little evidence in the lit6r~ture 
~s to the ronge of energy that can be studied with this type of 
analyser. At higher voltages, there is the possibility of the breakdown 
of the gap between the grid and collector. Also if the mesh is extremely 
fine Dnd flexible, the mere electrostatic attraction between the sphere 
and the mesh is sufficient to cause buckling and hence shorting. 
Typically, in the present study the grid has a diaooter of 13 cms. and 
the target at the centre on area I'J 1 sq. cm. The energy range studied is 
200 to 500eV. 
The one cOmr.J.on IIdisadvantage 11 shored by a 11 retarding field energy 
analysers i~ that at a givEn energy E, the output of the analyser is 
the sun of all electrons with energy sufficient to overcome the potential 
barrier (181, 184). The graph of I, as a function of V, the retarding 
potential, is the integral of the energy distribution of electrons. 
• 
. . 
ec 
I =./ I(V)dV 
V 
This is disadvantageous with respect to the signal to noise ratio and 
(105) 
because the energy spectra are more difficult to interpret. This difficulty 
may be alleviated by differentiating the integral plot by the use of an 
o.c modulation system as proposed by Leder and Simpson (188). Consider 
an integral curve shown in fig. 49. Let a small a.c voltage 6V be 
superim~osed on the retarding voltage V. The resultnr.t collector current 
I has an D.C component 61, whose al!lp-l.1tu<le is proportional to the 
slope of the integral curve at the d.c level V. 61 h~s the same 
frequency as 6V. If 6V is decreased in amplitude this difference curve 
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will approach a true differential curve. This small ~.c component 
of the current can be detected and amplified to obtein the true energy 
distribution. 
5.3.b Phase Sensitive Detection 
When the above-mentioned integral retarding plot is differentiated, 
using the modulation technique, one is interested in the a.c component ~I 
at the modulating frequency. This signal has to be amplified and detected. 
The a~plification may be done by an electrometer. The amplified a.c 
component has to be extracted from the noise and then converted into a d.c 
signal, so that it can be recorded by a chart recorder. In the present 
experiments this was accomplished by a phase sensitive detector (P.S.D.). 
A phase sensitive detector is a ve~ elegant device which compares 
the test slgnal with a reference signal and gives a d.c output. 
BaSically it consists of a two-way switch - a chopper in reverse -
operated by a reference voltage derived from the modulation oscillator 
(fig. 50). Let the reference voltage be Vr sin wt and if the signal 
contains on "in phase" component Vs sin wt, the switching action gives 
full wave rectification of this component and a d.c voltage proportional 
to Vs will appear at the output terminals (189, 190). Components of the 
Signal input at other frequencies (~part from hnrmonics of w ) will give 
at the output an a.c voltage at the beat frequency. Thus the response 
of the system to noise in the Signal will depend on the time constant T, 
of the d.c measuring device and the P.S.D. acts as a selective rectifier 
of bandwidth~. A typical d.c meter or recorder has a response time of 
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the order of 1 second so that the oond'\vidth is not greater than 1 Hz. 
Because of its ability to pick out s signal from a wide spectrum of 
unwanted frequencies - noise - the P.S.D. has often been called a 
synchronow3 detector, coherent detector, lock-in omplifier, homodyne 
detector, etc. If the signal and the reference voltages have the same 
frequency and phase, the voltages VI and V2 nppearing across the two load 
resistors are shown in fig. 51. It can be easily seen from the figure that 
the balanced output gives a full wave rectification. 
~~thematically, the operation performed by the P.S.D. corresponds 
to multiplying the signCll by a square wave; th~t is, by a function 
kf2(t) where k is a constant and 
== sin wt 1 + '3 sin wt + - - -
So if the signal input voltage is Vlfl(t), the output is 
T f f l f 2dt 
o 
Thus the phase sensitive detector performs a Fourier analysis of fl(t) 
and extracts the component corresponding to sin wt. 
5.3.c Pumpi~g-down Procedure 
(106) 
(107) 
Having sealed the vacuum system, the following procedure was adopted 
in the pumping-down. With all valves closed, the- sorption pump was 
refrigerated by surrounding it with liquid nitrogen in a Dewer flask. The 
Viton tap was opened and a Pireni gauge measured the pressure in the region 
before the bal~eable tap. \,ten the indicated pressure was a feH microns, 
the bakeablE: tap was opened so th~t the sorption pump nm.J pumped the 
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whole system, the pressure ag~in being recorded by the Pirani gauge. When 
the pressure had fallen below 10-3 torr (which typically would take 
10-15 minutes) both Vac-ion pumps were switched on. USUJ) lly the . 
passage of a high curr€nt through a pump, while the pressure was high, 
caused considerable outgassing and the pump became hot. In such an event 
the pumps were switched off or the two pumps used alternately. When the 
Vac-ion pump started pumping in the correct mode, the pressure fell 
rapidly. The Viton tap and the bakeab1e tap were then closed. A base 
pressure of 10-6 torr was reached within about 30 minutes. When the 
Vac-ion pump had reached equilibrium with the outgassing rate of the 
unbaked system (usually at a pressure of ~ 10-7 torr) the gaskets and 
the welded joints were carefully exposed to a narrow stream of hydrogen. 
Any leaks in the system were indicated ss a change in the current through 
the pump, since the pumping speed for hydrogen is ne~rly three times that 
of air. Smaller leakS could be detected using the triggered discharge 
gauge in the snme manner. For extremely small leaks the quadrupo1e 
residual gas analyser was perhaps the most sensitive leak detector. The 
analyser was manually adjusted so that the electrometer reading corresponded 
to the hydrogen peak. With exposure to a hydrogen stream again, any leaks 
were quickly shown by the chBnge in the intensity of the peak. 
In the event of no leaks being found, the system was baked. The 
manifold was enclosed in an asbestos oven, 2' x 2' x It' in size, with 
heating elements attached to the inner walls. The temperature of the oven 
was graduall~ raised (not faster than 150 C/minute) to about 4500 C. The 
system was baked typically for a couple of days. In the baking process 
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th6 two Vac-ion pumps were baked in 0 reciprocal manner os described 
-8 in section 5.2.0. In the system used, a pressure of 10 torr was 
inevitable Dnd 10-10 torr wos routine after baking. With 0 lot of care 
-11 10 torr and below could be reached. 
5.3.d Target Preprm'Jtion 
In the present investig~tion, the materi~ls studied were Silver, 
Bismuth, Be~llium, Nickel, Platinum, TCfitalum and Tnntnlum Carbide. 
Special care h~s been taken to obtain clean surfaces. Ag, Bi and Be 
were prepDred by evaporation from the molecular guns. The moleculnr 
guns consisted of D conical h~sket filament, m~de of Ta, Wand Mo 
respectively, for Ag, Bi and Be. The evnpornnts, supplied by 
Koch-Light laboratories, Ltd., were of spectroscopic purity. Nickel, 
Platinum and Tant~lum were in the form of r€ctangu~r discs 1 cm x 1 cm. 
Before mounting these targets in the system, they were mechanically polished 
with D fine rouge ond then c3refully cleaned in acetone. The tantalum 
carbide target was in the form of a thick layer on a copper substrata 
1-~ cm x 0.7 cm. The process of.' preparotion was as follows. Tantalum 
carbide mixed in ethyl acetate with a nitrocellulose binder was painted 
on the copper surface. After vacuum stoving at 9800C for 10 minutes the 
surface was etched in nitric acid. This commercially prepared target was 
supplied by the E.M.I. Ltd. 
Those targets which were not prepared by evaporation could be 
outgassed by a projection lamp filament oflkW power, located immediately -
behind the target. The projection lamp filcment was sufficient to bake the 
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whole spherical manifold up to 250oC. The temperature of the heating 
filament waS measured by an optical pyrometer. 
5.3.9 Measurement of the Yield 
Conventional circuitry, as given in fig. 52, was used in 
measuring the yield. The measuring devices used were extremely accurate. 
Since the target had to be kept at ground potential, the negative high 
voltage was applied to the cathode of the gun to accelerate the primary 
electrons. The target current and collector current were measured qy two 
Keithley type 409 and 417 picoammeters, respectively. When measuring the 
total yield, the collector was kept at +60 volts and the spherical grid 
at +10 volts, with respect to the target which was at gDound potential, 
thus aiding all the secondaries to be collected. \-Ihen the inelastic 
reflection coefficient T), was measured the spherical grid was at -50 volts 
with respect to the target. From the collector current is and the target 
i 
current (i _ i ), the yield ~ = is was calculated. 
p s p 
The targets Ni, Pt, and TaC were outgassed andclenned by heat 
treatment for 10 - 12 hours, before measurements were made. The yield 
~asurem€nts were made in the primary energy range 150eV to 1300eV. This 
was done in steps of 20eV from 150eV to 600eV and then onwnrds in 50eV 
-7· 
steps. The primary currents used were of - 10 amp. Measurements were 
made with decreaSing primDry energy as well and the mean values taken. 
"by t .." This showed that there was no secondary emission S Gr1S1S • When 
the priIn:lr.r voltage was changed, th6 grid bias ond the focussing voltage 
were also adjusted for proper focuseing of the beam on to the target, 
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as seen from the monitor screen. Normnlly the electron_ beam spot had a 
diameter < 0.5 mm. 
When the X and Y deflection plates were at ground potential, the 
beart i-J) s i!1cid(.nf norD~ lly. The angle of incidence of the primary beam 
on the target was altered by rotating the universal motion feedthrough, 
the actual angle being read from the circular scale attached t8 the 
feedthrough. Angles of incidence up to 600 only were studied in the 
present case. 
5.3.f Study of the Characteristic Energy Losses 
Characteristic energy losses from Ag, Bi, Be, Ta and TaC were 
studied by the new retarding field analyser. The prinsry energies were 
of low range 150eV to 400eV. It must be said thc.t the characteristic 
energy losses are independent of the primary electrnn energy. Since the 
present analyser is more suitable for low primary energies, the above 
range wus adopted. 
The system used in this study is diBgram-matically represented 
in fig. 53. In the electrical differentiation of the integral retarding 
plot (section 5.3.0.) the ideol place to apply the modulating voltage is on 
thc grid. But when this was done it was found that the capacitive 
pick-Up on the collector was comparabl€ to the 61ectron signal itself. 
A solution to this problem h~s been suggested in this work. However, in 
order to study the high energy end of the distribution, it was found 
sufficient to'apply the modulating voltage t~ the cathode, so thnt the 
primary beam of electrons becomes energy modulated. 
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A variable frequency signal generator provided both the aoc 
modulating voltage and the refe~ence voltage to the PoSoD., through a 
potential divider. The aoc. modulating voltage was of the order of 
250 mV. In order to minimise the possible effect of interclectrode 
capacitance very high ~requencies of modulation were not used. Too low a 
frequency - comparable to the mains frequency - was also not chosen. As 
a happy compromise, in the present system, l.l frequency of 450 Hz was 
used. Other frequencies were also tried with the same success. It must 
be emphasised that the frequency does not have any influence Oil the actual 
working of the analyser. 
The retarding voltage was provided from a Keithley type 241 
regulated voltage supply. The voltage was scanned by a 1 Megohm helipot 
driven by a variable spEed motor. Instead of scanning through th6 whole 
range of prim~ry voltage, only the high energy end, this being the 
section of particular interest in the measurement of characteristic energy 
losses, was scanned by the helipot. For example, for a primary voltage of 
)00 V, a constant backing voltage of 220 V was meintained on the grid 
and the rest was scanned by the helipot. This renders the quantitative 
determination of loss p€aks more accurate. Normally the voltage was 
scanned at a rate of 8 volts/minute. 
The collector current was amplified by a Keithley type 603 
electrometer. The input resistance usually used was 1 ~gohm. The d.c 
component of the output was blocked ~r a capacitor am the a.c component 
fed into 0 Brookdeel type LA635 low frequency amplifier. The output 
of the L.F. amplifier formed the sign31 to the PoS.D. The phase 
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of the reference voltage could be checked by means of a Hewlett-Puckard 
130 oscilloscopE~ so that the soape of Vl or V2 (fig. 51) was 
displayed. However, in the PD629 phase sensitive detector, since valves 
are used and with the current being unidirectional, the switching wave 
form of fig. 51 cannot be realised. The wave forms obtained in actual 
practice are shown in fig. 54(a), when there is no signals and fig. 
54(b) when the signal is of the same frequency and phase as the reference 
voltage. If not in phase, the additional phase shifter was ~usted. The 
balanced output of the P.S.D. was then fed into the metre unit, the 
output of which wns recorded on a Moseley model 680M chart recorder. 
As already said, when the a.c modulating voltage is on the spherical 
grid, the capacitive pick-UP on the collector can be considerable. This 
problem may be solved by using an s.c bridge as shown in fig. 55. 
Here the differential amplifying property of the Keithley model 603 
amplifi~r is employed. The interelectrode capacitance between the grid 
and the collector forms one arm of an 8.C bridge. The capacitive 
component is annulled by adjusting the variable capacitance to be equal 
to the interelectrode capacitance. 
5.4 Conclusion 
In the course of the present chapter, an account of the experimental 
set-up, the techniques used and the procedure taken, in measuring the yield 
and the chol'l.Jcteristic 6nergy lOSSES, has been given. The working principle 
of the nf:W retarding fi€:Jn analyser has been discuss6d. The working potential 
of this ana~ser can be €stimsted rrn~ the results obtained, which are given 
in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER VI 
Results and Discussion of Results 
6.1 Introduction 
The results of the experiments conducted, will be given in this 
chnpter. The first section contains an analysis of the residual gases 
present in the system, using the quadrupole residual gas analyser. The 
second section deals with the results of yield measurements from the 
different targets under different conditions. The final section gives 
an account of the chara~teristic energy losses of electrons from different 
m~teri8ls, obtained using the spherical retarding field energy analyser. 
6.2 Residual Gas AnalYSis 
The residual gases present in the system under various conditions 
were analysed by the quadrupole residual gas analyser. A typical spectrum 
of the gases present in the unbaked stainless steel system, when the electron 
gun is not opErating, is given in fig. 56. The spectrum ranges from 0 to 
50 a.m.u. . 10-8 The total pressure in the system l.S 1 x torr. 
The pe~k heights in this spectrum do not represent the actual 
parti~l pressures of gases in the system. To obtain the absolute 
values of partial pressures one hns to "correct ll the peak heights, by 
taking into 8ccomt the ionisation cross-section for the particular gas. 
For instance, taking the 28 peak to h1ve n normnlised cross section of 1, 
+ • 
one should multip~ the H2 peak by 3.1 and CO2 peak by 0.71 (191). 
In fig. 57 is given a histogrcm representing the quadrupole 
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spectra obtained at various stages of the bake-out cycle, of the manifold 
system. The bake-out cycle lasted 48 hours, rising upto a temperature 
of 2500 • The corrected values of the partial pressures before bake-out, 
o 0 
at temperatures 150 C and 250 C and after bake-out ore giv€n. The last 
one was taken after the system had been cooled down to room temperatur( 
and the electron gun not operating. It is seen that after bake-out, 
hydrogen is by far the most abundant gas in the system. The fractions of 
water vapour and carbon dioxide are small. Surprisingly enough, a 
considerable amount of neon is present. 
It is perhaps more important to enalyse the gases present while the 
electron gun is operating, beceuse it is under these conditi~s that the ,.. 
target is being bombarded by the electron beam. Fig. 58 gives the 
corrected values of the rartial pressures while the cathode is being heated 
up by the gun filament. Fig. 58(a) shows the spectrum with cathode cold. 
When the cathode is raised to 60% of the normal operating temperature, 
the total pressure goes up qy about a factor of 10. The partial pressures 
of the predominant gases are shown in fig. 58(b). ~O and CO2 
are evolved relatively more abundantly. 
Fig. 58(c) shows the partial pressures, while the electron gun 
filament is operating ot norTlk'!l temperatures !lnd the priwry electron beam 
of energy 900eV bombarding a silver tl:lrget. Under the se conditions \>later 
vapour is the most abundant gns, with a considerable amount of He also 
present. On the other hana, hydrogen is relatively only a small fraction. 
It is observed that 8S soon as the electron gun fil£ment is switched off, 
the H2O peak diminishes in height rapidly, being pumped away by the Vac-ion 
pump. 
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6.3 Yield l-1easurements 
6.3.11 !ant91um cDrbide 
It has been said in section 2.3 that Kreuchen and Dise~€ns (79) 
suggested the use of TaG as a low yield surface to reduce the "multipactor 
effe-ct" in klystrons. Owing to the lsck of information on the SEE 
properties of TaG and the commercial importance of it as a low yield 
surface, the properties of TaG were studiEd. The secondary emission yield 
was measured from such a surface, with particular reference to the surface 
conditibns. The present investigation provides the first published data on 
the secondary emission charactetistics of tantalum carbide (192). 
Initially, yield meaSurements were made on a "rough" TaG surface, 
the profile of which was measured on a "Ta lisurf" machine (Trace 1, 
fig. 59). At first the yield curve had an irregular shape presumably due 
to the rether unclean surface. o The target was then heated to about 800 G 
for six hours, by the projection lamp filament located behind it. When the 
target was cold and the pressure conditions improvEd to about 10-9 torr, 
the experiment was repeated. Results obtained efter successive heat 
treatment showed that the yield decreased with each progressive heat 
treatment (fig. 60). A stage was reached, however, when there was practically 
no change in the yield, even after further heating, presumably b€cause the 
surfaCE was thrroughly degassed and cleaned. The-yield curve thus 
obtained is the one chDracteristic of the "rough" TaG surface. The 
meximum yield ~ , for this surface was found to be 0.68 at a primary 
max 
energy 270eV •. The yield decreased to 0.5 at an E of about 1400eV. p 
Yield measurements were then m~de for a smoother TaG surface, 
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the profile of which is shown in the lower trace of fig. 59. This 
target was also subjected to the same beat treatment procedure as before. 
In fig. 61 the lower curve represents the yield of this surface after the 
heat treatment cycle. For this "smooth(,r" surface the yiEld was higher 
than that for the rough surface. b hsd a value of 0.81 occurring at a 
max 
primary energy of about 320cV. In the case of the smoother target it was 
also observed that the peak in the yield curve was flatter than for the rough 
surface. This makes it difficult to determine 1 very accurately. 
Pmax 
By deflecting the primary beam, using the 'X' and 'Y' plates the 
yield from neighbouring DBrts of the target was measured. A varietion of 
5 to 10% in the yield was noticed. This is quite understandable when one 
considers the non-uniformity of the surface. 
The inelastic reflection coefficient, n , plotted against the 
primary Energy is given in fig. 62. The maximum v~lu( of n is 0.11 
occurring at a prim~ry energy of about the same as E 
Pmax 
The yield curves for the two "rough" and "smooth l1 surfaces are 
c~mpared in fig. 63. The lower value of yield from a rough surface 
observed in the present investigatiou is in agreement with the evidence 
obtained by previous workers (3,11), who studied other surfaces. The 
comparison by Bruining (11) of a rough surfaceto a series of "holes" 
or "wells" (fig. 9) may be justified in the light of thE profile of 
the surfaces shown in fig. 59. A secondary e18ctron produced in the bottom 
of th~ well con get trapped on tbe sidES and hence be prEvented from 
b€ing emitted 'at tbe surface. There is less chance of the secondary 
electron being trappEd for a smooth6r surface and hence presurnab~ the 
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the yield is higher. 
Though theoretically one should not expect any change in the 
value of Bp with roughness, a definite change has been observed 
IDllX 
in this study. This could be ascribEd to the geometrical nature of the 
surface, rather than to the characteristic of the r-~tcric 1. 
The total yield, ~, was measured from a highly polished nick~l 
surface, first for normal incidence of the ~rimary beam end then for 
different angles of incidence up to 60°. All measurmments were made only 
after cleaning the surface by. heat treatment. The ~ - E curves for the p 
different angles are given in fig. 64. ~max at normal incidence was 
found to be 1.67 e.t about a primary (nc::rgy, E 460eV. As is seen 
. p~x 
from fig. 64, there is a general increase in the values of the yield with 
higher angles of incidence of the primary. E also shifts towards 
Pmax 
higher energy with increase in angle of incidence. The variation of 
~ , the inelastic reflection coeffiCient, with Ep is in excellent 
agreement with the results of Sternglass (165). The limiting valUe 
for n is 0.28 as compared to the value of 0.26 obtained by Sterngloss. 
The value of ~ at norn;al incidence, is higher than the value 
max 
1.35 obtained by Bruining (11). The highEr value of ~ obtained in mnx 
the present investig3tion could be due to the high·smoothness and 
cleanliness of the surface. Th€ poor vacuum conditions used by Bruining 
could account 'for the low yiEld value he got. 
According to Bruining, the variation of the yield ~ith angle of 
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incidence of the primary beam is given by equation (6), namely 
lle = b exp 0 Ca xs (1 - Cos e )J 
where be and b ,,-.~ o ~,.1..;;I the yields at angles of incidence e 
a - the absorption coefficient 
x - the average depth of origin of the secondaries. 
s 
o 0 
and 0 • 
If one assumeS this equation, a plot of In be against 
(6) 
(1 - Cos e ) should yield a straight lin6. From the above measurements, 
a plot was msde, far the nickel target. For prima~ energies lower than 
E ,the line[1]"ity of such e plot was not satisfactory. This is 
Pmax 
understandable when onG considers the fnct th:Jt the yield is governed 
mainly by the absorption coefficient only for primDry energies greater 
than E (section a.8). 
Pmax 
For E higher p than E ,graphs Were plotted with In be Pmax 
against (1 '- Cos e ). Fig 65 gives a set of such graphs. These graphs 
are straight lines, the linearity b€ing rem!:rkably good for higher prirr'lry 
anergies. The slope of these graphs gives the ~roduct axs ' If the value of 
a is known, xs can be calculated. Becker (37) from his stlldy of high 
6 -1 
energy electrons, gives the value of a for nickel to be 1.5 x 10 cm. • 
Assuming this value to be valid for the energy range concerned here, ~ 
was calculated. It was found that in the case of nickel, the mean depth 
of origin of the s€condari€s increased from 28~ for a primary energy of 
600eV, to 3sR for 1200eV. Bruining from his experiments got a value 
of x = 30~ for nickel. The change in the value of x with pri~ry 
s s 
energy, though not Seen by Bruining, may b€ due to the oversimplified 
nature of equation (6) and because of the fect that the effect of n 
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has been ignored. Despite the fact that Becker's ~~lue'of a, for nickel 
is for high Energy electrons, the above calculations do yiEld an 
approximate valUE of the mEan depth of origin of th8 secondaries, which 
is in good agreement with the values obtainedby Bruining (11) and 
that obtained by JonkEr (38) by an entirely different method. 
6.3.c Silver 
The silver target was prepared by Evaporation. The total secondary 
emission yield for different angles of incidence of the primary beam, 
was measureed. The yield curves for angles 00, 150 , 250 , 450 and 550 
. are given in fig. 66, At normal incidence ~ has a valueL63 occurring 
mnx 
at Ep = 68geV. The graphs drawn between In be and (1 - Cos e ) 
max 
are shown in fig. 67~ The three graphs are for Bp = 800, 1000 and 1200eV. 
Jonker (38) calculated a theoretical value for a of silver to be 
6 -1 3.3 x 10 cm. • However, considering the experimental value of Ni, 
he further suggests that this theoretical value of a is far too high and 
in practice the value may be only ~ of the theoretical value. Following 
this suggestion a value of 6.6 x 105 cm.- l wns taken for r. of silver, 
in calculating the mEan depth of origin of secondaries. Assuming the 
above value for a, from the slope of the graphs xs was calculated to be 
about 60 i for silver. Bronshtein and Segal (4r 5) in their study on 
the inelastic reflEction coefficient, experimentally determined the range 
of the secondsries (section 2.5.c). For silver they give a value for Yos 
of silver to be 12 - 20 atomic layers. 
As in the case of nickel, even though there is a general increase 
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in the value of E with increasing angle of incidence of the primnries, 
Pmax 
the veri£tion is not strictly proportional to ~_ It must be said, 
Cos e 
however, that th6 rethEr flBt pEak of the yield curve made a very accurate 
determin.!Jtion of E difficult. 
Pmax 
6.).d Bismuth 
The angular dependence of the yie.ld curve for an evaporated bismuth 
targ~t is shown in fig. 68. The parameters ~ and E for Bi, 
max Prnax 
obtained by Morozov (26) for norrr.a I incidence of the prima ry beam agree 
reasonably well with the values obt~incd in the present study. The value 
of ~ is 1.22 as opposed to 1.lS obtained by Morozov. A set of graphs 
max 
drawn betwen 1n ~6 and (1 - Cos e ) is given in fig. 69. A value for the 
absorption coefficient a of Bi, is not available from direct experimental 
evidence. Assuming a to be directly proptrtionnl to the density of the 
material, and inverse~ proportional to E 2, a value for a of Bi, is 
Pmax 
extrapolated from Jonker's table of values for other materials (38). 
6 6-1 A value of 1.5 x 10 cm. is obtained by this extrapolation. Assuming 
this approximate value for a, Xs is calculated from the slope of the 
graphs in fig. 69. Thus x is found to be ~~ S2~. Bronshtein by 
s 
depositing thin films on cold substrates finds a value of ~ 7 atomic 
layers ( ~26~) for x of Bi. However, on depssiting onto wnrm substratcs 
3 
he gets a value much higher than 7 atomic layers. Even if one takes 
Xs = 7 atomic layers to be the correct one, the rather high value of 
szR may be,due to the low value of a assumed in this case. A very 
accurate calculation of xs ' in this way is not pOSSible until a more 
accurate value for a has been obtained from direct experiments. 
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6.3.e Platinum 
The secondary emission yield from a platinum ribbon, outgassed 
and cleaned by hest treatment was also m~asured, for various nngles of 
incidence of the primaries. The yield curves for the different angles 
of incidence are given in fig. 70. For normal incidence, ~ has a value 
Iru'l.X 
1.74 which is nearer to the value 1.8 obtained b,y Copeland (11) and 
Bronshtein and Segal (4) than the VD Ius 1. 5 given by iollath (23). 
In ~e against (1 - Cos e ) was again plotted for primory energies above 
700eV and a set of s~ch graphs is given in fig. 71. In the case of 
platinum also,a value for a is not availcble from direct experimental 
evidence. However, as in the case of bismuth, a value for a ~ be 
extrapolated from the corresponding value for nickel. The value thus 
t i d 1 i · 06 -1 F h 1 ht ob a ne for p at nurn lS 3.42 x 1 cm. • rom t e S ope pf the straig 
lines, xs was calculated. For platinum,t~is value was found to be 
~ 2JR. 
The different parameters of SEE for the metals studied are tabu-
l~ted in Table 4. Since the valuesof a are not very accurately knov,m 
in the energy range concerned, the calculated valUES of the mEan depths 
of origin of secondaries 'may only be taken as approximate. However, such 
a determination of thE mean depth of origin of secondories from the 
variation of the yield with the angle of incidence of the primary beam 
does yield values of the right order which tend to confirm that the 
secondary emission is largely a surfcc€ phenomenon. 
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TilBLE 4 
E .:t xs Material b
max Pmax (cm-I) (~) 
Nickel 1.67 460 1.5 x 106 28 - 38 
Silver 1.63 680 6.6 x 105 60 
Platinum 1.74 650 3.42 x 10 6 23 
Bismuth 1.22 480 1.56 x 10 6 52 
Tantalum Carbide 0.68 270 
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6.4 Charncteristic Energy Loss studies 
6.4.a Silver 
Characteristic energy losses from silver have been studied by 
~ny authors, both by the transmission and reflection methods. The loss 
spectrum from silver is very complicated and the explanationsof the energy 
losses are varied. In the present investigation, energy losses from an 
evaporated silver target wera measured, by using the retarding field energy 
analyser. A typical energy loss spectrum for a primory energy of 400eV 
is shown in fig. 72. l~asurements using four different primary energies 
ranging from 200eV to 450eV did not show Dny ch~nge in the enrgy loss 
values. The spectrum could be sccnned both ways - increasing and 
decreaSing the ret1rding field by reversing the motor driving the 
helipot. This reversol produced no chonge in the spectrum cnd always 
loss values were calculated as the mean of the two obtainEd this way. 
The modulating voltage was 350mV at a frequency 450 Hz. The elastically 
reflected primary peak hod a half width of 26V for a primory energy of 
4006V. 
The loss v~lu€s obtained from the present investigation mny be 
compared with the experimental results obtained previouslY by a few 
authors (To ne 5). 
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TABLE 2 
ChDracteristic Em.:rgy Losses (in eV) in Silver 
os found in the pres£~t work and !2Y ot he r aut hors 
jpresent Work 4.1 8.6 13.5 16.7 23.4 25.5 33.5 43.1 
rObins (195) 4.1 7.3 17.2 25 33.5 
Rudberg (90) ~.6 7.4 24.8 
I bnrton et a l. (107) 3.4 7 16.7 24.8 
Jull (201) 3.3 6.8 14.3 23.S 44.S 
Watonabe (198) 3.4 S 17.5 25 34 
!Gauth6 (193) 7.5 22.1 26 36 43 
There seems to be good general agreement for most loss values. MCny of 
the previous workers could not however resolve the 23.4 and 25.5eV pecks. 
Most authors observe the loss peak at about 4.1eV, though the values vary 
from 3.4 to 4.6eV. The loss ot 8.6 is the predominant one. The 
corresponding value obtDined by other authors ranges from 6.S to SeV. 
A new loss ot 13.5eV is observed in this study, though it appeors only with 
small intensity. Very few workE.rs find the two peaks 23.4 and 25.5eV, 
except Gauthe, probably because of the poor resolution of the cnD~ser and 
surface conditions of the target. In addition to the above losses, two 
more losses at 33.5 and 43.1eV are distinguish9ble. 
There ere a wide vcricty of interpretations of these loss 
peaks by different outhors. From the reflectance data of silver 
Ehrcnr6ich ond 'Philipp (157) found on energy loss peck occurring et 3.geV 
which they explained 8S due to an interoond transition of 4d electrons 
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to the Fermi level. The opticDl work of Taft Dnd Philipp (194) leads to 
the predictio~ of hJO energy losses one at 3.75eV which may bG explain6d 
as due to collective oscillations, and another one at sbout 8eV. 
Furthermore, Steinmann (148) and Brown et al. (149) have observed 
radiation arising from silver corresponding to an energy 3.75eV, which 
tends to suggest that the loss at 3.75eV is due to collective cscill~tions. 
If one considers Ag to have one "free" electron per atom, the 
Zd t 
"plasmon" tnergy calculf.lted from equation (55), i'i wp = 28.8 (A) €V, hoe 
a value 9.2eV. Ehrenreich and Phi1ipp argue that ~Ning to the strong 
influence of in:erbnnd transitions, the value is displaced to 3.75eV. 
So this value would repre sent a volume plasmon. They however, indicate tLJ.t 
this is not a free elEctron resonance as given by the plasma theory, but 
rather a "hybrid resonance" resulting from the cooperative behaviour of both 
the 4d and 5s electrons. However, since tpis hybrid resonance energy of 
3.75eV is so c10se·to the interband transition of 3.geV, it is difficult 
to distinguish then, experimentally. Hence the experime:nta1 value of 4.1('\.~ 
may be due either to the hybrid resonance or to en interband transition 
or p~rhaps both. Howeve~ Pines (121) is of the opinion that at such 
low Energies the int6roond transitions will dominnte and hence the loss 
4.1eV must be ascribed to interbend transitions. 
;From their optical data, Ehrenreich and Philipp found a peak In the 
energy loss function Im /11 at Dn r;nergy 7.5eV, which is Dscribed to the 
e: 
collective oscillation of the conduction electrons alone. The loss value 
of 8.GeV, obtained in the present study, may be due to such a collective 
oscillation. Robins (195) however, considers this loss to be a surface 
- 141 -
plasma loss. It is difficult to agree with his argument, especially 
since he considers that 25eV is the volume loss. If 25cV were the volume 
loss, e surfRce loss should occur at l7.8eV. Though he finds a loss at 
l7.2eV, he leaves it es "unexplained". 
A small peak is found to occur at about 13.5cV, which most other 
outhors do not observe. However, referring to the Robins' loss spectrum, 
one can see a sTroll hump at about this value, though he does not quote it 
as a loss. Jull (201) observed a loss at 14.3eV, which might be the same 
loss as observed in this study. This loss might be due to an interband 
transition or perhaps a combination of the 4.1eV and 8.6e:V losses. 
The loss at l6.7eV agrees with the values obtained by previous 
workers. Robins leaves this loss as "unexplained". From the X-ray fine 
structure studies of the K-absorption edge, a maximum in the absorption 
spectrum is observed at an energy l7eV (196). This valuE agrees with the 
observed loss l6.7eV. Hence it is likely that this loss is due to the 
excit~tion of conduction band electrons to the allowed unoccupied levels. 
If, however,· 8.beV is the volume pm sma loss, the peek at l6.7eV could 
very well be due to the electrons having excited two plasmons. 
The loss at 23.4eV agrees well with the absorption maximum 
in the X-ray spectruD which corresponds to 24eV, and hence may be due to 
the excitation of conduction electrons. The losses-at 25.5 and 33.5eV 
are thought of as due to electrons hnving excited 3 or 4 plasmons. However, 
the loss 33.5eV agrees with the value of 3JeV corresponding to an absorpticn 
~~ximum in the X-ray spectrum. The loss 43.leV agrees with the 44eV 
obtained from X-ray fine structure, which hence may be due to the excitetion 
of conduction electrons. 
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6.4b Beryllium 
Characteristic energy losses from an evaporated beryllium target 
were measured using the saE~ analyser. A typical loss spectrum for n pri-
mary energy 3006V is shown in fig. 73. The different energy loss values 
are compered with those observed ~y previous workers, in Tcble 6. 
TABLE 6 
Ch9racteristic Energy LoSSES (in cV) in Be 
oS found in the pres6nt work and by other authors 
. Present Work 4.4 12.1 18.9 28 37.4 43.5 57.8 
Powell (105) 11.9 19.9 39.4 58.4 
l'i.arton and Leder (103) 6.5 18.9 
Go. ut he (193) 19 28 38.1 
Kleinn (102) 17.3 36.7 54 
There is general agreement in t:lost of the values except for a loss at 4.4eV 
which bas not b(cn observed by others. However} Marton and Ledcr (103) 
observe a loss at 6.5eV. The loss at 4.4eV cannot be explnined on the 
basis of co11€ctive oscillations of the valE-nce electrons. Perhaps this 
could be due to ~n interbend transition. If it is assumed that in Be there 
ar€ two electrons per atom free, capable of collective oscillations, the 
theoretical valUE of the volumE plcsmon energy will be l8.4eV, which agrees 
w€11 with the loss 18.geV observed in the rresent study. 
The loss at 12.1eV is identified es the surface plasmon loss, since 
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it agrees approximately with the theoretical value of ~ = 13eV • 
.f2 
The losses 37.4eV and 57.8eV could be due to the electrons having excited 
two and three volume plasnJons respectively. However, in the X-ray 
absorption spectra there do occur fine structures corresponding to 35.8 
and 56.geV (196). Hence it may be argued that the above two losses are 
due to interband transitions. Nevertheless simply because of the fact that 
fine structures occur at these energi€s, it is not necessarily true that the 
losses are due to interband transitions DS hns been suggested b,y Pines (123). 
Some of the fine structures in the X-ray absorption spectrum might very 
well be due to the collective oscillntions of electrons. The sIhall "hump" 
occurring at 43.5eV, though not observed by m~ny others, may be due to an 
interband transition, €Specially since an absorption maximum is observed 
near this energy, in the X-ray spectrum. 
6.4.c Bismuth 
Initially, a bismuth ribbon obtained commercially (Purity 4N) 
was used as the target. A complete energy distribution of the secondary 
electrons from this target was plotted. One such distribution curve for 
a prirr~ry energy of 350cV is shown in fig. 74. The true s6condary peak 
occurs at about 2.5eV. One interesting feature of the spectrum is the 
1nrge number of inelastically reflected primaries •. There are two large 
loss peaks occurring at 7.4eV Dnd 19.7eV. These two loss peaks are, in 
fact, found to be morE intens6 than the rrimary peak. The 7.4€V peak 
has a half width small€r than that of 19.76V. Since the target bed bE6n 
exposed to air, it is very likely that tbe surface "JaS oxidised. 
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These loss peaks might be characteristic of bismuth oxide rDther than Bi. 
Later experiments tend t~ confirm thlS. 
Next a bismuth target was prepared by evaporation 'in v~cuo'. 
An enGrgy loss spectrum was scanned immediately ofter the evaporation 
of Bi and the spectrum is shown in fig. 75. There are three main loss 
peaks at 8.6, 14.1 and 22.4eV. The GEL values are compared with the results 
ot previous workers in Table 7. 
TABLE 7 
Qharacteristic Energy LOSSES in Bi 
Present Work 
Powell (105) 
~hrton and Leder (103) 
8.6 
9.9 
14.1' '. 
14.7 
13 
29 
However, within an hour or so, the spectrum began to change in shape and 
within a few hours the whole spectrum was completely changed (fig. 75). 
This could eithGr be due to Bi getting oxidised or due to the adsorption 
of contaminating layers. For the; contaminahd t~rget there were a brger 
number of 6nergy losses visible, nt 4.2, 7, 14.7, 19.5, 22.7, 32.5 ~nd 
4leV. In addition, the primary pe~k was re13tively very small. These 
losses ere not considered to be characteristic of pure Bi at all. 
The three energy losses from a freshly evaporated target can be 
explained os due to pl~smon excitations. Assuming all the fivG valE-nee 
electrons to be free to p9rticipate in collective oscill~tions, thG volume 
pbsmon energy is calcul:1ted to be 13.geV and the surface plasmon energy 
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9.8eV. These values agree with the values of 14.1 and 8.6eV obtained in 
the present study. Hence it my be concluded th'Jt theSE two losses are cue 
.to volume and surface pl:)smon Excitation. The loss Dt 22.4eV could be due to 
a combin'Jtion of volume 3nd surf·'3ce p1csmon €x~itotior.. However, from 
opticBl data Wolker et 01. (197) conclude that en interb~nd transition can 
occ:lr at 24eV. Hence it m:".y be that thE loss 22.46V is due to such a 
process or perhaps a combination of both interoond trDnsition and plasmon 
excitation. 
The fact thDt the Gnergy loss spectrum of Ei chcnges in shcpe and 
siZE so quickly, empbDsises the necessity for m~intaining the surface free 
from contDminations. In the present investigation even cfter using such 
clean ultre-high v::cuum, it t~k(;s only very little time to a lter the 
spectrum complEtely. 8inc€ this is so, onc must question the surfncG 
condition ;:of the target Bnd hence the results when a vacuum not better 
-6 ( than 10 , torr is used as indeed Powell in his m~ny investigations 
(104, 105) and others did). It is somewhat surprising th3t Powell et 0.1. 
quote values thought to be genuinely characteristic of Bil As can be SEen 
from fig. 75, the loss values and the intensity of the loss peaks change 
with contamination of the surface. Apart from the surface pl~smon loss 
being Extremely scnsiti'lte to ar3sorbed 18yers, the. fact that t hG volume 
loss Dlso ch"lnges reveals thE fact that even uncler such ultrohigh 
vacuun conditions ( 
-< 10-9 t~rr) biemuth gets covered completely 
with contaminating L1yers within an hour or so. This emphasises the 
necessity for maintaining the surface cl€an, in any study of plasmon 
r:xcit~tion. 
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T8ntalum 
Since tantalum carbide was one of the; mtltair.lls studied, it was 
felt necessary to also investigate the characteristic energJT losses of 
ta~tolum, in order to make a comperison of the two. Only onc auth~r -
Kleinn in 1954 (102) - h,1.s studied so far the properties of Tn and that 
too by the tnansmission method. In the present study, the target was in 
the form of a plate 1 sq. cm. cleoned by heat tr€atmc'nt. A typical GEL 
spectrum is shown in fig. 76. There are threE main losses occurring at 
7.9, 12.4 Dnd 20.1eV, cs opposed to the t'Wo losses at 19.7 cnd 47.7E;V 
observed by Kleinn. Kleinn did not find the two lower losses. There might 
be a loss at 47.7eV, but it was found difficult to Establish with certainty 
the existEnce of this loss in the present investigation. 
On the basis of the p13snn theory, taY.ing the. number of "free" 
electrons in Ta to be 5, the calculated value:: of the "plqsmon ti €nergy is 
19. 5eV. This agre-Es reasonably well with the experimental VD. luc of 20.lcV, 
observed in the present study. Hence it may be concluded th8t the loss at 
20.leV is clue to the Excitation of a volU!7!e plesmon. However, it must be 
said th~t the ionisation pot6ntials of N7 and N6 shells are l8Vand 
20V respectively. Hence it may even be argued that the 20.1eV loss is due 
to th€ ionisation of one or the other of the 'JboVE shells. The loss at 
12.4eV is thought to be (Jut;; to the excitation of Eurface ple.smon_ 'sinCe it 
s~tisfi8S npproximnt.elY the relntion -t'lw s = 
11 w 
~ 
• This surface 
plasmon loss cO'lld not be observed when the prilTl8ry beam was incident 
normally on th~ targGt, and in the ectu-9l case the beam WBS incident at an 
angle 300 to the normol to the tcrgct. The loss at 7.geV obs€rved in the 
present study SEeIDS to bG inexplicable on the bcsis of the plasm~ theory. 
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1antalum csrbide 
As a p3rt of the study of the stcondc.l"'J emission charactE.ristics 
of tantalum carbi.Je, which has not been studied, the energy distribution of 
the secondary electrons was ~tRsur6d by the rEtarding field aTh11yser. A 
typica 1 energy,. distribution curve of th6 secon(~arieS is shovm in fig. 77, 
for a primsry E..nErgy200eV. The most interesting fEature of this distribution 
curve is the presence of two energy loss pE:aks occurring at 15eV and 30eV. 
ThE 15eV loss is consicercd to be the single volume plasma loss and 30cV 
corresponding to electrons hcving Excited two plnsmons. 
In explaining thesE two losses, it is interesting to compare 
the loss values of the compom:nt elel!!Ents Ta Bnd C • .As has alreaC!y b6€n 
r,oted, thE volumE. plasmon in To bos a va1u6 19.5cV. tor graphite, 
'Wntnnabe (198), Leder ancl Sudoeth (199) and Scheibner and Tharp (202) 
observe two 10ss6s at 25eV cnd 7. 5eV. ThE 25eV loss is explained os a 
volume plasma loss-owing to the collectivE oscillntion of all the four 
val~nc€ electrons in C. Ichikawn (200) explains the loss at 7.5eV as ~ue 
not to surface plDsmons but e s due to the oscilbtion of the '11'" electrons 
in carbon. ThisintE,rprdation is, howevt:r, still subject to question 
(203) and some Duthors associD.te this loss with a simple intcrband 
trDnsition bdvlE6n 'I1'~electron levels (202). From th8 present 
invcstigl1tion it is SEen thDt the compound TaC has lossE.s not the san'€; as 
those of th( componEnt elcrecnts. Th~s is not surprising since many other 
compounds' do exhibit a similar propErty. 
The depression in the loss value. from the "plasmon" en€;rgy of Ta 
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may be due to thE', tight ValE-DC6 binding, when a compound is formed with 
carbon. Pines is of the opinion that such a tight valenc~ binding will 
give rise to im~,ortn.nt high frequency bnnd to band transitions which 
decrease the plasmon (;nergy from the thE.oreticol value. If one assumes 
that nIl the five electrons in Ta and the four electrons in Cure free 
which bO:.Jever may not be true in actual practice,- to pnrticipnte in 
collective oscillations, [J theoretical val ue for the plasmon energy may 
be obtained for TaC. The theoretical value thus obtain6d is 23eV, 
which is much higher than thE observed value of l5eV. It is not surprising 
at all, owing to the tight valence binding an] core-polarizacility in 
the ctse of th6 compoun'~. 1ven if one ,"ssumcs that thE: core polnrizr..bility 
is negligible on the grounds that the core is tightly bound, the tight 
valence binding is by no mtl)ns negligible. B€causE. of th:.s, there will 
be a depression in the theoretical valuE. of the plasmon energy. This 
may €xpl~in the experimentally observed low value of the plasma loss. 
HE-nce it may be concluded thr:lt the tWCl losses 15eV and 30eV in the case 
of TaG are in fact due to D slingle .!lnd doublc plasma!} Gxci tation respectively •. 
For tant!llum c~rbide the whole energy range of the s6condary 
elE;ctrons wes scanned tbrough and the energy spectrum thus obtained 
is shown in fig. 77. The shope is quite sim113r to that for othsr 
metols. lven though the present spectromctcr wns'capoble of good 
resolution, no fine structure in the lower energy range was observed. 
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CPJ-i.FTl'-R VII 
Conclusions Pond Suggestions for further \~ork 
Th6 experim6ntal appar~tus of the present investigation hns proved 
to be a vDluab16 tool in thE.: study of some aspects of secondary electron 
emission under ultre-high V£'CUUJTI conditions. It is possible to maintc.in 
clean surfoc6s only undEr such conditions and most previous exptOriment£1l work 
has been open to the criticism of comparatively poor vacuum conditions and 
this factor has pOSSibly accounted for the large discrepancies from author 
to author in thG published date on SEE. 
Using the spherical me~ifold syst6m the total yield of secondaries 
from Ni, .:,g, Pt, Bi and TaC has been mUlsured. A qut:lntitative assessment 
of thE. variation of th6 primariE;s hns also bEen made. The total yie:.ld at 
normal incidence of the primary beam has b(en measured bEfore, from 
Ni, Jig, Pt .snd Ei •. On thE; other h£Jnd despite its cormnercial importance as a 
low yield mnterbl, Toe has not been studitd hitherto. For the first four 
abovE-J:1cntioned metals c more accurate v91uG or' the yield has been 
obtained in this study. 
For normal incidence ~ from nickel ~s a value 1.62 which is 
max 
higher than the value 1.4 obtsinLd by ~revious workers. This higher v~lue 
for ~ is thollght to be due to the hieh smoothneSS end the cleanliness of 
max 
the surf!lce. In addition most prEviolls workGrs have ignored the effect 
of tertiary clectfons froIT'. tne collector '''hich might be one reason for the 
lower vnlue that they observed. Th6 higher vclu€ of ~ fOllnd in thE 
'f.'lax 
present etudy may hence partly be due to the Dction of this grid. 
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It is f6lt that such n grid is essential for IJc.}u.rato m6D.SUrcments. 
In the caSE of platinum, different authors quote varied values for 
~I;:.c...x ranging from 1.4 to 1.8~ ThE; present study yields a value 1.74 for 
b froi:! pt \~hich agrEes more .... Jith the value found by Bronsht€in and 
max 
&gal (4) who again used a'suppressor or so-c~llcd c:mti-dynatron grid. This 
valUE tends to SUgg6St that pt is onG of the high yield metals. For silver 
the v::tluE. of b has Cl v,~luc 1.64 cs opposed to the v[11u6 of 1.56 quoted 
max 
by Kollnth. This increrl.se r./ly .'Jg.:;;in bE due to the r6asons given above. 
However, there dOE;s n:, t SHY', to be any great difference in the value of 
b for Bi between thE: present study Clnd previous work. For nll theSE; 
rr.ax 
materials, the yield is found to be generally r.igher, which moy be ascribed 
to the ultra-high vacuum environment and the effect of the onti-dynatron 
grid. Owing to this noticeable Gffect of ultre-high vacuum on SEE it may bG 
essentio.l to r6pCo.t the exp(;rirnE.nts for other mc;terials in such conditions. 
The yield values from tn.ntalu!:l ccrbide are of particular interE:st 
because of its intrinsic import:1ncE. F.1S a low yield ITlDteri~l USGd in the 
valve industr;. The value of b is found to be < 1, in fact ('Inly 0.68. mu 
This value is sor;lCwhat higher for a smoother TaG surfaCe. 
It may be concluded that TaC is a low yield material which mcq be 
uS6d to ldni:nisc the s(;condDry crdssion where it has adverse: effects. 
FurthErmore the value of inele.stic refl€ction coefficiont which is found to be 
only 0.11 suggE.sts tbat the tlajority of the: secondary electrons have 
encrg76s less than 50eV. 
A quantitative dct6rcin~tion of the dependence of the total yield 
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on thG anglG of incidence of ths primary bEElr:! end the mcnn depth of origin of 
~€cond8ries hos been r:~de i.~ the prEsent study. For lnrg(;r Dngles of 
incidence of the prir~I"J bEf.lm the total yield is higher. This is expectEd 
from elar:H::ntE'ry theory. The Llcan depth of origin of secondaries x
s
' in thE: 
o 
cese of Ni hl3s a vDlue 28 - 38 .ti. in thE] prirrnry r~ng6 600eV - 1200cV which 
is COn!IX'1tible with the VD lUG of 30 ~ found bl Eruining. The values of Xs 
for .c~g, Bi f'nd pt found in the present study connot be cOhlpared 'With other 
work o'Wing to the lack of data. 
For all th6 In8terials invcstigatcd tho [{IGan depths of origftm 
of secondaries are only n few ten~ of R units (Table 4) wr~ch suggest that th- ' 
secondary ele"'-':ron 6Inission may be considered to be T:'ore of a surfacG 
phenomenon. It must be admitted that the values of Xs are only approxi~~tc 
because of the IDck of 8ccurate dDta on the ebsorption coefficient of slow 
electrons in these ITBterials.tn the y range concerned. lv10rc transmissir~. 
experiments need to be donG in the lower energy range to determine the 
absorption coefficient before a very accurnte meas'ltreIncnt of thc mc=:an depth 
of .. -)rigin of secondaries cen be. made by this method. 
The roughly lin.ear relationship observed between In ~8 and (1 - Cos :;} 
suggests that the variation of the yield with the angle of incidence of 
the prirn~ries may very well be represented above the primnry energy 
E ,by the equation (6) 
Pmax 
~o = ~o €Xp [ a xs(l - Cos 6)] 
An outstanding feature of the present experinenta 1 set-up has 
been its ability to neasure both yield and energy distribution of the 
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secondaries ~nd in particulBr the energy distribution of inelastically 
reflected electrons, which reveals the characteristic energy losses. 
The energy loss VB lues obtained from this study clearly reveal the irnmense 
potential of this sj..:hericDl retsrding field energy analyser as a very 
accurste device in the n'S6surement of the chnrocteristic energy losses, by 
anD lysing the reflected electrons. The a.c modulation technique used in 
differentiating the retarding field curve h3S proved n great success. The 
resolution of the above analyser has been remarkably good. The half-width 
of the elastically reflected prim~ry peak had a typical value less th?n 2cV 
for a primary energy 400eV• This could possibly be ir:lproved upon by 
reducing the size of the target or increasing the diameter of the sphericDl 
retarding grid and replacing the oxide-co2ted cathode in the electron gun 
by a tungsten filmnent. The electronic differentiaticn of the integral 
plot by the c.c modulation techr.ique !"nd the consequent detection by a phase 
sensitive detector eliminate SOIDe of the possible errors nOrQElly 
associated with other retarding field ener~J ~nalys€rs. In addition, 
since the total number of electrons emerging through an angle 2tr , is 
availuble for analysiS, a very small priliTIry beam current density only is 
reqJired. 
The charDctGristic energy losses fron sil~cr, beryllium, bismuth 
tcntalui:, and tontc lum curbide measured by using the present energy amlyser 
can be explained 8S due to the excitation of voluIllE! plasmons, surface 
plasmons or a combination of the two, cnd due to interband transitions. 
The two losses'15eV und 30eV, observed in the energy spectrum fron TaC 
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and measured for the first time may bG considered to be due to the excitation 
of volun€ pl~smons, These losses are different from the 103ses observed in 
either Ta or C, sho~ing that Tae belongs to the group of compounds ~hich 
have CEL spectrn different from the respective elenents. The variation 
of the intensity of the loss peaks and the change in the spectrum 
a 
obServed in the case of Bi, revealAsignificant effect of contamination on 
the loss spectrum. It is to bG concluded th3t for reproducible energy 
loss spectra, genuinely chnrachristic of the n,,gteri8l investigated, one 
should prepare cle~n surfaces and r~intain them in ultra-high vacuum. The 
energy losses found in the different materials tend to support strongly the 
concept of plaStIn oscillntions in metals ond plasmon excitation as a 
possible mechanism by which E: lectrons con lose energy. HoweVE r, it is to be 
empha sised tb'3t plasmon excitation is not, by ~ny means, the: only nl6chJnism 
by which ener~J losses can occur. 11ectrons can obviously lose energy 
through interbsnd tr:nsitions, intrnben~ transitions, Auger transition, etc. 
It is evident that a great deal of work lies ahead before ~6 ~£y 
feel that Ollr understanding of the: energy loss spectrA is truly 
satisfactory. The existing discrepBnci6s among the experimental results 
of different inve stigators on the snme mnteriol surely ought to be resolved. 
Certainly there is scope for further i~prov€m€nt i~ the existing techniques. 
There may be special difficulties ger~ne to the VC~j accurate measurswe:nt 
of the energy losses which should in fact induc€ one to look for new 
techniques rAtr€r than being pessimistic about the older ones. New 
sp6ctrOIT!eters with enhanced energy resolution should and can be designed, 
pnrticu1arly in tho lo~ energy reflection type experiments as in the 
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present study. 
11 few suggestions may bE; oode regcrding further study of SE 
properties and cbarecteristic energy losses using [1 similBr "due I-purpose I: 
system. So fer, the plotting of the yield curve has been done t~:-nually, 
which is time-consuming. By incor~orating an oPGrntion~l ~mplifier and an 
analogue module as an electronic divider and sweeping the prim9ry voltage, 
a yield curve could be plotted in 0. fEW t1inutes, which would make it 
possible to investigate the likely varintion of the yield with short . times, 
and changing cnvironlner.tal conditions. 
In the present study, only the; vari,::tion of the totnl yield with the 
angle of incidence of the prinarics has been studied. It is equally easy 
to mCike a quantitative determin~tion of the vnrbtion of the inelnstic 
refl€ction cOE.ffici€nt \Jith the angle of incidence. Furthermore, by depos-
iting thin fi1:.:8 of one motericl onto cnother and me~surine; thE total 
yield and inelDstic reflection coefficient, one can verify the conclusions 
drown by Bronshtein and SEgO 1 (1.,5) reg!lrding the "effectiveness ll of 
inelnstic~lly reflected primaries in the production of true secondaries 
and also the depth of origin of secondcries. The thickness of the 
condensed films c<:,n be controlled to fin6r limits by using Dn autonmtic 
evaporation controller, coupled with a quartz crystal monitor. 
Since the present investi~tion \-Jas dircctco towards a 
measurem€nt of the energy losses of 61e::ctrons, the spectrum of inel::1stically 
reflected pri~9rics only wns studied. However, the s~mc S8t-up may be 
easily adapted ~o study the whole (nergy s::ectrum of thG second''')ries, by 
using on arranger:ent shown in fig. 55. Such u study tlill reveal the 
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existence - if any - of the finG structures Li the energy spectrwn 
which hElve been expbined as dUG to P.uger trfmsitions. Recently the 
interest in this process of energy loss and excit~tion of electrons bas 
been revived (202). 
The ;:resent energy analyser is pnrticul1Jrly suitable for the study 
of characteristic energ'.f lossEs and their dependence on the angle of 
incidence: of thc prirrIlry bC8m. VGry little work h~,s been done in this 
direction particulsrly in the reflection type experiments. Recently 
Thirlwell (204) reported that the ratio of tl~ intensity of surface 
pksmon loss to th~t of the volume plasmon loss increases with larger 
angles of incidence of the :rim8~! beam. This offers in fact, an easy 
me~ns of ideDtification of the surfaCe plasmons. 
There have been only 0 fe1l1 scattered investigations on the 
charactE:mtic Energy losses in alloys. As stated in section J.7, for an 
alloy, an intermedi8te loss between the individual losses of the comporumts 
a~d varying in position vlith concentretion W'Ollld be expected, on the basis 
of the plaSmD theory. A study of this aspect and the variation with the 
chemical composition would yield :3 better knowledge of the interaction of 
electrons in alloys cnd provide a crucial test for the plasmD osci11t.tion 
theory • 
With the reCEnt progress in pm smon studies, surface plasmons hnv6 
been favoured as a tool for the invcstigution of surface conditions (205). 
For a mE:ta1 surfncG of perfect planar ge:offit:try the surface p1£l Sl;-tl frequency 
w 
is given by w = --lL and the corresponding energy fl W CDn be 
s. 12 S 
expcrimentol1y measured. Howev6r, if the surface is covered with a layer 
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of frequency - independent dielectric constant E , the surface plasmon 
f. (;'lp 
energy is shifted to • This cb~nge in the surface pl~smon energy ~E 
can bo en:ployed as e test for the cleanliness of the mE-tol surface. ~\lso, 
on experimental dderJ'l1ination of E by this rxthod and the compcrison 
of the value of this di6lectric cor:.stnnt fron optical measurements should 
provide a test for the existence of surface plasmons. 
Another interGsting aSptct of the p13 smons wbich can be studied in 
this experimEntal set-up is the existence of intGrfacial plasmons i.e. plasma 
oscillations between the boundaries of two free electron plnsmas. This may 
bo studied by depositing a VGry thin laYEr of onc mdal onto another and 
examining the energy losses. l!'or (,x:'mple hg may be deposited onto Al and 
the int€rfacial surface plasmon Enerb'"J '.Jill be ~ w = fl rt(w 2 + w 2)1 ~-
s t PI P2~ 
where wand w 
PI P2 
are the volume plasmon frE'quencies in tho two metals. 
The expc:rin:entnl evidenc6 of all theSE: aspects of plasmons will 
confirn the; validity of the concept of pms!.1o oscillations in mdals cnd thE 
excitation of thGse oscillations os a means of energy loss of electrons in 
solids. Particularly, the exist6nce of surface plasmons should open up neW' 
techniqu6s in the study of surfaces. Prop::rly d€v€loped, surface pmsmons 
may turn out to bE: as good ~ tool in th6 study of surfaCeS as loW' tncrgy 
electron diffr8Ction. There arE. D l81'ge nur:bEr of , varied espccts of 
plasnons, likG plesmn redi8tion, cxcitDtion of pl~smons by photons, which 
have not been inv€stigeted. The study of ~IGsmons is still only in its 
infancy and cGrtD.inly the near f1lturG should bring about rtm~rkbb16 
progrcss in this field wl:ich would in turn yield €xtr&m6ly inte:resting and 
iUlportent rEsults cnd hGlp tinbrge our present knowledge of this ettractivc 
field of solid stAte pbysics. 
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N 
LIST OF 
Atomic weight 
Whiddington's constant 
Angstrom unit 
Absorption coefficient of secondaries 
Velocity of light 
Density of the metal 
Yield of secondary electrons 
Eaximum yield 
Fraction of the secondaries below 50eV 
Electronic charge 
Primary electron E.nergy 
Primary energy corresponding to maximum 
yield 
Dielectric constant 
Fermi Energy 
b 
2 1i 
Inelastic reflection coefficient 
Angle of incidence of primaries 
Wavelength of the plasma wave 
Wave nlli~ber of the plasmon 
Cut-off plasma wave vector 
!ViaSS of the electron 
Avogadrols number 
R 
s 
v 
z 
w 
p 
w 
s 
Free electron density 
Range of primary electrons 
Inter-electronic distance 
'Effeciiveness'of inelastically 
reflected primaries in secondary 
production 
Relaxation time 
Work funct ion 
Velocity of the electron 
Hean depth of origin of secondaries 
Atomic number 
Volume plasmon frequency 
Surface plasmon frequency 
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